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Abstract

In this dissertation, we construct two systems that protect privacy by splitting trust among

multiple parties, so that the failure of any one, whether benign or malicious, does not cause a

catastrophic privacy failure for the system as a whole. The first system, called Prio, allows a

company to collect aggregate statistical data about its users without learning any individual

user’s personal information. The second, called Riposte, is a system for metadata-hiding

communication that allows its users to communicate over an insecure network without

revealing who is sending messages to whom. Both systems defend against malicious behavior

using zero-knowledge proofs on distributed data, a cryptographic tool that we develop from a

new type of probabilistically checkable proof.

The two systems that we construct maintain their security properties in the face of an

attacker who can control the entire network, an unlimited number of participating users, and

any proper subset of the servers that comprise the system. These systems split trust in the

sense that, as long as an attacker cannot compromise all of the participating servers, the

system provides “best-possible” protection of the confidentiality of user data. Through the

design, implementation, and deployment of these systems, we show that it is possible for us

to enjoy the benefits of modern computing while protecting the privacy of our data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We trust a small number of companies with vast amounts of our most private information.

A single social network collects the personal messages and photos of more than two billion

people [123]. A single medical-records system stores health data on more than half of U.S.

medical patients [140]. And three Internet service providers transit communications for over

60% of U.S. broadband customers [27].

Centralization creates major economies of scale. At the same time, entrusting so few

entities with so much data creates serious potential for abuse, both by dominant companies

and by intruders who breach their defenses. Unfortunately, experience shows that where

there is the potential for abuse, there is abuse—by attackers [169], by governments [74, 253],

and by businesses [163, 259, 269].

In an ideal world, we could get the benefits of modern computing—global networks, web

search, social networking, and so on—without needing to trust anyone to protect the privacy

of our information. Upon reflection, though, it becomes quickly clear that unless we are

going to build our own hardware, write our own compilers, and disconnect ourselves from

the Internet, we must invest some amount of trust in systems that we did not construct and

do not control [257].

It would seem, then, that we are trapped: computer systems are premised on trust—in

the hardware, in the software, in the network—but placing blind trust in these components

is precisely what puts the security of our data and our devices at risk.

In this dissertation, we demonstrate a way out. We show that it is possible to build

large-scale systems that operate on sensitive data without needing to entrust that information

to any single external party. In particular, we construct systems that protect privacy by

1
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splitting trust among multiple parties in such a way that the failure of any one, whether

benign or malicious, does not cause a catastrophic privacy failure for the system as a whole.

The idea of splitting trust is not new—it long predates this dissertation [33, 77, 78, 79,

146] and even predates the field of computer science [227]. Our contribution is to show that,

for certain common tasks, it is possible to split trust in large-scale multi-user systems without

sacrificing the performance and functionality properties that make these systems so useful in

the first place.

By developing and applying a new cryptographic tool, zero-knowledge proofs on distributed

data, we construct two systems that protect privacy by splitting trust. The first is a system

that allows a service provider to collect aggregate statistical data about its user without

learning any individual user’s personal information. The second is a system for metadata-

hiding communication that allows its users to communicate over an insecure network without

revealing who is sending messages to whom.

Both of these systems maintain their security properties in the face of an attacker who

can control the entire network, an unlimited number of participating users, and any proper

subset of the servers that comprise the system. These systems split trust in the sense that,

as long as an attacker cannot compromise all servers, the system provides “best-possible”

protection of the confidentiality of the users’ sensitive data.

We implement both systems and evaluate them on networks with nodes distributed

around the world. In addition, our system for the private collection of aggregate statistics

has been integrated into the Firefox web browser, and our code for the system has shipped

to millions of Firefox users since December 2018.

Through the design, implementation, and deployment of these systems, we show that we

can enjoy the benefits of modern computing while protecting the privacy of our data.

1.1 Overview of results

This dissertation is in two parts. In the first, we develop new cryptographic techniques for

splitting trust. In the second, we apply these techniques to construct two new systems that

protect privacy by splitting trust.
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Part I: Cryptographic techniques for splitting trust

The first contribution of this dissertation is to define and construct zero-knowledge proofs on

distributed data, a new type of interactive proof system. We will first introduce this primitive,

then we will explain how it applies to the systems we build.

A traditional zero-knowledge proof [151] is an interaction between a computationally

unbounded prover and a polynomial-time verifier. Both parties hold a common input string

x ∈ {0, 1}∗ and the prover’s challenge is to convince the verifier that the input x is in some

language L ⊆ {0, 1}∗, without leaking anything else about x to the verifier. For example, the

prover might try to convince the verifier that x is the binary representation of an integer

that has exactly two prime factors, without revealing these prime factors to the verifier. An

astonishing fact is that, under the minimal assumption that one-way functions exist, every

language in NP has a zero-knowledge proof system [147].

We are interested in a twist on the typical setting of zero-knowledge proofs. In our

setting, there are multiple verifiers, and each verifier holds only a piece of the input string x.

Even though neither verifier holds the input x in its entirety, the prover still must convince

the verifiers that this string, which they hold in distributed fashion, is in some language

L ⊆ {0, 1}∗.
As in a standard zero-knowledge proof, the verifiers should learn nothing about the

string x apart from the fact that x ∈ L. Furthermore, neither verifier should learn anything

about the other verifier’s piece of the input by participating in this protocol, apart from

what they can infer from the fact that x ∈ L. (To formalize this notion of privacy, we extend

the standard simulation-based notion of zero knowledge.) We call this new type of proof

system a zero-knowledge proof on distributed data.

Let us now explain why zero-knowledge proofs on distributed data are instrumental to

the privacy-preserving systems we construct in this dissertation. In each of these systems, a

small set of infrastructure servers collects and processes data from a large set of potentially

adversarial clients. Speaking very informally, we want these systems to maintain two properties

at once:

1. Privacy against malicious servers. If any one server behaves honestly, then even

a coalition of adversarial clients and servers should not be able to compromise the

privacy of honest clients’ data.

2. Robustness against malicious clients. If all servers behave honestly, then even a
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coalition of adversarial clients should not be able to disrupt the functioning of the

system.

In both systems, we achieve the privacy property using cryptographic secret sharing [48,

247]: the client splits its data using a secret-sharing scheme and sends one share to each

server. The properties of the secret-sharing scheme imply that an adversary must compromise

all servers to recover any user’s private input. Furthermore, we show that it is possible for

the servers to collectively perform non-trivial computations on the clients’ data, even though

the clients’ data remains in secret-shared form.

However, our use of secret-sharing makes the robustness property difficult to provide: if

each server only sees a single share of the client’s data, no server can unilaterally determine

whether a particular client has sent to the servers a “well-formed” data submission, or whether

the client has sent a maliciously crafted submission that would corrupt the output of the

computation.

This is exactly where our new zero-knowledge proofs on distributed data apply. Using

these proofs, a client (holding an input x ∈ {0, 1}∗) can convince a set of servers (each holding

a share of x) that x is the language L ⊆ {0, 1}∗ of “well-formed” submissions. Furthermore,

the client can prove this to the servers without leaking any additional information to the

servers about its private submission x.

The notion of “well-formedness” differs in the two different systems, as does the nature of

the computation that the servers perform on the clients’ secret-shared data. However, in both

systems we apply our new zero-knowledge proofs to preserve privacy without compromising

robustness.

It is possible to construct zero-knowledge proofs on distributed data using existing

cryptographic techniques, such as dishonest-majority multi-party computation protocols [146]

or standard zero-knowledge proofs [151]. However, these techniques require cryptographic

assumptions and, as we will show, they are relatively inefficient in concrete terms. Our proof

systems are information-theoretically secure (i.e., they require no computational assumptions)

and they are concretely quite efficient for both the prover and verifiers.

The primary limitation of our basic proof systems is that their communication complexity

is relatively large. For an arbitrary language L ⊆ {0, 1}∗, the total communication complexity

of our proof system on distributed data for L grows linearly with the size of a circuit for

computing L. In contrast, succinct zero-knowledge techniques can achieve communication
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complexity poly-logarithmic or even constant in the circuit size, at the cost of making

computational assumptions [46, 47, 55, 60, 134, 156, 170, 201, 210, 226, 238, 240, 266, 281].

To address this limitation of our basic proof systems, we show that for many interesting

special cases—including those that arise in our privacy-preserving systems—it is also possible

to reduce the proof size to poly-logarithmic or even constant, while still using only fast

information-theoretic techniques.

We construct zero-knowledge proofs on distributed data in two steps. First, in Chapter 2,

we define fully linear probabilistically checkable proofs (“fully linear PCPs”), a new type of

information-theoretic proof system. Next, in Chapter 3, we show that if a language L has

a fully linear PCP with short proofs, it also has a communication-efficient zero-knowledge

proof system on distributed data. Thus, by constructing fully linear PCPs with short proofs,

we can construct communication-efficient zero-knowledge proofs on distributed data. We

also consider an interactive analogue of fully linear PCPs and show that these too imply

zero-knowledge proofs on distributed data.

To instantiate this framework, we show that a number of widely used information-

theoretic proof systems in the cryptographic literature [47, 134, 149, 170, 268] give implicit

constructions of fully linear proof systems. In addition, we also construct new fully linear

proof systems for simple or structured languages—including the languages that arise in

our applications—that have short proofs. Plugging our new fully linear proof systems into

this general framework yields a family of communication-efficient zero-knowledge proofs on

distributed data.

Part II: Systems that split trust to protect privacy

In the second part of this dissertation, we describe the design and implementation of two

systems that protect the privacy of user data by splitting trust. Both of these systems

exploit our zero-knowledge proofs on distributed data to yield multiple orders-of-magnitude

speed-ups over the prior work.

Prio: Private computation of aggregate statistics. Our digital devices constantly

gather data about their surroundings and send this data back to the manufacturer for

analysis: mobile apps report location information, connected thermostats report energy usage,

and modern cars report speed and driving behavior. Often device manufacturers collect this

information for the purpose of computing aggregate statistics about their user population
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as a whole. For example, the provider of a real-time traffic app wants to know “How much

traffic is there on the Bay Bridge?” but the provider is not interested in learning the location

of any individual app user.

Today, manufacturers usually compute these statistics by collecting disaggregated data

from their users directly, and storing it for analysis and aggregation later on. While this

approach is easy to implement, it puts the users’ sensitive data at risk of theft by attackers,

abuse by companies, and seizure by governments.

The Prio system, which is the topic of Chapter 4, allows a device manufacturer to compute

aggregate statistics over sensitive user data without ever seeing the disaggregated user data.

Prior systems for private aggregation either produce noisy approximations of the aggregate

statistic [121, 124], do not protect against data-corruption attacks by malicious clients [119,

172, 188, 207, 208], or rely on relatively costly public-key cryptographic machinery [119, 231].

Prio naturally applies to scenarios in which it is sufficient to learn aggregate statistics—

rather than targeted user-level data—about a population. For example, Prio is well-suited to

telemetry applications in which the manufacturer of a device or app wants to learn how its

customers are using its product. Prio is not suited to applications in which it is necessary to

obtain disaggregated personalized statistics, as might be needed to implement, for instance,

a system for privacy-preserving ad-targeting or personalized medicine.

A Prio deployment consists of a small number of servers and a large number of clients.

Each client i ∈ {1, . . . , n} holds a data point xi in some domain D. The configuration of the

system specifies a public aggregation function f : Dn → R and the servers’ goal is to learn the

value of the statistic f(x1, . . . , xn), computed over all clients’ data. For example, the value xi
could indicate the number of hours that client i spent using a particular app in a month and

the function f(x1, . . . , xn) could output the average of these numbers—the monthly usage

of the app averaged across all users. Prio supports a wide range of aggregation functions f ,

including sum, average, stddev, most-popular (approximate), and linear-regression.

As long as at least one Prio server is honest, the only information that the servers learn

during a protocol run is the value of the aggregate statistic f(x1, . . . , xn) that the system

computes. (For some aggregation functions, the system also reveals a handful of auxiliary

values, but this leakage is limited and quantifiable.) The system is robust against malicious

clients as well: the worst that a malicious client can do to corrupt the system’s output is

to lie about the value of its private input value xi within predetermined bounds that the

servers set.
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The system is performant, even with a large number of clients: a small deployment of five

geographically dispersed Prio servers can handle hundreds of client submissions per second.

To briefly sketch how Prio works, consider a deployment of the system with only two

servers in which we aim to collect the sum of n client-provided integers x1, . . . , xn ∈ {0, 1}.
Even this simple statistic is already useful: an app developer could use it to privately learn,

for example, how many clients used a particular feature of the app. We aim to protect the

privacy of the clients’ data as long as at least one of the two Prio servers is honest.

To submit data to the system, each client i chooses a random value ri ←R Zp, where p is

a fixed prime greater than the number of clients n. The client then sends:

• ri ∈ Zp to the left server and

• xi − ri ∈ Zp to the right server.

These values consist of additive secret shares of the client’s private data value xi.

After collecting submissions from all n clients, the left server publishes the sum of the

values it has received: Aleft ←
∑n

i=1 ri ∈ Zp. The right server similarly publishes the sum of

the values it has received: Aright ←
∑n

i=1(xi − ri) ∈ Zp. By summing these two published

values modulo p, the servers recover the sum of the xis—the aggregate statistic of interest:

Aleft +Aright =
n∑
i=1

ri +
n∑
i=1

(xi − ri) =
n∑
i=1

xi ∈ Zp.

As long as one of the two servers is honest, the remaining server learns nothing about any

client’s private value xi, apart from what it can infer from the aggregate statistic
∑n

i=1 xi.

Furthermore, if the servers add a small amount of noise to their values Aleft and Aright, the

system can achieve differential privacy [115, 117] as well.

There is one major problem with the simple scheme we have sketched: if one client

deviates from the protocol by sending two independent random values to the two servers,

the client can completely corrupt the output of the protocol. In addition, the servers will not

know which client mounted this attack—the privacy of the system protects the privacy of

the attacker.

We solve this problem in Prio using the machinery we have developed for zero-knowledge

proofs on distributed data. To do so, we have the client send not only the encoding of

its data value xi to each server, but we also have the client prove to the servers, in zero

knowledge, that it has sent them values vleft and vright such that vleft + vright ∈ {0, 1} ∈ Zp.
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The soundness property of the proof system ensures that no matter how the client attempts

to cheat, the servers will reject a malformed submission with overwhelming probability. The

zero-knowledge property of the proof system implies that even if one of the two servers is

malicious and deviates from the protocol, it learns nothing about the client’s private value xi.

Finally, since our proofs on distributed data are information-theoretic and lightweight, the

computational overhead of adding these proofs to the system is minimal.

The system we have sketched allows the servers to privately compute sums of integers,

but we would like to compute more sophisticated statistics as well. To capture more complex

statistics we have the client encode its data in a more involved manner, using ideas from

streaming algorithms [75, 91, 160]. The servers then use the simple scheme we have sketched

to compute sums of these encodings. We then show that it is possible to recover the statistic

of interest from the sum of the encodings. (See Section 4.5 for details.)

By combining all of these ideas in Prio, we are able to collect interesting aggregate

statistics with strong privacy guarantees, while protecting against against malicious clients,

and at modest computational cost.

Riposte: Anonymous messaging at million-user scale. Network surveillance has be-

come ubiquitous [43, 132, 133, 142, 215]. Today, sending a message from one point on the

Internet to another creates a record of that communication, which may be indelible. And

yet, we would like to protect socially valuable anonymous communication. We would like,

for example, to allow whistleblowers to anonymously report abuses of power to members of

Congress without fear that their communications metadata could later compromise their

privacy.

Riposte, the topic of Chapter 5, is a system for anonymous communication that allows

participants to anonymously post messages to a public bulletin board, maintained by a small

set of servers. The system provides strong anonymity guarantees in that, as long as at least

one of the system’s servers executes the protocol correctly, even an adversary who controls

the network, a subset of the servers, and a large coalition of users cannot determine which

honest user posted which message.

Prior anonymity systems either lacked protection against this form of strong network

adversary [106, 112, 129, 166, 197, 235] or scaled to relatively small anonymity-set sizes [141,

274]. For example, the widely used and tremendously successful Tor system for low-latency

anonymous browsing [112] is vulnerable to a variety of traffic-analysis attacks [22, 213,

214]. In contrast, for low-bandwidth, latency-tolerant applications—such as messaging or
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whistleblowing—Riposte provides provable protection against traffic-analysis attacks while

achieving anonymity-set sizes of millions of users (Section 5.6).

To explain how Riposte works, we will sketch a simplified two-server version of the

system. The Riposte servers collectively maintain a bulletin board such that the clients

can anonymously post messages to this bulletin board. In effect, the servers maintain a

database into which the clients can anonymously write. Or equivalently, think of the servers

as maintaining a database such that the clients can anonymously write into this database.

We think of each database row as holding an element of a finite field F, so we can represent

the state of an L-row database as a vector in in FL.
To write a message m ∈ F into the database, a client first samples the index of a random

database row `←R {1, . . . , L} and a random vector r ←R FL. Then, the client takes the all-zeros
vector in FL and adds its message m into the `-th coordinate. Denote the resulting vector as

m · e` ∈ FL. Finally, the client sends the vector r ∈ FL to the left server and m · e` − r ∈ FL

to the right server.

After collecting many of these write requests from many clients, the servers can reveal

the plaintext state of the database. To do so, each server publishes the sum of the messages

it has received from the clients. If there are n clients total, the left server publishes Dleft =∑n
i=1 ri ∈ FL and the right server publishes Dright =

∑n
i=1(ri −mi · e`i) ∈ FL. (Here we use

ri ∈ FL and mi ∈ F to denote client i’s randomness and message, and `i ∈ {1, . . . , L} to
denote the database location into which client i writes.)

By combining their two values, the servers recover the plaintext database state:

Dleft +Dright =
n∑
i=1

ri +
n∑
i=1

(ri −mi · e`i) =
n∑
i=1

mi · e`i ∈ FL ,

which has the ith client’s message mi in location `i of the database.

Even this very simple scheme is already non-trivial: multiple clients can anonymously

write into the database collectively held at the servers. As long as at least one server is

honest, an adversary controlling the rest of the servers, any number of clients, and the entire

network, cannot tell which honest client wrote which message into the database.

Unfortunately, the simple scheme has a number of drawbacks.

First, the communication cost is large. Each client must upload a string to each server

that is as large as the entire database. To address this problem, we apply an idea from
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the literature on private information retrieval [85]. A private information retrieval system

allows a client to read a row from a database (in a communication-efficient way) without

revealing which row it is reading. By running a private information retrieval protocol in

reverse, we show in Section 5.4 that it is possible for a client to write into a database (in a

communication-efficient way) without revealing which row it is writing. This idea, along with

recent developments in protocols for private information retrieval [62, 63, 138], can drop the

communication cost of this scheme we sketched from the original 2L bits down to O(
√
L) or

even to the optimal O(logL) bits. (Here, we take the field size to be a constant.)

The second drawback of the simple scheme is that a single client can anonymously corrupt

the database state. As in Prio, the proper functioning of the system relies on the fact that

every client sends correlated messages to the two servers. A client who sends independent

random messages to the two servers could completely corrupt the output of the system. As in

Prio, we can address this problem in Riposte using our zero-knowledge proofs on distributed

data. After a client submits its write request to the two servers, the client proves, in zero

knowledge, to the servers that it has sent them additive shares of a vector in FL that is zero

everywhere except at one coordinate. The soundness property of the proof system ensures

that the Riposte servers can always catch disruptive clients. The zero-knowledge property

ensures that a malicious coalition of servers learns nothing about the client’s private message.

Moreover, the proof consists of only a constant number of field elements, independent of

the length L of the database, so that the total communication cost between the client and

servers remains quite small.

The final drawback of the simple scheme is that multiple honest clients could write into the

same database row. These “colliding writes” would render both clients’ messages unrecoverable.

To ameliorate this problem, we show how clients can encode their messages in such a way

that allows message recovery even if multiple writes collide in the table.

Combining these design elements yields a system for anonymous messaging that scales to

support millions of users—orders of magnitude more than prior systems could handle—for

latency-tolerant applications.

1.2 Impact in practice

Mozilla has built Prio into the Firefox web browser and is planning to use the system to

collect sensitive telemetry data from their users in a privacy-preserving way [120, 162]. As of
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December 2018, the Prio code ships to every Firefox user—hundreds of millions of machines.

This constitutes the largest deployment of technology based on probabilistically checkable

proofs to date.

By way of background, the Firefox browser has a feature called “Content Blocking” [70]

that aims to prevent websites from loading known tools for cross-site tracking, such as

fingerprinting scripts. Content Blocking is a useful privacy feature, since it prevents advertisers

and data brokers from following the activities of a person as she browses from one website to

the next. However, Content Blocking can inadvertently block benign JavaScript from loading

and can prevent a website from rendering properly. When this happens, the user can click a

button in the browser’s user interface to disable Content Blocking.

To debug the content-blocking feature, Mozilla engineers would like to learn the list of

websites on which users most often disable Content Blocking. This list would reveal which

popular websites Content Blocking breaks, which would be useful debugging information

for the engineers. However, Mozilla would like to collect this aggregate information without

learning anything about which user visited which website.

This is an instance of the private-aggregation problem. For each website in the top 1000

websites, each Firefox user i has a bit xi ∈ {0, 1} indicating whether it has disabled Content

Blocking for that site in the past 24 hours. These bits xi are sensitive, since they encode

information about the user’s browsing history. For each site, Mozilla would like to know how

many users have disabled Content Blocking on that site, which necessitates computing a

sum
∑n

i=1 xi over all n users of the Firefox browser. Mozilla’s goal is to compute this sum

without learning any individual user’s private value xi.

Mozilla is using Prio to solve this private-aggregation problem. As of version 64 of Firefox

(released in December 2018), the browser ships with libprio, a C library we wrote that

implements a simplified Prio client. (The code is available under an open-source license at

https://github.com/mozilla/libprio/.) Periodically, the browser uses libprio to generate two

encrypted packets—one for each of two Prio servers—and uploads these packets through

Mozilla’s existing telemetry system. From there, a pair of Prio servers can pull these encrypted

packets out of Mozilla’s telemetry infrastructure, process the packets, and compute the desired

aggregate statistics.

As of October 2019, Mozilla is running both of the Prio servers so the system does not yet

split trust across organizations. For that reason, Mozilla is currently only using the system

to collect non-sensitive user information, and the Prio client is only enabled by default on

https://github.com/mozilla/libprio/
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the Nightly and Beta release channels of the browser. Still, there are some millions of users

on these two release channels. Mozilla is in discussions now with potential external partners

towards the goal of having a separate entity run the second Prio server. Once this last step is

complete, Mozilla will be able to collect this aggregate content-blocking data from its users

without ever having access to any disaggregated user data.

Once the deployment of Prio in Firefox is complete, we hope it will demonstrate to other

companies that by splitting trust it is possible to process sensitive user information at large

scale in a privacy-preserving way.
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Notation

We will use the following notation throughout this dissertation.

Sets. For a finite set S, the notation x ←R S indicates that the value of x is sampled

independently and uniformly at random from S. The notation {xi}i∈S indicates the unordered

set {xi | i ∈ S}. For a positive integer n, we use the shorthand [n] = {1, . . . , n} and we let

N = {1, 2, 3, . . . } denote the set of natural numbers.

Algebra. We let Zm denote the ring of integers modulo m—i.e., the integers with addition

and multiplication modulo m. We use F to denote a finite field. For concreteness, think of

F as the set of integers with addition and multiplication modulo a fixed prime. There are

other fields that are useful in cryptographic applications, but these are more complicated to

describe and are not important for the applications in this dissertation.

Vectors. If F is a finite field and x ∈ Fn and y ∈ Fm are vectors of field elements, we denote

their concatenation as (x‖y) ∈ Fn+m and if n = m, we denote their inner product as 〈x, y〉,
so 〈x, y〉 =

〈
(x1, . . . , xn), (y1, . . . , yn)

〉
=
∑n

i=1 xiyi ∈ F. We use e` to represent a vector that

is zero everywhere except at index `, where it has value “1.” The underlying vector space

should be clear from the context. Thus, for m ∈ F, the vector m · e` ∈ FL is the vector whose

value is zero everywhere except at index `, where it has value m. In the chapter on Prio

(Chapter 4), we use the notation JxKj to denote an additive share of a value x ∈ F, or a

vector x ∈ Fk.

Algorithms and indistinguishability. We use the notation “=def” to define a new function or

symbol and we use ⊥ to denote the empty string. We use x← 7 to indicate assignment. We

use polylog(n) to indicate a fixed polynomial in log n and all logarithms are base two, unless

otherwise specified. When D0 and D1 are probability distributions with finite support, we

write D0 ≡ D1 to indicate that they are equivalent.

Arithmetic circuits. An arithmetic circuit C over a finite field F takes as input a vector

x = 〈x1, . . . , xn〉 ∈ Fn and produces a single field element as output. We represent the circuit

as a directed acyclic graph, in which each vertex in the graph is either an input, a gate,

or an output vertex. Input vertices have in-degree zero and are labeled with a variable in

{x1, . . . , xn} or a constant in F. Gate vertices have in-degree two and are labeled with the
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operation + or ×. The circuit has a single output vertex, which has out-degree zero. To

compute the circuit C(x) = C(x1, . . . , xn), we walk through the circuit from inputs to outputs,

assigning a value in F to each wire until we have a value on the output wire, which is the

value of C(x). In this way, the circuit implements a mapping C : Fn → F. When C is an

arithmetic circuit over a finite field, we use |C| to denote the number of multiplication gates

in the circuit, not counting multiplications by constants, unless otherwise specified. We can

represent an arithmetic circuit C(x1, . . . , xn) over F as an n-variate polynomial over F; we
let degC denote the total degree of this polynomial.
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In this part of the dissertation, we develop new techniques for proving in zero knowledge

statements that are distributed (i.e., partitioned or secret-shared) across two or more verifiers.

Recall that in a standard interactive proof system [16, 18, 32, 151] a verifier holds an input

x ∈ {0, 1}∗ and a prover tries to convince the verifier that x is a member of some language

L ⊆ {0, 1}∗. We consider instead the setting in which there are multiple verifiers, and

each verifier holds only a piece of the input, such as a share of x generated using a linear

secret-sharing scheme. Critically, no single verifier holds the entire input x. The prover, who

holds the entire input x, must convince the verifiers, who only hold pieces of x, that x ∈ L.
At the same time, we require that the proof system be strongly zero knowledge: every proper

subset of the verifiers should learn nothing about x, apart from the fact that x ∈ L.
This type of proof system directly applies to the systems that we construct for private

computation of aggregate statistics and for anonymous messaging in the second part of this

dissertation. These proof systems also find application beyond this dissertation, to private ad

targeting [258], to verifiable function secret sharing [63], and to malicious-secure multi-party

computation [54].

In Chapter 2, we introduce the central new abstraction of a fully linear proof system,

which we use in Chapter 3 to construct zero-knowledge proof systems on distributed and

secret-shared data.

We now give an overview of the contributions in this first part of the dissertation.

Fully linear proof systems. We begin in Chapter 2 by introducing the notion of a fully

linear proof system, which captures the information-theoretic object at the core of all of our

constructions. We consider the non-interactive variant of such proof systems, called fully

linear PCPs, and then we describe a natural extension to the interactive setting.

A fully linear PCP is a refinement of standard linear PCPs [14, 47, 170]. In a standard

linear PCP over a finite field F, a polynomial-time verifier holds an input x ∈ Fn and a

prover produces a proof π ∈ Fm to the assertion that x ∈ L, for some language L ⊆ Fn. The
verifier checks the proof by reading x and making linear queries (i.e., inner-product queries)

to the proof π. In particular, the verifier can make a bounded number of queries to the proof

of the form qj ∈ Fm, and receives answers aj = 〈qj , π〉 ∈ F.
In a fully linear PCP, we further restrict the verifier: the verifier cannot read the entire

input x directly, but only has access to it via linear queries. Concretely, the verifier in a fully

linear PCP makes linear queries qj to the concatenated input-proof vector (x‖π) ∈ Fn+m
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and must accept or reject the assertion that x ∈ L based on the answers aj to these linear

queries. Motivated by the applications we consider, we would also like fully linear PCPs to

satisfy the following strong zero-knowledge requirement: the queries qj together with the

answers aj reveal no additional information about x other than the fact that x ∈ L. This is
stronger than the standard notion of zero knowledge, in which the verifier learns the input

x in its entirety. In contrast, in our setting, the verifier not learn x itself—the verifier only

learns that it has linear oracle access to an x ∈ L.
In many cryptographic applications, no single verifier holds the entire input statement x,

but the verifiers can jointly access it via linear queries. This situation arises in scenarios in

which the input x is distributed or secret-shared between two or more parties, or when the

input is encoded using an additively homomorphic encryption or commitment scheme. In these

scenarios, verifiers can readily compute answers to public linear queries via local computations

on their views of x. These settings naturally motivate the full linearity restriction on the

proof systems we construct. While fully linear PCPs can be meaningfully applied in all of the

above scenarios, we will focus on their applications to proofs on distributed or secret-shared

data.

We stress again that in a fully linear PCP, the verifier only has linear query access to

the input x. An interesting consequence is that even if L is an easy language decidable

in polynomial time, a verifier making a bounded (e.g., constant) number of such queries

typically cannot decide whether x ∈ L without the aid of a proof, even if the verifier can

run in unbounded time. This makes the existence of fully linear proof systems with good

parameters meaningful even for finite languages and even if, say, P = PSPACE.

The fact that even easy languages can be hard to decide in our setting is similar to the

situation that arises with proofs of proximity [42], which place a more stringent restriction

on the verifier’s access to the input. However, unlike proofs of proximity, in fully linear

PCPs the verifier is guaranteed that the input is actually in the language rather than being

“close” to some input the language. Another related notion is that of a holographic proof [17,

161], in which the verifier gets oracle access to an encoding of the input using an arbitrary

error-correcting code.

The verifier’s restricted access to the input x also makes possible a connection between

fully linear PCPs and communication complexity [9, 185, 189]. Using this connection, we prove

unconditional lower bounds on the efficiency properties of fully linear PCPs (Section 2.5).

The vast literature on succinct arguments for NP languages makes extensive use of linear
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PCPs, both explicitly and implicitly [46, 47, 55, 60, 134, 156, 170, 201, 226, 238, 240, 266,

281]. We can cast these existing linear PCPs, including the so-called Hadamard PCP [14, 170]

and ones obtained from quadratic span programs or quadratic arithmetic programs [47, 134,

225], into the fully linear framework. Prior systems for proof on committed or secret-shared

data has implicitly used this fact [19, 93, 97]. Our notion of fully linear PCPs makes explicit

the properties that a linear PCP must satisfy to be useful in these applications.

Shorter proofs for structured and simple languages. When using fully linear PCPs

to build zero-knowledge proof systems on distributed or secret-shared data the proof length

determines the number of bits that the prover must send to the verifiers. As such, we aim to

design fully linear PCPs with short proofs.

For general NP relations, all known linear PCPs have size at least linear in the size

of an arithmetic circuit recognizing the relation. In Section 2.3, we achieve significant

length savings by designing new sublinear sized fully linear PCPs for languages recognized

by deterministic circuits with repeated sub-structures (Theorem 2.3.3) or by a degree-

two polynomial (Corollary 2.3.7). In the latter case, we can even prove that the O(
√
n)

complexity of our construction is optimal up to low-order terms (Section 2.5). These and

other proof systems constructed in this work satisfy the notion of strong zero knowledge that

we introduced above.

Theorem 1.2.1 (Informal - Short fully linear PCPs for degree-two polynomials). If there

is a single degree-two polynomial that recognizes membership in L ⊆ Fn, then L admits a

fully linear PCP with strong zero knowledge that has proof length, query complexity Õ(
√
n),

soundness error O(
√
n/|F|). Furthermore, there exists a language L as above such that the

sum of the proof length and query complexity must be Ω(
√
n), for a constant field size, even

when we allow constant soundness error and do not require zero knowledge.

See Corollary 2.3.7 and Theorem 2.5.1 for more precise and general statements.

Table 1.1 summarizes the communication and round complexity of the proof systems on

secret-shared data for languages that frequently come up in practice, for example in the Prio

system (Chapter 4) for privately aggregating data, and in the Riposte (Chapter 5) system

for anonymous communication. The table illustrates the strong benefits of interactive fully

linear proof systems over non-interactive ones.

Reducing proof size by interaction. To further drive down the proof length, we consider

a generalization of fully linear PCPs that allows multiple rounds of interaction between
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Language Proof system Comm. complexity Rounds

Hamming weight 1: Theorem 2.3.3 O(n) 1
x̄ ∈ Fn,weight(x̄) = 1 Corollary 2.4.5 O(

√
n) 2

Corollary 2.4.6 O(logn) O(logn)
Theorem 2.4.12 O(1) 2

x̄ ∈ {0, . . . , B}n ⊆ Fn Theorem 2.3.3 O(B · n) 1
Corollary 2.4.5 O(B ·

√
n) 2

Corollary 2.4.6 O(B · logn) O(logn)

Degree-two circuit Theorem 2.3.3 O(n) 1
Theorem 2.4.9 O(

√
n) 2

Theorem 2.4.9 O(logn) O(logn)

Arbitrary circuit C, C(x̄) = 1 Theorem 2.3.3 O(n) 1
(size n, depth d, fan-in 2) Theorem 2.4.10 via GKR [149] O(d logn) O(d logn)

Table 1.1: Complexity of fully linear proof systems. We assume the proofs are over a finite
field F with |F| � n.
All systems in the table, except GKR, provide strong honest-verifier zero knowledge.

the prover and verifier. These fully linear interactive oracle proofs, or fully linear IOPs, are

the linear analogue of interactive oracle proofs (IOP) [39], also known as probabilistically

checkable interactive proofs [234]. We note that without the zero-knowledge requirement, it

is possible to cast several existing interactive proof systems from the literature, including the

GKR protocol [148], the CMT protocol [90], and the RRR protocol [234] into the form of

fully linear IOPs.

For the case of “well-structured” languages, we show in Section 2.4 that interaction can

dramatically shrink the proof size, while maintaining the required strong zero-knowledge

property. In particular, any language whose membership can be verified by a system of

constant-degree equations over a finite field admits a fully linear IOP with strong zero-

knowledge in O(log n) rounds and only O(log n) proof length, provided that the underlying

field is sufficiently large. Even for degree-two languages, this gives an exponential reduction

in proof size over the non-interactive case.

Theorem 1.2.2 (Informal - Fully linear zero-knowledge IOPs for low-degree languages).

If a system of constant-degree equations decides a language L ⊆ Fn then L admits a fully

linear IOP with strong zero knowledge, O(log n) rounds, proof length O(log n), and query

complexity O(log n).

See Theorem 2.4.9 for a more precise and general statement.
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Zero-knowledge proofs on distributed or secret-shared data. In a proof on dis-

tributed (or secret-shared) data, the prover holds an input x and each of s verifiers V1, . . . , Vs

holds only a piece (or a secret share) of x. The prover’s goal is to convince the verifiers that

x is in some language L, even though no verifier holds x in its entirety.

In Chapter 3, we show that it is possible to compile any fully linear PCP or IOP into a

zero-knowledge proof system on distributed or secret-shared data in the following natural

way. Instead of sending a proof vector π to a single verifier, the prover secret-shares the

proof vector π between the s verifiers using a linear secret-sharing scheme. The verifiers

can now locally apply each linear query to the concatenation of their share of the input

x and their share of π. Each verifier then exchanges the resulting answer shares with the

other verifiers. The verifiers then reconstruct the answers to the linear queries and apply the

decision predicate to decide to accept or reject x. We show how to achieve zero knowledge in

this setting when even all but one of the verifiers is malicious.

Theorem 1.2.3 (Informal - Distributed zero-knowledge proofs for low-degree languages on

secret-shared data). If a system of constant-degree equations decides a language L ⊆ Fn then,

assuming ideal coin-tossing, there is an O(log n)-round distributed zero-knowledge protocol

for proving that x ∈ L, where x is additively shared between s verifiers, with communication

complexity O(s log n). The protocol is sound against a malicious prover and is strongly

zero-knowledge against s− 1 malicious verifiers.

See Corollary 3.2.2 for a more precise and general statement. We also give a Fiat-Shamir-

style compiler [126] that uses a random oracle to collapse multiple rounds of interaction into

a single message sent by P to each Vj over a private channel, followed by a single message

by each Vj .

We note that recent work [186, 216] also studied interactive proofs with distributed

verifiers for the purpose of proving properties of a communication graph connecting a large

number of verifiers. These works also observe the relevance of the interactive proofs of the

GKR [148] and RRR [234] protocols to this distributed-verifier setting. Our focus here is

quite different; we are motivated by the goal of proving in zero knowledge simple properties

of data distributed among a small set of verifiers. As a result, our abstractions, constructions,

and applications are very different from those in prior work [186, 216].



Chapter 2

Fully linear proof systems

2.1 A taxonomy of information-theoretic proof systems

One of the contributions of this work is to introduce and formalize the notions of fully linear

PCPs and IOPs. To situate these new types of proof systems in the context of prior work,

we briefly survey the landscape of existing proof systems. This discussion will be relatively

informal; see Section 2.2 for formal definitions of linear and fully linear proof systems.

A tremendously successful paradigm for the construction of cryptographic proof systems

is the following: First, construct a proof system that provides the security guarantees (e.g.,

soundness and zero-knowledge) against computationally unbounded adversaries. We will refer

to this as an “information-theoretic proof system,” or a “probabilistically checkable proof”

(PCP). This information-theoretic system is often useless as a standalone object, since it

typically makes idealized assumptions that are difficult to enforce in practice. For example,

we might assume that certain pairs of messages are independent or that the verifier has

restricted access to the proof.

Next, use cryptographic assumptions or an augmented model of computation (e.g., the

random-oracle model [29]) to “compile” the information-theoretic proof system into one

with a concrete implementation. This compiler might also eliminate interaction, improve

communication complexity, or even provide an extra zero-knowledge property. The cost

of this compilation step is that the resulting proof system may have security only against

a computationally bounded prover and/or verifier. We refer to this type of compiler as a

“cryptographic compiler.”

Different kinds of information-theoretic proof systems call for different cryptographic

22
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compilers. The main advantage of this separation is modularity: it is possible to design,

analyze, and optimize information-theoretic proof systems independently of the cryptographic

compilers. It may be beneficial to apply different cryptographic compilers to the same

information-theoretic proof system, as different compilers may have incomparable efficiency

and security features. For instance, they may trade succinctness for better computational

complexity or post-quantum security.

To give just a few examples of this methodology: Micali [209] uses a random oracle

to compile any classical PCP into a succinct non-interactive argument system for NP.

As another example, Ben-Or et al. [31] compile any interactive proof system into a zero-

knowledge interactive proof system using cryptographic commitments. Finally, Bitansky et

al. [47] compile a certain type of linear PCP into a succinct non-interactive argument of

knowledge (SNARK) using either a “linear-only encryption” for the designated-verifier setting

or a “linear-only one-way encoding,” instantiated via bilinear groups, for the publicly verifiable

setting. In this work we compile fully linear PCPs and IOPs into proofs on distributed or

secret-shared data.

In the following we survey some of the information-theoretic proof systems used in prior

work. For simplicity, we ignore the zero-knowledge feature that most of these systems have.

Let L ⊆ {0, 1}∗ be a language. Speaking informally, a proof system for L is a pair of

(possibly interactive) algorithms (P, V ). Both the prover P and verifier V take a string

x ∈ {0, 1}∗ as input (e.g., a SAT formula), and the prover’s task is to convince the verifier

that x ∈ L (e.g., that x is satisfiable). We sometimes view x as a vector over a finite field F.
We require the standard notions of completeness and soundness.

In the simplest such proof system, the prover sends the verifier a single proof string

π of size poly(|x|), the verifier reads x and π, and accepts or rejects. When the verifier is

randomized and efficient, this setting corresponds to a Merlin-Arthur proof system [16]. There

are a number of modifications to this basic paradigm that yield interesting alternative proof

systems. In particular, we can:

• Allow interaction between the prover and verifier. In an interactive proof, the prover

and verifier exchange many messages, after which the verifier must accept or reject.

Allowing interaction may increase the power of the proof system [248] and makes it

possible to provide zero-knowledge [151] in the plain model. (Alternatively, a common

reference string is sufficient [51].)
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• Restrict the verifier’s access to the proof. Another way to modify the basic paradigm is

to restrict the means by which the verifier interacts with the proof. In particular, we

can view the proof as an oracle, and only allow the verifier to make a bounded (e.g.,

constant) number of queries to the proof oracle.

In the classical PCP model [15, 125, 128], the proof is a string π ∈ Σm, for some finite

alphabet Σ, and the verifier can only read a small number of symbols from the proof.

On input i, the oracle returns the ith bit of the proof string π. (We call these “point

queries.”)

In the linear PCP model [47, 170], the proof is a vector π ∈ Fm, for some finite field

F, and the verifier can can only make a small number of “linear queries” to the proof.

That is, the proof oracle takes as input a vector q ∈ Fm and returns the inner-product

〈π, q〉 ∈ F.

In the polynomial PCP model [67], the proof is an ν-variate polynomial π ∈ F[Z1, . . . , Zν ],

for some finite field F. The verifier may evaluate this polynomial at a small number

of points. That is, the proof oracle takes as input a point q ∈ Fν and outputs the

evaluation π(q) ∈ F. Typically, we think of the number of variables ν as being small

relative to the degree of the polynomial, since otherwise the polynomial PCP and linear

PCP models are equivalent.

• Restrict the verifier’s access to the input. Yet another way to modify the basic paradigm

is to restrict the verifier’s access to the input x. In particular, we can view the input as

an oracle, and only allow the verifier to make a bounded (e.g., constant) number of

queries to the input oracle. We discuss the strong motivation for this model later on.

We consider two variants.

In a PCP of proximity [42], we view the input as a string and we only allow the verifier

to make a limited number of point queries to the input string. With a few point queries,

it is not possible to distinguish between an input x ∈ L, and an input x “close to L”
(in Hamming distance). For this reason, PCPs of proximity necessarily provide only a

relaxed notion of soundness: if x is “far from L,” then the verifier will likely reject.

Alternatively, we can view the input as a vector x ∈ Fn, for some finite field F, and we

only allow the verifier to make a small number of linear queries to the input x. That is,

the input oracle takes as input a vector q ∈ Fn and returns the inner-product 〈q, x〉 ∈ F.
We show that this notion, introduced and studied in this work, is sufficient to provide
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Queries Queries
Proof type to input to proof Representative compilers

N
on

-i
nt
er
ac
ti
ve Classical proof (NP,MA) [16] Read all Read all

PCP [14, 15] Read all Point Kilian [184], Micali [209]
Linear PCP [170] Read all Linear IKO [170], Pepper [246], GGPR [134],

PHGR [225, 226], BCIOP [47]
Polynomial PCP Read all Polynomial

PCP of proximity [42] Point Point Kalai & Rothblum [178]
Fully linear PCP Linear Linear This thesis

In
te
ra
ct
iv
e

Interactive proof (IP) [151] Read all Read all Ben Or et al. [31]
IOP [39] Read all Point BCS [39]
Linear IOP Read all Linear
Polynomial IOP [67] Read all Polynomial BFS [67], Sonic [205], Spartan [244]

IOP of proximity [35, 36] Point Point
Fully linear IOP Linear Linear This thesis, Hyrax [266], vSQL [281, 282]

Table 2.1: A comparison of information-theoretic proof systems. The bolded proof system
models are ones that we introduce explicitly in this work. “Read all” refers to reading the
entire data field, “Point” refers to reading a small number of cells of the data, and “Linear”
refers to a making small number of linear queries to the data. “Polynomial” refers to viewing
the proof as the coefficients of a (possibly multi-variate) polynomial and evaluating this
polynomial at a small number of points.

a standard notion of soundness (unlike the relaxed notion of soundness that PCPs of

proximity provide).

We now have three attributes by which we can classify information-theoretic proof systems:

interactivity (yes/no), proof query type (read all/point/linear/polynomial), and input query

type (read all/point/linear/polynomial). Taking the Cartesian product of these attributes

yields 32 different possible proof systems, and we list 12 of particular interest in Table 2.1.

For example, interactive oracle proofs (IOPs) are interactive proofs in which the verifier

has unrestricted access to the input but may make only point queries to proof strings [39].

Ben-Sasson et al. [39] show how to compile such proofs into succinct non-interactive arguments

(SNARGs) in the random-oracle model. Recent work, including Ligero [8], STARK [34], and

Aurora [38], constructs hash-based SNARGs using this technique.

Why fully linear proof systems? It is often the case that the verifier only has access

to an additively homomorphic encoding of a statement x, and the prover convinces the

verifier that the encoded statement is true. For example the verifier may be given an

additively homomorphic commitment or encryption of the statement x. Or the verifier may
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be implemented as a set of two or more servers who have a linear secret sharing of the

statement x, or who hold different parts of x.

In all these settings, the verifiers can easily compute an encoding of the inner product of

the statement x with a known query vector q. In some cases (such as the case of encrypted

or committed data), the verifiers may need the prover’s help help to “open” the resulting

inner products.

When we compile fully linear PCPs into proof systems on shared, encrypted, or committed

data, our compilers have the same structure: the prover sends an additively homomorphic

encoding of the proof to the verifier. The verifier makes linear queries to the proof and input,

and (if necessary) the prover provides “openings” of these linear queries to the verifier. The

verifier checks that the openings are consistent with the encodings it was given, and then

runs the fully linear PCP verifier to decide whether to accept or reject the proof.

The need for new constructions. In current applications of PCPs and linear PCPs,

the length of the proof is not a complexity metric of much relevance. For example, in the

BCIOP compiler [47] for compiling a linear PCP into a succinct non-interactive argument of

knowledge (SNARK), the size of the proof corresponds to the prover’s running time.

If the language L in question is decided by circuits of size |C|, then having proofs of size

|C| is acceptable, since the prover must run in time Ω(|C|) no matter what. A similar property

holds for Micali’s CS proofs [209], Kilian’s PCP compiler [184], the BCS compiler [39] for

interactive oracle proofs, and so on.

In our compilers, the prover must materialize the entire fully linear PCP proof, encode it,

and send it to the verifier. For us, the size of the fully linear PCP proof not only dictates

the running time of the prover, but also dictates the number of bits that the prover must

communicate to the verifier. For this reason, in our setting, minimizing the proof size is an

important goal.

Furthermore, when compiling linear PCPs into SNARKs using the existing compilers [47,

157, 226] it is critical that the linear PCP verifier have a concise representation as a degree-two

arithmetic circuit. This is because the SNARK verifier runs the linear PCP verification “in

the exponent” of a bilinear group. In contrast, our setting allows for more flexibility: the

arithmetic degree of the verifier typically does not have a large impact on the cost of the

compiled proof system.
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Relating fully linear PCPs to streaming proof systems. The setting of stream anno-

tations [76], introduced by Chakrabarti, Cormode, McGregor, and Thaler, restricts not only

the verifier’s access to the input and proof, but also the space usage of the verifier. In this

model, the verifier is a space-bounded streaming algorithm: it may take a single pass over the

input and proof, and must decide whether to accept or reject. For example, the verifier might

be allowed only O(
√
n) bits of working space to decide inputs of length n. The streaming

interactive proof model [92] is a generalization in which the prover and verifier may interact.

Fully linear interactive proofs naturally give rise to stream annotation proof systems. The

reason is that if a fully linear PCP verifier makes qπ linear proof queries and qx linear input

queries, then the verifier can compute the responses to all of its queries by taking a single

streaming pass over the input and proof while using (qx + qπ) log2 |F| bits of space. Thus,
fully linear PCPs with small proof size and query complexity give rise to stream annotation

proof systems with small proof and space requirements. Similarly, fully linear IOPs give rise

to streaming interactive proofs.

The implication in the other direction does not always hold, however, since stream

annotation systems do not always give rise to fully linear PCPs with good parameters. The

reason is that a streaming verifier may, in general, compute some non-linear function of the

input that is difficult to simulate with linear queries.

Other proof systems. We briefly mention a number of other important classes of proof

systems in the literature that are out of scope of this discussion. Linear interactive proofs

are a model of interactive proof in which each message that the prover sends is an affine

function of all of the verifier’s previous messages, but is not necessarily an affine function of

the input [47].

The fully linear PCP model is well matched to the problem of proving statements on

data encoded with an additively homomorphic encoding, such as Paillier encryption [224] or

a linear secret-sharing scheme. A different type of encoding is a succinct encoding, in which

the prover can commit to a vector in Fm with a string of size sublinear in m [73, 180]. Bootle

et al. [59] introduce the “Ideal Linear Commitment” (ILC) model as an abstraction better

suited to this setting. In the ILC proof model, the prover sends the verifier multiple proofs

vectors π1, . . . , πk ∈ Fm in each round. The verifier is given a proof oracle that takes as input

a vector q ∈ Fk and returns the linear combination qT · (π1 . . . πk) ∈ Fm. It is possible to

translate linear IOP proofs into ILC proofs (and vice versa) up to some looseness in the

parameters. A linear IOP in which the prover sends a length-m proof in each round implies
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an ILC proof with the same query complexity in which the prover sends m proofs of length

1 in each round. An ILC proof in which the prover sends k proofs of length m and makes

` queries in each round implies a linear IOP with proof length k ·m and query complexity

` ·m. ILC-type proofs underlie the recent succinct zero-knowledge arguments of Bootle et

al. [58] and Bünz et al. [66], whose security holds in the random-oracle model, assuming the

hardness of the discrete-log problem.

Finally, another related notion from the literature is that of a holographic proof [17, 161],

in which the verifier gets oracle access to an encoding of the input using an error-correcting

code, typically a Reed-Muller code. Our notion of fully linear PCPs can be viewed as a

variant of this model where the input is (implicitly) encoded by the Hadamard code and

the proof can be accessed via linear queries, as opposed to point queries. In fact, our model

allows a single linear query to apply jointly to the input and the proof.

We have not discussed multi-prover interactive proofs [32], in which multiple non-colluding

provers interact with a single verifier, or more recently, multi-prover proofs in which a verifier

gets access to multiple—possibly linear—proof oracles [56, 170].

2.2 Definitions

On concrete vs. asymptotic treatment. Since our new types of proof systems are

meaningful objects even when all of the algorithms involved are computationally unbounded,

our definitions refer to languages as finite objects and we do not explicitly track the running

times of the various algorithms involved. All of our definitions natural extended to the

standard asymptotic setting of infinite languages and relations with polynomial-time verifiers,

honest provers, and simulators. Moreover, our constructions satisfy these asymptotic efficiency

requirements. (See Remark 2.2.5 for details.)

2.2.1 Fully linear PCPs

Our new notion of fully linear PCPs build upon the definitions of standard linear PCPs from

Ishai et al. [170] and Bitansky et al. [47]. We start by recalling the original notion.

Definition 2.2.1 (Linear PCP). Let F be a finite field and let L ⊆ Fn be a language.

A linear probabilistically checkable proof system (“linear PCP”) for L over F with proof
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length m, soundness error ε, and query complexity ` is a pair of algorithms (PFLPCP, VFLPCP)

with the following properties:

• For every x ∈ L, the prover PFLPCP(x) outputs a proof π ∈ Fm.

• The verifier VFLPCP consists of a query algorithm QFLPCP and a decision algorithm

DFLPCP. The query algorithm QFLPCP takes no input and outputs ` queries q1, . . . , q` ∈
Fm and state information st. The decision algorithm DFLPCP takes as input the in-

stance x, the state st, and the ` answers 〈q1, π〉, . . . , 〈q`, π〉 ∈ F to QFLPCP’s queries. It

outputs “accept” or “reject.”

The algorithms additionally satisfy the following requirements:

• Completeness. For all x ∈ L, the verifier accepts a valid proof:

Pr
[
DFLPCP(st, x, 〈q1, π〉, . . . , 〈q`, π〉) = “accept” :

π ← PFLPCP(x)

(st, q1, . . . , q`) ← QFLPCP()

]
= 1.

• Soundness. For all x∗ 6∈ L, and for all false proofs π∗ ∈ Fm, the probability that the

verifier accepts is at most ε:

Pr
[
DFLPCP(st, x∗, 〈q1, π

∗〉, . . . , 〈q`, π∗〉) = “accept” : (st, q1, . . . , q`)← QFLPCP()
]
≤ ε.

Remark 2.2.2. If we do not restrict the running time of the linear PCP verifier and we do

not restrict the manner in which the verifier can access the statement x, then all computable

languages have trivial linear PCPs: an inefficient linear PCP verifier can simply read x and

test on its own whether x ∈ L. To make the definition non-trivial, the standard notion of

PCPs [254] (and also linear PCPs [47, 170]) restricts the verifier to run in time polynomial

in the length of the input x. In contrast, a fully linear PCP—which we now define—restricts

the verifier’s access to the statement x by permitting the verifier to make a bounded number

of linear queries to x. This restriction makes the definition non-trivial: even if the verifier

can run in unbounded time, it cannot necessarily decide whether x ∈ L without the help of

a proof π.

We now define the new notion of a fully linear PCP and its associated strong zero

knowledge property.

Definition 2.2.3 (Fully linear PCP, “FLPCP”). We say that a linear PCP is fully linear

if the decision predicate DFLPCP makes only linear queries to both the statement x and to
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the proof π. More formally, the query algorithm QFLPCP outputs queries q1, . . . , q` ∈ Fn+m,

and state information st. The decision algorithm DFLPCP takes as input the query answers

a1 = 〈q1, (x‖π)〉, . . . , a` = 〈q`, (x‖π)〉, along with the state st, and outputs an accept/reject

bit.

Definition 2.2.4 (Degree of FLPCPs). We say that a fully linear PCP has a degree-d

verifier if:

• the state information st that the query algorithm outputs is in Fµ and

• the decision algorithm DFLPCP is computed by an arithmetic circuit of degree d. That is,

there exists a test polynomial T : Fµ+` → Fη of degree d such that T (st, a1, . . . , a`) = 0η

if and only if DFLPCP(st, a1, . . . , a`) accepts.

Remark 2.2.5 (Infinite languages). We can also define linear PCPs for infinite languages L:
for each λ ∈ N, we have a relation Lλ over a field F(λ). We then we define L = ∪λ∈NLλ.
In this case, all of the algorithms that constitute the linear PCP also take as input the

parameter λ written in unary. In addition, all parameters (n, m, ε, etc.) are functions of λ.

(Alternatively, we can define an infinite language L ⊆ F∗, for some fixed finite field F and,

for an input x, require that all algorithms run in time polynomial in |x|.) When considering

linear PCPs for infinite languages L = ∪λ∈NLλ, we can demand that the verifier VFLPCP and

simulator SFLPCP, defined in the zero-knowledge property below, run in time polynomial in

λ. In practice, we will also be interested in proof systems in which the honest prover PFLPCP

runs in polynomial time, provided that the language L is efficiently computable.

Zero knowledge. In our applications we will often need our linear PCPs to be zero-

knowledge. We recall the standard notion of zero-knowledge for linear PCPs and introduce a

strengthened formulation for the special case of fully linear PCPs.

Definition 2.2.6 (Zero-knowledge linear PCPs). A linear PCP is honest-verifier zero knowl-

edge (“HVZK”) if there exists a simulator SFLPCP such that for all x ∈ L, the following

distributions are identical:

SFLPCP(x) ≡

{
(st, q1, . . . , q`)(
〈qi, π〉, . . . , 〈q`, π〉

) :
π ← PFLPCP(x)

(st, q1, . . . , q`) ← QFLPCP()

}
.

Remark 2.2.7. In some applications, a relaxed version of the HVZK property is useful: we say

that a linear PCP has δ-statistical HVZK if the two distributions defined in Definition 2.2.6
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are not identical, but are δ-close in statistical distance

Definition 2.2.8 (Strong zero-knowledge fully linear PCPs). A fully linear PCP is strong

honest-verifier zero knowledge (“strong HVZK”) if there exists a simulator SFLPCP such that

for all x ∈ L, the following distributions are identical:

SFLPCP() ≡

{
(st, q1, . . . , q`)(

〈q1, (x‖π)〉, . . . , 〈q`, (x‖π)〉
) :

π ← PFLPCP(x,w)

(st, q1, . . . , q`) ← QFLPCP()

}
.

Remark 2.2.9. The strong zero-knowledge property here departs from the traditional zero-

knowledge notion in that it essentially requires that an honest verifier learn nothing about

the statement x by interacting with the prover, except that x ∈ L This notion is meaningful

in our applications, since the statement x could be encrypted or secret-shared (for example),

and thus it makes sense for a verifier to learn that x ∈ L without learning anything else

about x.

2.2.2 Fully linear interactive oracle proofs

In a linear PCP, the interaction between the prover and verifier is “one-shot:” the prover

produces a proof π, the verifier makes queries to the proof, and the verifier either accepts

or rejects the proof. We define fully linear interactive oracle proofs (“fully linear IOPs”),

generalizing linear PCPs to several communication rounds. This sort of linear proof system

is inspired by the notion of IOPs from [39, 234] (generalizing an earlier notion of interactive

PCPs [177]) that use point queries instead of linear queries. We define only the “public coin”

variant of fully linear IOPs, since all of our constructions satisfy this notion.

In the ith round of a ρ-round fully linear IOP interaction, for i ∈ {1, . . . , ρ}, the prover

sends the verifier a proof πi ∈ Fmi , where F is a finite field and mi is a proof length parameter.

The verifier then chooses a random challenge ri ←R Si, where Si is a finite set. The prover’s

next proof πi+1 may depend on the challenge ri, and all of the messages it has seen so far.

Finally, the verifier makes ` linear queries jointly to (1) the input and (2) the proofs it has

seen so far. Based on the answers to these queries, the verifier accepts or rejects. The verifier’s

decision predicate is a function only of the verifier’s public random challenges (r1, . . . , rρ), the

randomness used to generate the queries, and the answers to the verifier’s queries (q1, . . . , q`).

A fully linear IOP must satisfy the natural notions of soundness, completeness, and

honest-verifier zero knowledge.
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Definition 2.2.10 (Public-coin fully linear interactive protocol). A ρ-round `-query public-
coin fully linear interactive linear protocol Π with message length (m1, . . . ,mρ) ∈ Nt and
proof length m =

∑
i∈[ρ]mi over a finite field F consists of a prover algorithm PFLIOP and a

verifier VFLIOP = (QFLIOP, DFLIOP), which consists of a query algorithm QFLIOP and a decision
algorithm DFLIOP. We define the output of the interaction [PFLIOP, VFLIOP](x) as the output
of the following experiment:

(stP0 , r0)← (x,⊥) // Initialize prover state with input.

For i = 1, . . . , ρ: // In rounds 1, 2, 3, . . . , ρ:

(stPi , πi)← PFLIOP(stPi−1, ri−1) // Prover outputs ith proof.

ri ←R Fbi , for some parameter bi // Verifier sends ith random challenge ri.

(stV , q1, . . . , q`)← QFLIOP(r1, . . . , rρ) // Verifier generates queries.

π ← (π1‖ · · · ‖πρ) ∈ Fm.

(a1, . . . , a`)←
(
〈q1, (x‖π)〉, . . . , 〈q`, (x‖π)〉

)
// Answer queries.

Output DFLIOP
(
stV , a1, . . . , a`

)
// Verifier decides to accept/reject.

On prover PFLIOP, verifier VFLIOP = (QFLIOP, DFLIOP), and input x, we denote the output

of the above experiment as [PFLIOP, VFLIOP](x) and we say that the protocol accepts if the

output of the experiment is “accept.”

Definition 2.2.11 (Fully linear interactive oracle proof, FLIOP). An interactive fully linear

protocol (PFLIOP, VFLIOP) is a fully linear interactive oracle proof system (“fully linear IOP”)

for a language L with soundness error ε if it satisfies the following properties:

• Completeness. For all x ∈ L, the interaction [PFLIOP, VFLIOP](x) always accepts.

• Soundness. For all x 6∈ L, and for all (computationally unbounded) P ∗, [P ∗, VFLIOP](x)

accepts with probability at most ε.

When the first round does not involve a proof but only a random challenge ri, we deduct

1/2 from the number of rounds. In particular, a 1.5-round public-coin fully linear IOP is one

that involves, in this order:

• a random challenge r,

• a proof π, which may depend on r,

• queries (q1, . . . , q`) to x‖π, which may depend on fresh public randomness r′, and

• a decision based on r, r′ and the answers to the queries.

A fully linear IOP is honest-verifier zero knowledge if it additionally satisfies:

• Honest-verifier zero knowledge. There exists a simulator SFLIOP such that

SFLIOP(x) ≡ View[PFLIOP,VFLIOP](x)(VFLIOP)
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Linear PCP Proof length Queries Verifier deg. Soundness error

Hadamard LPCP [14, 47] O(|C|2) 3 2 O(1)/|F|
GGPR-style [134] O(|C|) 4 2 O(|C|)/|F|
G-gates (Thm. 2.3.3) M · degG L+ 2 degG M · degG/(|F| −M)

Degree-two (Cor. 2.3.7) O(
√
|C|) O(

√
|C|) 2 O(

√
|C|)/|F|

Table 2.2: A comparison of existing and new fully linear PCP constructions for satisfiability
of an arithmetic circuit C : Fn → F. Proof length measures the number of field elements in
F. For the G-gates construction, G : FL → F is an arithmetic circuit of total degree degG
and M is the number of G-gates in the circuit C.

for all x ∈ L. Here, we use the notation View[PFLIOP,VFLIOP](x)(VFLIOP) for the distribution

of internal randomness and messages that VFLIOP sees in its interaction with PFLIOP(x).

Furthermore, we say that a linear IOP satisfies strong honest-verifier zero knowledge

(“strong HVZK”) if the simulator SFLIOP takes no input.

Definition 2.2.12 (Degree of fully linear IOP verifier). We say that a fully linear PCP has

a degree-d verifier if:

• the verifier’s query routine outputs a state stV that is a vector in Fµ, for some parameter

µ ∈ N, and

• there exists a test polynomial T : Fµ+` → Fη of degree d that takes as input (1) the

verifier’s query state and (2) the ` query responses to the verifier’s queries at each

round. The verifier accepts if and only if T evaluates to 0η ∈ Fη.

2.3 Constructions: Fully linear PCPs

In this section we first show how to construct fully linear PCPs from existing linear PCPs.

Next, we introduce a new fully linear PCP that yields shorter proofs for languages that are

recognized by arithmetic circuits with certain repeated structure; the only cost is an increase

in the algebraic degree of the verifier, which is irrelevant for our main applications. This

new fully linear PCP is an important building-block for our new efficient fully linear IOP

constructions in Section 2.4.
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2.3.1 Constructions from existing linear PCPs

We begin by observing that the Hadamard [14, 47] and GGPR-style linear PCPs [37, 47, 134,

245], as described in the work of Bitansky et al. [47, Appendix A], satisfy our new notions of

full linearity and strong zero knowledge.

Claim 2.3.1 (Informal). The Hadamard linear PCP and the GGPR-based linear PCP are

constant-query fully linear PCPs, in the sense of Definition 2.2.3. Moreover, they yield fully

linear PCPs with strong HVZK.

The claim follows from a straightforward analysis of the Hadamard and GGPR-based

linear PCPs. Since the linear PCP construction of Theorem 2.3.3 is fully linear and strong

HVZK, and since it yields the GGPR-based linear PCP as a special case, we leave the claim

unproven and instead focus on our new constructions.

2.3.2 The main theorem

We now describe a fully linear PCP for arithmetic circuit satisfiability, for circuits C with a

certain type of repeated structure. (See Section 1.2 for a definition of arithmetic circuits.)

When applied to arithmetic circuits of size |C|, it can yield proofs of length o(|C|) field

elements. In contrast, the existing general-purpose linear PCPs in Claim 2.3.1 have proof

size Ω(|C|).
This new linear PCP construction applies to circuits that contain many instances of the

same subcircuit, which we call a “G-gate.” If the arithmetic degree of the G-gate is small,

then the resulting linear PCP is short. More formally, we define:

Definition 2.3.2 (Arithmetic circuit with G-gates). We say that a gate in an arithmetic

circuit is an affine gate if (a) it is an addition gate, or (b) it is a multiplication gate in which

one of the two input is a constant. Let G : FL → F be an arithmetic circuit composed of

affine gates and multiplication gates. An arithmetic circuit with G-gates is an arithmetic

circuit composed of affine gates and G-gates.

The following theorem is the main result of this section. Recall that |G| refers to the

number of non-constant multiplication gates in the arithmetic circuit for G.

Theorem 2.3.3. Let C be an arithmetic circuit with G-gates over F such that:

(a) the gate G : FL → F has total arithmetic degree degG,
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(b) the circuit C consists of M instances of a G-gate and any number of affine gates, and

(c) the field F is such that |F| > M .

Then, there exists a fully linear PCP with strong HVZK for the language LC = {x ∈ Fn |
C(x) = 0} that has:

• proof length L+M degG+ 1 elements of F, where L is the arity of the G-gate,

• query complexity L+ 2,

• soundness error M degG/(|F| −M), and

• a verification circuit of total degree degG containing |G| multiplication gates.

Furthermore, if we require a fully linear PCP that is not necessarily strong HVZK, then the

proof length decreases to (M − 1) degG+ 1 elements of F and the soundness error decreases

to M degG/|F|.

The proof of Theorem 2.3.3 uses the following simple fact about the linearity of polynomial

interpolation and evaluation.

Fact 2.3.4. Let F be a finite field and let π ∈ Fm. For some integer n < |F|, let A1, . . . , An

be affine functions that map Fm to F, and let α1, . . . , αn be distinct elements in F. Define f

to be the polynomial of lowest-degree such that f(αi) = Ai(π) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then
for all r ∈ F and all choices of the Ai, there exists a vector λr ∈ Fm and scalar δr ∈ F, such
that f(r) = 〈λr, π〉+ δr for all π ∈ Fm.

Fact 2.3.4 says that given the values of a polynomial f at the points α1, . . . , αn ∈ F as

affine functions of a vector π ∈ Fm, we can express f(r) as an affine function of π, and this

affine function is independent of π. This follows from the fact that polynomial interpolation

applied to the n points
{

(αi, Ai(π))
}n
i=1

followed by polynomial evaluation at the point r is

an affine function of π.

Proof of Theorem 2.3.3. The construction that proves Theorem 2.3.3 is a generalization of

the linear PCP implicit in the construction used in the Prio system [93] and is closely related

to a Merlin-Arthur proof system of Williams for batch verification of circuit evaluation [272].

Figure 2.1 gives an example of the proof construction, applied to a particular simple circuit.

Let α0, α1, . . . , αM ∈ F be M + 1 fixed distinct elements in the field F. Such elements

exist because the hypothesis of the theorem asserts that |F| > M .

Label the G-gates of the circuit C in topological order from inputs to outputs; there are

M such gates in the circuit. Without loss of generality, we assume that the output of the
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circuit C is the value on the output wire of the last G-gate in the circuit.

FLPCP prover. On input x ∈ Fn, the prover evaluates the circuit C(·) on the input x. The

prover then defines L polynomials f1, . . . , fL ∈ F[X] such that, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , L},

(i) the term fi(α0) is a value chosen independently and uniformly at random from F, and

(ii) for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, fi(αj) ∈ F is the value on the i-th input wire to the j-th G-gate

when evaluating the circuit C on the input x.

Furthermore, the prover lets f1, . . . , fL be the polynomials of lowest degree that satisfy these

relations. Observe that each of the polynomials f1, . . . , fL has degree at most M .

Next, the prover constructs a proof polynomial p = G(f1, . . . , fL) ∈ F[X]. By construction

of p, we know that, for j ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, p(αj) is the value on the output wire from the

j-th G-gate in the evaluation of C(x). Moreover, p(M) = C(x). Let d be the degree of the

polynomial p and let cp ∈ Fd+1 be the vector of coeffcients of p ∈ F[X]. By construction, the

degree of p satisfies d ≤M degG.

The prover outputs π = (f1(α0), . . . , fL(α0), cp) ∈ FL+d+1 as the linear PCP proof.

(Note: If we do not require strong HVZK to hold, then the prover need not randomize

the constant terms of the polynomials f1, . . . , fL. In this case, the prover does not include

the values f1(0), . . . , fL(0) in the proof, and the degree of the polynomial p decreases

to (M − 1) degG. Thus, if we do not require strong HVZK, the proof length falls to

(M − 1) degG+ 1.)

FLPCP queries. We can parse the (possibly maliciously crafted) proof π ∈ FL+d+1 as: the

values (z′1, . . . , z
′
L) ∈ FL representing the values of some polynomials f ′1, . . . , f ′L evaluated at

the point α0 ∈ F, and the coefficients c′p ∈ Fd+1 of a polynomial p′ ∈ F[X] of degree at most

d. If the proof is well-formed, the polynomial p′ is such that p′(αj) encodes the output wire

of the jth G-gate in the circuit C(·) when evaluated on the input x.

Given p′, we define L polynomials f ′1, . . . , f ′L ∈ F[X] such that:

(i) the polynomial satisfies f ′i(α0) = z′i, where z
′
i is the value included in the proof π′, and

(ii) f ′i(αj) ∈ F is the value on the i-th input wire to the j-th G-gate in the circuit, under

the purported assignment of values to the output wires of the G-gates implied by the

polynomial p′ and witness w′.

More precisely, we define f ′i(αj) inductively: The value on the ith input wire to the jth

G-gate in the circuit C(x) is some affine function Aij of
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• the input x ∈ Fn and

• the purported outputs of the first j − 1 G-gates in the circuit: p′(α1), . . . , p′(αj−1) ∈ F.

So, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , L}, we define f ′i to be the polynomial of least degree satisfying:

f ′i(α0) = z′i

f ′i(αj) = Aij(x, p
′(α1), ..., p′(αj−1)) for 1 ≤ j ≤M,

where Aij is a fixed affine function defined by the circuit C.

The verifier’s goal is to check that:

1. p′ = G(f ′1, . . . , f
′
L), and,

2. the circuit output p′(αM ) satisfies p′(αM ) = 0.

As we argue below, the first condition ensures that p′(M) is equal to the output of the circuit

C(x,w′). The second check ensures that the output is 0.

To implement the first check, the verifier samples a random point r ←R F \ {α1, . . . , αM}
and outputs query vectors that allow evaluating p′ and f ′1, . . . , f ′L at the point r. (For the

honest-verifier zero knowledge property to hold, it is important that we exclude the set

{α1, . . . , αM} from the set of choices for r.) The verifier has linear access to the input x and

terms z′ = (z′1, . . . , z
′
L), and the coefficients c′p ∈ Fd+1 of the polynomial p′. Hence, using

Fact 2.3.4, it follows that the query algorithm can compute vectors λ1, . . . , λL ∈ Fn+L+d+1

and scalars δ1, . . . , δL ∈ F such that f ′i(r) = 〈λi, (x‖z′‖c′p)〉 + δi for i ∈ {1, . . . , L}, where
r ∈ F is the random point chosen above. Similarly, the query algorithm can compute a vector

λ ∈ Fn+L+d+1 such that p′(r) = 〈λ, (x‖z′‖c′p)〉.
The verifier can execute the second check, to ensure that p′(αM ) = 0, with a single linear

query.

FLPCP decision. The decision algorithm takes as input the state value r ∈ F\{α1, . . . , αM},
along with the query answers a, a1, . . . , aL, b ∈ F, where a = p′(r), ai = f ′i(r) for i ∈ {1, . . . , `},
and b = p′(αM ). The verifier accepts if a = G(a1, . . . , aL) and b = 0.

Security arguments. We show completeness, soundness, and strong HVZK.

Completeness. If the prover is honest, then p′ = G(f ′1, . . . , f
′
L) and p′(αM ) = 0 by construction.

The verifier will always accept in this case.
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Soundness. Fix a circuit C, an input x ∈ Fn, and a proof π′ ∈ FL+d+1. We show that if x 6∈ L
then the verifier accepts with probability at most M degG/(|F| −M).

As in the description of the query algorithm, we can view:

• the first L elements of the proof as terms z′1, . . . , z′L ∈ F, and

• the latter elements as the coefficients of a polynomial p′ of degree at most d ≤M degG.

We may assume that p′(αM ) = 0, since otherwise the verifier always rejects. In the discussion

that follows, let the polynomials f ′1, . . . , f ′L be the ones defined in the description of the linear

PCP query algorithm.

We claim that if for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, it holds that p′(αj) = G(f ′1(αj), . . . , f
′
L(αj)),

then for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, p′(αj) encodes the value of the output wire of the jth G-gate in

the circuit C when evaluated on input x.

We prove this claim by induction on j:

• Base case (j = 1). The values (f ′1(α1), . . . , f ′L(α1)) depend only on the input x. By

construction, the values (f ′1(α1), . . . , f ′L(α1)) are exactly the values of the input wires

to the first G-gate in the evaluation of C(x). Then if p′(α1) = G(f ′1(α1), . . . , f ′L(α1)),

p′(α1) encodes the value on the output wire of the first G-gate.

• Induction step. Assume that, for all k ∈ {1, . . . , j− 1}, p′(αk) = G(f ′1(αk), . . . , f ′L(αk)).

Then, by the induction hypothesis, (p′(α1), . . . , p′(αj−1)) are the values on the output

wires of the first j − 1 G-gates of C, when evaluated on input x.

The values (f ′1(αj), . . . , f
′
L(αj)) are affine functions of x and the values p′(α1), . . . , p′(αj−1).

Then, by construction of the polynomials (f ′1, . . . , f
′
L), the values (f ′1(αj), . . . , f

′
L(αj))

encode the values on the input wires to the j-th G-gate in the evaluation of the circuit

C(x). Finally, if we assume that p′(αj) = G(f ′1(αj), . . . , f
′
L(αj)), then p′(αj) must be

the value on the output wire of the jth G-gate.

We have thus proved the induction step.

This completes the proof of the claim.

If p′(αM ) = 0 (as we have assumed), but x 6∈ L, then p′(αM ) does not encode the output

value of the Mth G-gate in the evaluation of the circuit C(x). By the claim just proved, this

implies that for some j∗ ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, p′(αj∗) 6= G(f ′1(αj∗), . . . , f
′
L(αj∗)). Thus, when we

view p′, f ′1, . . . , f
′
L ∈ F[X] as univariate polynomials, we have that p′ 6= G(f ′1, . . . , f

′
L).

Now, if p′ 6= G(f ′1, . . . , f
′
L) then p′ −G(f ′1, . . . , f

′
L) ∈ F[X] is a non-zero univariate poly-

nomial of total degree at most M degG. Such a polynomial can have at most M degG roots
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over F. Therefore the probability, over the verifier’s random choice of r ←R F \ {α1, . . . , αM},
that p′(r) − G(f ′1(r), . . . , f ′L(r)) = 0 is at most M degG/(|F| −M). We conclude that the

verifier accepts a false proof with probability at most M degG/(|F| −M).

Strong honest-verifier zero knowledge. To show that the construction satisfies strong HVZK,

we must produce a simulator SFLPCP() that perfectly simulates the joint distribution of the

honest verifier’s queries and the honest prover’s responses. The honest verifier’s queries are

determined by the random choice of the point r ←R F \ {α1, . . . , αM} at which the verifier

evaluates the polynomials p, f1, . . . , fL. The simulator must then simulate the distribution of

values 〈r, p(r), f1(r), . . . , fL(r), p(αM )〉 ∈ FL+3.

The simulator SFLPCP takes no input and executes the following steps:

• Choose r ←R F \ {α1, . . . , αM}.

• Choose a1, . . . , aL ←R F.

• Compute a← G(a1, . . . , aL) ∈ F.

• Output the tuple 〈r, a, a1, . . . , aL, 0〉 ∈ FL+3.

The simulated value r is distributed exactly as in the real interaction. Since p(αM ) = 0 in

the real interaction, the simulation of this value is also perfect. If the simulation (a1, . . . , aL)

of the values (f1(r), . . . , fL(r)) is perfect, then the simulation a of the value p(r) is also

perfect, since a is constructed exactly as in the real interaction.

We must then only argue that the simulation (a1, . . . , aL) of the values (f1(r), . . . , fL(r))

is correct. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , L}, we can write the value fi(r) in terms of the Lagrange

interpolating polynomials λ0(·), λ1(·), . . . , λM (·), evaluated at the point r:

fi(r) = λ0(r) · fi(0) +
∑
j∈[M ]

λj(r) · fi(αj).

When r 6∈ {α1, . . . , αM}, the value of the zero-th interpolating polynomial is non-zero:

λ0(r) 6= 0. Since, by construction, the value fi(α0) is distributed uniformly at random over

F and is independent of all other values, when r 6∈ {α1, . . . , αM}, fi(r) will be distributed

uniformly over F and independently of all other values.

Since the honest verifier chooses r ←R F \ {α1, . . . , αM}, we conclude that the joint

distribution of (r, f1(r), . . . , fL(r)) will be uniform over (F \ {α1, . . . , αM})× FL in the real

interaction. The entire simulation is then perfect.
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x4
<latexit sha1_base64="ba0HICmxYqjGWtck9s4cGZcnOII=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5IUQY9FLx4rmFZoQ9lsp+3SzSbsbsQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopeNUMfRZLGL1EFKNgkv0DTcCHxKFNAoFtsPxzcxvP6LSPJb3ZpJgENGh5APOqLGSX33qXVR75Ypbc+cgq8TLSQVyNHvlr24/ZmmE0jBBte54bmKCjCrDmcBpqZtqTCgb0yF2LJU0Qh1k82On5MwqfTKIlS1pyFz9PZHRSOtJFNrOiJqRXvZm4n9eJzWDqyDjMkkNSrZYNEgFMTGZfU76XCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsfmUbAje8surpFWveW7Nu6tXGtd5HEU4gVM4Bw8uoQG30AQfGHB4hld4c6Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/yCmN/Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ba0HICmxYqjGWtck9s4cGZcnOII=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5IUQY9FLx4rmFZoQ9lsp+3SzSbsbsQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopeNUMfRZLGL1EFKNgkv0DTcCHxKFNAoFtsPxzcxvP6LSPJb3ZpJgENGh5APOqLGSX33qXVR75Ypbc+cgq8TLSQVyNHvlr24/ZmmE0jBBte54bmKCjCrDmcBpqZtqTCgb0yF2LJU0Qh1k82On5MwqfTKIlS1pyFz9PZHRSOtJFNrOiJqRXvZm4n9eJzWDqyDjMkkNSrZYNEgFMTGZfU76XCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsfmUbAje8surpFWveW7Nu6tXGtd5HEU4gVM4Bw8uoQG30AQfGHB4hld4c6Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/yCmN/Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ba0HICmxYqjGWtck9s4cGZcnOII=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5IUQY9FLx4rmFZoQ9lsp+3SzSbsbsQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopeNUMfRZLGL1EFKNgkv0DTcCHxKFNAoFtsPxzcxvP6LSPJb3ZpJgENGh5APOqLGSX33qXVR75Ypbc+cgq8TLSQVyNHvlr24/ZmmE0jBBte54bmKCjCrDmcBpqZtqTCgb0yF2LJU0Qh1k82On5MwqfTKIlS1pyFz9PZHRSOtJFNrOiJqRXvZm4n9eJzWDqyDjMkkNSrZYNEgFMTGZfU76XCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsfmUbAje8surpFWveW7Nu6tXGtd5HEU4gVM4Bw8uoQG30AQfGHB4hld4c6Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/yCmN/Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ba0HICmxYqjGWtck9s4cGZcnOII=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5IUQY9FLx4rmFZoQ9lsp+3SzSbsbsQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopeNUMfRZLGL1EFKNgkv0DTcCHxKFNAoFtsPxzcxvP6LSPJb3ZpJgENGh5APOqLGSX33qXVR75Ypbc+cgq8TLSQVyNHvlr24/ZmmE0jBBte54bmKCjCrDmcBpqZtqTCgb0yF2LJU0Qh1k82On5MwqfTKIlS1pyFz9PZHRSOtJFNrOiJqRXvZm4n9eJzWDqyDjMkkNSrZYNEgFMTGZfU76XCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsfmUbAje8surpFWveW7Nu6tXGtd5HEU4gVM4Bw8uoQG30AQfGHB4hld4c6Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/yCmN/Q==</latexit>

x2
<latexit sha1_base64="evQ3SGGzmXSVg57JvANbTSIQn8U=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lph4QAIXsrcssGFv77I7ZyQXfoONhcbY+oPs/DcucIWCL5nk5b2ZzMwLEykMuu63U9jY3NreKe6W9vYPDo/KxyctE6eacZ/FMtadkBouheI+CpS8k2hOo1Dydji5nfvtR66NiNUDThMeRHSkxFAwilbyq0/9erVfrrg1dwGyTrycVCBHs1/+6g1ilkZcIZPUmK7nJhhkVKNgks9KvdTwhLIJHfGupYpG3ATZ4tgZubDKgAxjbUshWai/JzIaGTONQtsZURybVW8u/ud1UxxeB5lQSYpcseWiYSoJxmT+ORkIzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVo8ynZELzVl9dJq17z3Jp3X680bvI4inAG53AJHlxBA+6gCT4wEPAMr/DmKOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AxR+N+w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="evQ3SGGzmXSVg57JvANbTSIQn8U=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lph4QAIXsrcssGFv77I7ZyQXfoONhcbY+oPs/DcucIWCL5nk5b2ZzMwLEykMuu63U9jY3NreKe6W9vYPDo/KxyctE6eacZ/FMtadkBouheI+CpS8k2hOo1Dydji5nfvtR66NiNUDThMeRHSkxFAwilbyq0/9erVfrrg1dwGyTrycVCBHs1/+6g1ilkZcIZPUmK7nJhhkVKNgks9KvdTwhLIJHfGupYpG3ATZ4tgZubDKgAxjbUshWai/JzIaGTONQtsZURybVW8u/ud1UxxeB5lQSYpcseWiYSoJxmT+ORkIzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVo8ynZELzVl9dJq17z3Jp3X680bvI4inAG53AJHlxBA+6gCT4wEPAMr/DmKOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AxR+N+w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="evQ3SGGzmXSVg57JvANbTSIQn8U=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lph4QAIXsrcssGFv77I7ZyQXfoONhcbY+oPs/DcucIWCL5nk5b2ZzMwLEykMuu63U9jY3NreKe6W9vYPDo/KxyctE6eacZ/FMtadkBouheI+CpS8k2hOo1Dydji5nfvtR66NiNUDThMeRHSkxFAwilbyq0/9erVfrrg1dwGyTrycVCBHs1/+6g1ilkZcIZPUmK7nJhhkVKNgks9KvdTwhLIJHfGupYpG3ATZ4tgZubDKgAxjbUshWai/JzIaGTONQtsZURybVW8u/ud1UxxeB5lQSYpcseWiYSoJxmT+ORkIzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVo8ynZELzVl9dJq17z3Jp3X680bvI4inAG53AJHlxBA+6gCT4wEPAMr/DmKOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AxR+N+w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="evQ3SGGzmXSVg57JvANbTSIQn8U=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lph4QAIXsrcssGFv77I7ZyQXfoONhcbY+oPs/DcucIWCL5nk5b2ZzMwLEykMuu63U9jY3NreKe6W9vYPDo/KxyctE6eacZ/FMtadkBouheI+CpS8k2hOo1Dydji5nfvtR66NiNUDThMeRHSkxFAwilbyq0/9erVfrrg1dwGyTrycVCBHs1/+6g1ilkZcIZPUmK7nJhhkVKNgks9KvdTwhLIJHfGupYpG3ATZ4tgZubDKgAxjbUshWai/JzIaGTONQtsZURybVW8u/ud1UxxeB5lQSYpcseWiYSoJxmT+ORkIzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVo8ynZELzVl9dJq17z3Jp3X680bvI4inAG53AJHlxBA+6gCT4wEPAMr/DmKOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AxR+N+w==</latexit>

x1
<latexit sha1_base64="3wnn1HLNdhsF0otyIlS/YK6DCbs=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lph4QAIXsrfswYa9vcvunJEQfoONhcbY+oPs/DcucIWCL5nk5b2ZzMwLUykMuu63U9jY3NreKe6W9vYPDo/Kxyctk2SacZ8lMtGdkBouheI+CpS8k2pO41Dydji+nfvtR66NSNQDTlIexHSoRCQYRSv51ae+V+2XK27NXYCsEy8nFcjR7Je/eoOEZTFXyCQ1puu5KQZTqlEwyWelXmZ4StmYDnnXUkVjboLp4tgZubDKgESJtqWQLNTfE1MaGzOJQ9sZUxyZVW8u/ud1M4yug6lQaYZcseWiKJMEEzL/nAyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK0+ZRsCN7qy+ukVa95bs27r1caN3kcRTiDc7gED66gAXfQBB8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/Dmo36</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3wnn1HLNdhsF0otyIlS/YK6DCbs=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lph4QAIXsrfswYa9vcvunJEQfoONhcbY+oPs/DcucIWCL5nk5b2ZzMwLUykMuu63U9jY3NreKe6W9vYPDo/Kxyctk2SacZ8lMtGdkBouheI+CpS8k2pO41Dydji+nfvtR66NSNQDTlIexHSoRCQYRSv51ae+V+2XK27NXYCsEy8nFcjR7Je/eoOEZTFXyCQ1puu5KQZTqlEwyWelXmZ4StmYDnnXUkVjboLp4tgZubDKgESJtqWQLNTfE1MaGzOJQ9sZUxyZVW8u/ud1M4yug6lQaYZcseWiKJMEEzL/nAyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK0+ZRsCN7qy+ukVa95bs27r1caN3kcRTiDc7gED66gAXfQBB8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/Dmo36</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3wnn1HLNdhsF0otyIlS/YK6DCbs=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lph4QAIXsrfswYa9vcvunJEQfoONhcbY+oPs/DcucIWCL5nk5b2ZzMwLUykMuu63U9jY3NreKe6W9vYPDo/Kxyctk2SacZ8lMtGdkBouheI+CpS8k2pO41Dydji+nfvtR66NSNQDTlIexHSoRCQYRSv51ae+V+2XK27NXYCsEy8nFcjR7Je/eoOEZTFXyCQ1puu5KQZTqlEwyWelXmZ4StmYDnnXUkVjboLp4tgZubDKgESJtqWQLNTfE1MaGzOJQ9sZUxyZVW8u/ud1M4yug6lQaYZcseWiKJMEEzL/nAyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK0+ZRsCN7qy+ukVa95bs27r1caN3kcRTiDc7gED66gAXfQBB8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/Dmo36</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3wnn1HLNdhsF0otyIlS/YK6DCbs=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lph4QAIXsrfswYa9vcvunJEQfoONhcbY+oPs/DcucIWCL5nk5b2ZzMwLUykMuu63U9jY3NreKe6W9vYPDo/Kxyctk2SacZ8lMtGdkBouheI+CpS8k2pO41Dydji+nfvtR66NSNQDTlIexHSoRCQYRSv51ae+V+2XK27NXYCsEy8nFcjR7Je/eoOEZTFXyCQ1puu5KQZTqlEwyWelXmZ4StmYDnnXUkVjboLp4tgZubDKgESJtqWQLNTfE1MaGzOJQ9sZUxyZVW8u/ud1M4yug6lQaYZcseWiKJMEEzL/nAyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK0+ZRsCN7qy+ukVa95bs27r1caN3kcRTiDc7gED66gAXfQBB8YCHiGV3hzlPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/Dmo36</latexit>

Circuit. An example circuit
C using an arbitrary three-
input G-gate. The circuit
takes as input the vector
(x1, x2, x3, x4) ∈ F4. The cir-
cuit C outputs v2, the value
on the output wire of the
topologically last G-gate.

Linear PCP proof. Using Theorem 2.3.3, we construct a
fully linear PCP proof π that the input (x1, x2, x3, x4) ∈ F3 is
in the language recognized by C. That is, the prover asserts
that C(x1, x2, x3, x4) = 0 ∈ F.

For this example, we assume that F has large characteristic so
that we can identify the values (α0, α1, . . . , αd) ∈ F used in the
linear PCP construction with the integers (0, 1, 2, . . . , d).

The prover first constructs three polynomials f1, f2, f3. The
value fi(j) encodes the value on the i-th input to the j-th G-
gate, in topological order from inputs to outputs. The constant
terms are random elements z1, z2, z3 ←R F. That is:

f1(0)=z1 f2(0)=z2 f3(0)=z3

f1(1)=x1 f2(1)=x2 f3(1)=x3

f1(2)=v1=G(x1,x2,x3) f2(2)=x3 f3(2)=x3+x4+7

Next, the prover constructs the polynomial p, which satisfies
p = G(f1, f2, f3), and which has degree at most d = 2 degG.
Notice that for j ∈ {1, 2}, p(j) is the value on the output wire
of the j-th G-gate. Letting d = 3 degG, we can write the values
of p as:

p(0)=G(f1(0),f2(0),f3(0))=G(z1,z2,z3)

p(1)=G(f1(1),f2(1),f3(1))=v1=G(x1,x2,x3)

p(2)=G(f1(2),f2(2),f3(2))=v2=G(v1,x3,x3+x4+7)

p(3)=G(f1(3),f2(3),f3(3))

...
p(d)=G(f1(d),f2(d),f3(d)).

The linear PCP proof π consists of the elements: (z1, z2, z3, p̄) ∈
FL+d+1, where p̄ ∈ Fd+1 is the vector of coefficients of the
polynomial p.

Figure 2.1: An example of the fully linear PCP proof of Theorem 2.3.3.
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If we define theG-gate to be a multiplication gate, so that degG = 2, then the construction

of Theorem 2.3.3 matches the complexity of the GGPR-based linear PCP [134, 245] and

provides what is essentially an alternative formulation of that proof system. In contrast, if

degG� |G|, then this construction can yield significantly shorter proofs than the GGPR-

based linear PCP, at the cost of increasing the algebraic degree of the verifier from 2 to

degG.

Remark 2.3.5. We can generalize Theorem 2.3.3 to handle circuits with many distinct

repeated subcircuits G1, . . . , Gq with Mi instances of each gate Gi : FLi → F, for i ∈
{1, . . . , q}. The resulting fully linear PCP with strong HVZK has proof length at most

(
∑

i∈[q] Li) + (
∑

i∈[q]Mi degGi) + q elements of F, query complexity 1 +
∑

i∈[q](Li + 1), a

verifier of algebraic degree maxi degGi, and soundness error
∑

i∈[q]

(
Mi degGi/(|F| −Mi)

)
.

Remark 2.3.6. To get good soundness when applying the proof system of Theorem 2.3.3, the

field F must be such that |F| �M degG+M . In many applications, the input x ∈ Fn is a

vector in a small field, such as the binary field F2. In this case, we apply Theorem 2.3.3 by

lifting x into an extension field F̃ of F, and carrying out the linear PCP operations in the

extension.

The randomization technique we use to achieve honest-verifier zero-knowledge in Theo-

rem 2.3.3 is inspired by the one that appears in the work of Bitansky et al. [47] for achieving

HVZK in the Hadamard linear PCP construction.

2.3.3 Application: Short proofs for degree-two languages

As an application of Theorem 2.3.3 we demonstrate a special-purpose fully linear PCP for

relations recognized by arithmetic circuits of degree two. When applied to an arithmetic

circuit C : Fn → F, we obtain a proof that consists of only O(
√
n) field elements and whose

query complexity is only O(
√
n). For general-purpose linear PCPs, such as the Hadamard or

GGPR-based linear PCPs, the proof length plus query complexity is much larger: Ω(n).

A special case of this proof yields a linear PCP for the language of vectors whose inner

product is equal to a certain value. To give one application of such a proof system: Given

encryptions of two sets, represented by their characteristic vectors, this proof system would

allow a prover to succinctly show that the sets are disjoint.

This construction also reveals the close connection between fully linear PCPs and com-

munication complexity. Without zero knowledge, this proof protocol boils down to the
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Merlin-Arthur communication complexity protocol of Aaronson and Wigderson [1]. Further-

more, as we show in Section 2.5, we can use lower bounds on the communication complexity

of inner-product to show that this fully linear PCP construction has essentially optimal

parameters.

Corollary 2.3.7 (FLPCP for degree-two circuits). Let F be a finite field, let C : Fn → F
be an arithmetic circuit of degree two (i.e., a degree-two polynomial over F), and let LC =

{x ∈ Fn | C(x) = 0}. There is a fully linear PCP with strong HVZK for LC that has proof

length O(
√
n) elements of F, query complexity O(

√
n), a verifier of algebraic degree two, and

soundness error O(
√
n)

|F|−d
√
ne .

The idea of Corollary 2.3.7 is that any degree-two circuit C : Fn → F can be expressed as

a circuit that computes an inner-product of dimension-n vectors, along with some number of

affine gates. This property is special to degree-two circuits—the idea does not immediately

generalize to circuits of higher constant degree.

Proof of Corollary 2.3.7. Without loss of generality we can assume that C implements a

quadratic form C(x) = xT · A · x for some matrix A ∈ Fn×n. Indeed, a proof system for

quadratic forms yields a proof system for any circuit of degree two. We can re-write C(x) as

the inner-product of the vectors x and z = A · x in Fn. Hence, it suffices to design a fully

linear PCP for the inner-product language L′C =
{
x ∈ Fn |

〈
x , A · x

〉
= 0
}
.

Let L2 be the closest perfect square greater than or equal to n, and pad the vectors

x and z = A · x with zeros so that both are in F(L2). Next, arrange the vector x into

a matrix X ∈ FL×L, and arrange z into a matrix Z ∈ FL×L in the same way. Then

C(x) = 〈x, z〉 = trace(X · ZT ).

Because the trace is a linear function, we can compute C(x) using a circuit C ′ consisting

of only addition gates and a total of L gates G : FL × FL → F defined as G(u, v) = 〈u, v〉 for
u, v ∈ FL. It holds that degG = 2 and L = O(

√
n). Applying Theorem 2.3.3 to this G-gate

circuit gives a fully linear PCP for LC′ with strong HVZK with the parameters stated in the

corollary, as required. The proof needs one additional linear query to verify that the padding

in x and z is all zero, but this does not change the parameters in the corollary.

2.3.4 Application: Short proofs for parallel-sum circuits

As a second application of Theorem 2.3.3, we give a special-purpose fully linear PCP for

languages recognized by circuits that take as input a vector x ∈ Fn and:
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• apply an affine transformation to the input,

• apply the same sub-circuit C : FL → F in parallel to each block of L values, and

• sum the outputs of the C circuits.

More formally, let C : FL → F be an arithmetic circuit. Let A : Fn → F and A1, . . . , AM :

Fn → FL be affine functions. This linear PCP construction applies to the language of values

x ∈ Fn such that
∑

i∈[M ]C(Ai(x)) = A(x).

Corollary 2.3.8 (FLPCP for parallel-sum circuits). Let C : FL → F be an arithmetic

circuit over F that has arithmetic degree degC. Let A : Fn → F and A1, . . . , AM ∈ Fn → FL

be affine functions. Then, there exists a strong HVZK fully linear PCP for the language

LC,A,A1,...,AM = {x ∈ Fn |
∑

i∈[M ]C(Ai(x)) = A(x)} that has:

• proof length O(
√
M · (L+ degC)) elements of F,

• query complexity O(
√
M · L),

• soundness error
√
M ·degC

|F|−
√
M

, and

• an arithmetic verification circuit of degree degC containing O(
√
M · |C|) multiplication

gates.

Proof of Corollary 2.3.8. We define an appropriate G-gate and then invoke Theorem 2.3.3.

Assume that M is a perfect square, since otherwise we can pad M up to the nearest square.

The gadget G : F
√
ML → F applies the circuit C to

√
M blocks of L inputs. So, on input

(x̄1, . . . , x̄√M ) ∈ F
√
ML, where x̄j ∈ FL for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,

√
M}, the G-gate outputs:

G(x̄1, . . . , x̄√M ) =def
∑

j∈[
√
M ]

C(x̄j) ∈ F. (2.1)

Then the language LC,A,A1,...,AM is recognized by a circuit containing M ′ =
√
M instances

of the G-gate, along with some number of affine gates. Applying Theorem 2.3.3 using this

G-gate yields a fully linear PCP with the desired efficiency properties.

Example 2.3.9. Corollary 2.3.8 gives a short fully linear PCP for proving that a vector

x ∈ Fn has Lp-norm y, for any integer p ≥ 2. For this application, C(xi) =def xpi ∈ F and

degC = p. The linear PCP implied by the corollary has length O(p ·
√
n), whereas the

standard linear PCPs from Section 2.3.1 would have proofs of length Ω(n log p). Thus, the

construction of the corollary has shorter proof size for all p = o(
√
n).
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A sum-check-style protocol, along the lines of Cormode, Thaler, and Yi’s protocol [92,

Section 3.2] for checking the k-th frequency moment in a data stream, achieves the same

asymptotic complexity as the protocol of Example 2.3.9. However, that sum-check protocol

does not natively provide zero knowledge. We thank Justin Thaler for pointing out this

alternative construction.

2.4 Constructions: Fully linear interactive oracle proofs

In this section, we construct fully linear interactive oracle proofs (“fully linear IOPs”). While

fully linear IOPs in general require multiple rounds of interaction between the prover and

verifier, this extra interaction can sharply decrease the total proof length and verifier time.

For example, we give an O(log n)-round fully linear IOP for proving that a vector x ∈ Fn

consists entirely of 0/1 entries, where the total proof size consists only of O(log n) field

elements. (See Example 2.4.7.) In comparison, linear PCPs for this language yield proofs of

size Ω(n).

Several protocols from the literature, including the “Muggles” scheme of Goldwasser,

Kalai, and Rothblum [149, 148], implicitly construct fully linear IOPs. We describe the

connection between our notion and these protocols in Section 2.4.4.

2.4.1 A recursive fully linear IOP for parallel-sum circuits

Corollary 2.3.8 gives a linear PCP for “parallel-sum” circuits whose length grows as the square

root of the degree of parallelism. Here, we show that by increasing the number of rounds of

interaction between the prover and verifier, we can decrease the proof size to logarithmic

in the degree of parallelism. The key observation is that in Corollary 2.3.8, the linear PCP

verifier is itself a parallel-sum circuit. So rather than having the verifier evaluate this circuit

on its own, the verifier can outsource the work of evaluating the verification circuit to the

prover. The prover then uses a secondary linear PCP to convince the verifier that it executed

this step correctly.

To get the optimal bounds we rebalance the parameters used in the proof of Corollary 2.3.8.

Instead of a G-gate containing
√
M copies of C, as in (2.1), we use a G-gate containing M/2

copies of C, and then recursively verify one input/output pair for that G-gate.

Theorem 2.4.1. Let C : FL → F be an arithmetic circuit over F that has arithmetic degree

degC. Let A : Fn → F and A1, . . . , AM : Fn → FL be affine functions. Then, there exists an
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O(logM)-round strong HVZK fully linear IOP for the language LC,A,A1,...,AM = {x ∈ Fn |∑
i∈[M ]C(Ai(x)) = A(x)} that has:

• proof length L+O(degC · logM) elements of F,

• query complexity L+O(logM),

• soundness error O
(

degC·logM
|F|

)
, and

• an arithmetic verification circuit containing O(|C|) multiplication gates.

Figure 2.2 gives a graphical depiction of the protocol flow.

Proof of Theorem 2.4.1. We prove the theorem by induction onM . For simplicity, we assume

that M is a power of two.

Base case (M = 1). When M = 1, we can invoke Theorem 2.3.3 using the circuit C as the

G-gate of the theorem. Theorem 2.3.3 implies that there exists a one-round fully linear IOP

with strong HVZK that has proof length L+ degC + 1, query complexity L+ 2, soundness

error degC/(|F| − 1), and a verification circuit containing |C| multiplication gates. This

proves the base case.

Induction step. We define a G-gate, as in (2.1). The difference is that we now use a G-gate

whose width is M/2 rather than
√
M . Specifically, using the notation in (2.1), we define G

as:

G(x̄1, . . . , x̄M/2) =def
∑

i∈[M/2]

C(x̄i) ∈ F.

The language LC,A,A1,...,AM is recognized by a circuit composed of two such G-gates, along

with some number of affine gates.

The O(logM)-round protocol then proceeds as follows:

• The prover sends a fully linear PCP proof π asserting that x ∈ Fn is in LC,A,A1,...,AM .

That is, the proof asserts that x satisfies the relation
∑

i∈[M ]C(Ai(x)) = A(x). To

generate the proof, the prover uses the construction of Theorem 2.3.3 without strong

HVZK. When invoking Theorem 2.3.3, the prover uses a G-gate as in (2.1), except

that it has width M/2.

The proof has length 2 degG+1 = 2 degC+1, query complexity (M/2)L+2, soundness

error 2 degC/(|F| − 2), and requires the verifier to evaluate a circuit of size |G| =

(M/2) · |C| on the query answers.
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Prover Verifier

1a. Generate a linear PCP proof π1
that x ∈ L1.

π1−−−−−−→

r1←−−−−−− 1b. Sample a random value r1 ←R F
and send it to the prover. Make one
linear query to the proof.

2a. Generate a proof π2 that (x‖π1) ∈
L2, where L2 is the language of vec-
tors (x‖π) such that VL(x‖π1; r1) =
1.

π2−−−−−−→

r2←−−−−−− 2b. Sample a random value r2 ←R F
and send it to the prover. Make one
linear query to the proof.

3a. Generate a proof π3 that
(x‖π1‖π2) ∈ L3, where L3 is the lan-
guage of vectors (x‖π1‖π2) such that
VL2

(x‖π1‖π2; r1, r2) = 1.

π3−−−−−−→

. . . continue for ρ = O(logM) rounds . . .

ρa. Generate linear PCP proof πρ
that x ∈ Lρ.

πρ−−−−−−→ ρb. Check πρ by explic-
itly running the verifier
VLρ(x‖π1‖π2‖ · · · ‖πρ; r1, . . . , rρ).
Verifier VLρ makes L+ 2 queries.

Figure 2.2: A depiction of the protocol flow for the linear IOP of Theorem 2.4.1. The
initial language L1 is the language of vectors x ∈ Fn such that

∑M
i=1C(Ai(x)) = A(x),

where C and A,A1, . . . , AM are as in Theorem 2.4.1. The expression VL(x‖π; r) denotes
the output of the linear PCP verifier of Theorem 2.3.3 for some language L run on input
(x‖π) using randomness r.

For all i ∈ {1, . . . , ρ− 1}: (1) the proof πi has length 2 degC + 1, and (2) the verifier
VLi is a circuit containing (M/2i)|C| multiplication gates. In the last step, the proof πρ
has length L+ degC + 1.
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• The FLPCP verifier of Theorem 2.3.3 makes ML/2 + 2 linear queries and receives an-

swers a, a1, . . . , aML/2, b ∈ F. The verifier must then check that: (1) a = G(a1, . . . , aML/2)

and (2) b = 0.

The FLIOP verifier we construct does not operate exactly as the FLPCP verifier does.

Instead, the FLIOP verifier we construct uses a single linear query to check that the

second relation holds (i.e., that b = 0).

The FLIOP verifier now outsources the work of performing the first check to the prover.

More precisely:

1. The FLIOP verifier sends to the prover the randomness r it used to generate its

linear queries. In the construction of Theorem 2.3.3, this randomness consists of a

single field element.

2. This randomness defines an affine mapQr : Fn+m → FML/2+1 from the proof-input

pair (x‖π) ∈ Fn × Fm to the query answers (a, ā1, . . . , āM/2) ∈ F× (FL)M/2.

3. The verifier now needs to check that a = G(ā1, . . . , āM/2). By construction of the

G-gate, the verifier must check that the values (a, ā1, . . . , āM/2) satisfy a relation

of the form
∑

i∈[M/2]C(āi) = a, But, since Qr is an affine function of the vector

(x‖π), this is a relation of the form
∑

i∈[M/2]C(A′i(x‖π)) = A′(x‖π), for some

affine functions A′ : Fn+m → F and A′1, . . . , A′ML/2 : Fn+m → FL.

By the induction hypothesis, the prover and verifier then can recursively invoke the

FLIOP protocol to check this relation.

Security arguments. Completeness follows by construction. Soundness follows from an

inductive argument. All that remains is to show that the protocol satisfies strong HVZK.

To show this, note that at every level of the induction except the base case, the honest

verifier makes a single query whose response should be zero. These answers are trivial to

simulate. In the base case, we can invoke the strong HVZK simulator of the linear PCP of

Theorem 2.3.3.

2.4.2 A fully linear IOP for SIMD circuits

Many interesting languages are recognized by arithmetic circuits that (1) apply the same

small subcircuit to each block of inputs and (2) accept iff all of the subcircuits accept. For

example, the language L = {0, 1}n ⊆ Fn of zero/one vectors in Fn is recognized by a circuit
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that on input (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Fn computes ∀i bi ← xi(xi − 1) and accepts iff all bi are zero.

We call this type of circuit a “same-instruction multiple-data” (SIMD) circuit.

Implementing the logical-AND of the n values (b1, . . . , bn) in an arithmetic circuit is

relatively expensive. The standard technique for this requires applying the mapping bi 7→ b
|F|−1
i

which, by Fermat’s Little Theorem, takes 0 7→ 0 and any non-zero value x 7→ 1. Then we

can take the sum
∑

i∈[n] bi (as long as n < |F|) to check whether all bi are zero. Directly

applying the linear PCPs of Section 2.3 to this circuit will give a proof of size Ω(n · log |F|).
By adding interaction, we can shrink the proof length to O(log n) for this language at the

cost of increasing the number of communication rounds to O(log n). More generally, for a

SIMD circuit composed of M copies of a circuit C : FL → F of degree degC, we get a proof

of size L+O(degC · logM) that has query complexity L+O(logM) and a verifier containing

O(|C|) multiplication gates.

Other trade-offs between proof size and verifier complexity are possible, though when

compiling fully linear PCPs into proofs on secret-shared data (as in Chapter 3), we minimize

the communication cost by minimizing the sum of the proof size and verifier complexity.

We give a general transformation that turns any linear IOP for a language recognized by

parallel-sum circuits (e.g., Corollary 2.3.8 and Theorem 2.4.1) into a linear IOP for SIMD

circuits at the cost of increasing the number of rounds by one. The idea of the construction

is to replace the logical-AND operation in the SIMD circuit by a random linear combination

chosen by the verifier. If any one of the SIMD subcircuits outputs a non-zero value, then

with high probability the linear combination will be non-zero and the overall circuit will

reject. To make the result more general, we consider circuits that apply an arbitrary linear

transformation to the input wires before applying the SIMD gates to the inputs.

Definition 2.4.2 (SIMD Circuit). Let C : FL → F be an arithmetic circuit. Let A1, . . . , AM :

Fn → FL be affine functions. Then define the SIMD circuit Csimd
A1,...,AM

: Fn → F as:

Csimd
A1,...,AM

(x) =def
∧M
i=1

(
C(Ai(x)) = 0

)
for x ∈ Fn. Here, the logical-AND operator returns

0 ∈ F if the statement is true, and it returns an arbitrary non-zero value otherwise.

Theorem 2.4.3 (FLIOPs for SIMD circuits). Let Π be a fully linear strong HVZK IOP for

the language

L
C̃,Ã1,...,ÃM

=
{
x ∈ Fn+M |

∑
i∈[M ]

C̃(Ãi(x)) = 0
}
,
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where C̃ : FL+1 → F is an arithmetic circuit and Ã1, . . . , ÃM : Fn+M → FL+1 are affine

functions. Furthermore, say that Π has soundness error εΠ and round complexity ρΠ.

Then, there exists a strong HVZK fully linear IOP for the language

LCsimd
A1,...,AM

=
{
x ∈ Fn | Csimd

A1,...,AM
(x) = 0

}
,

where C : FL → F is an arithmetic circuit, A1, . . . , AM : Fn → FL are affine functions, and

Csimd
A1,...,AM

is as in Definition 2.4.2. The resulting linear IOP has the same proof length, query

complexity, and verification circuit size as Π, soundness error ε = εΠ +M/|F|, and round

complexity ρΠ + 1.

Proof of Theorem 2.4.3. We construct the linear IOP implied by the theorem and then prove

that it satisfies the desired properties.

The idea of the proof is that in the first round of interaction, the verifier chooses a

random value r ←R F. Then, in the second round, the prover uses the fully linear IOP Π to

convince the verifier that the linear combination
∑

i∈[M ] r
i · C(Ai(x)) of the outputs of the

C subcircuits is zero. If x 6∈ LCsimd
A1,...,AM

, then at least one of the C(·) subcircuits outputs a

non-zero value. In this case, the value of this linear combination is equal to the evaluation

of a non-zero polynomial of degree at most M at the point r. Such a polynomial has at

most M/|F| zeros, so the verifier will catch a cheating prover with good probability, over the

verifier’s random choice of r.

The protocol operates as follows:

• The prover’s first message is the empty string ⊥.

• The verifier’s first message is a random field element r ←R F. The prover and verifier

both compute the vector (r, r2, r3, . . . , rM ) ∈ FM .

• Define an arithmetic circuit Crand
A1,...,AM

: Fn+M → F as:

Crand
A1,...,AM

(x, r1, r2, . . . , rM ) =def
∑
i∈[M ]

ri · C(Ai(x)) ∈ F where
x ∈ Fn

r1, . . . , rM ∈ F
.
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Now, define a circuit C̃ : FL+1 → F as C̃(x, r) =def r · C(x). Define affine functions

Ã1, . . . , ÃM : Fn+M → FL+1 such that for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, Ãi(x‖r1, . . . , rM ) =def

(Ai(x)‖ri). Then we can rewrite Crand
A1,...,AM

as:

Crand
A1,...,AM

(x, r1, r2, . . . , rM ) =
∑
i∈[M ]

C̃(Ãi(x, r1, . . . , rM )) ∈ F.

• Now, the prover and verifier engage in the fully linear IOP protocol Π, implied by the

hypothesis of the theorem, to check that (x‖r1, . . . , rM ) ∈ Fn+M is in the language

accepted by the circuit Crand
A1,...,AM

.

The claimed efficiency properties, along with completeness and strong HVZK, follow

immediately from the construction.

To show soundness: If x ∈ Fn is not an accepting input, then the output of at least one

SIMD subcircuit C is non-zero. The output of the verification circuit Crand
A1,...,AM

is the value∑
i∈[M ] r

i ·C(Ai(x)), which is then the evaluation of a non-zero polynomial of degree at most

M at a random point r ←R F. The probability then, over the verifier’s choice of r, that the

circuit Crand
A1,...,AM

outputs zero is at most M/|F|. Conditioned on the output of Crand
A1,...,AM

being non-zero, the probability that the linear PCP verifier accepts is at most εΠ. Therefore,

the overall soundness error is ε = M/|F|+ εΠ.

Remark 2.4.4. The protocol offers a possible tradeoff between the number of the verifier’s

random bits and the soundness error. Instead of sending a random r the verifier can send a

sequence of random elements r1, . . . , rm and then Cr is defined by Cr(x) =
∑

i∈[m] ri · Ci(x).

In this case the number of random bits increases by a factor of m while the additive error

term falls to 1/|F|.

Applying Theorem 2.4.3 to our earlier constructions of fully linear proof systems for

parallel-sum circuits immediately yields efficient proof systems for SIMD relations:

Corollary 2.4.5. Let Csimd
A1,...,AM

be the SIMD circuit of Definition 2.4.2. There is a 1.5-round

fully linear IOP with strong HVZK for the language LCsimd
A1,...,AM

whose efficiency parameters

match those of Corollary 2.3.8.

Corollary 2.4.6. Let Csimd
A1,...,AM

be the SIMD circuit of Definition 2.4.2. There is an

O(logM)-round fully linear IOP with strong HVZK for the language LCsimd
A1,...,AM

whose

efficiency parameters match those of Theorem 2.4.1.
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We give an example for how to use Corollary 2.4.6 to construct a strong HVZK fully

linear IOP for an circuit that is useful for our applications.

Example 2.4.7. Corollary 2.4.6 gives an O(log n)-round protocol for proving that a vector

x ∈ Fn consists entirely of zero/one values (i.e., that x ∈ {0, 1}n ⊂ Fn), with proof complexity

O(log n) and a verification circuit of degree-two. In contrast, applying Theorem 2.3.3 or

standard linear PCPs directly yields proofs of size Ω(n). Hence, using O(log n)-rounds instead

of a single round, we obtain an exponential reduction in the proof size.

Remark 2.4.8. Application of a sum-check-style protocol [203] can achieve the same complexity

as the protocol of Example 2.4.7. (We thank Justin Thaler for this observation.) To sketch the

protocol: the verifier first sends the prover a random vector r = (r1, . . . , rn) ∈ Fn. The prover

then uses a sum-check protocol to convince the verifier that
∑

i∈[n] rixi(xi − 1) = 0 ∈ F.
The asymptotic complexity of this protocol matches our own, though this protocol does not

provide strong HVZK, whereas ours does. That said, it is possible to use recently developed

zero-knowledge variants of the sum-check protocol to make this alternative construction zero

knowledge as well [83, 276]. In future work, we hope to tease out the common structure

underlying the sumcheck-based constructions and our own.

2.4.3 A fully linear IOP for low-degree languages

We can generalize the fully linear IOP for SIMD circuits to construct a fully linear IOP

for any “low-degree language.” These are languages that are recognized by a system of

low-degree equations. The following theorem describes fully linear IOPs for such low-degree

languages. Unlike the prior constructions, here we place no restriction on the field size,

so these constructions apply even when F = F2. Although we do not discuss it here, we

have also applied this fully linear IOP to construct communication-efficient information-

theoretic multiparty computation protocols in the honest-majority setting with security

against malicious players.

Theorem 2.4.9 (ZK-FLIOP for low-degree languages). Let F be a finite field, let C : Fn →
Fm be an arithmetic multi-output circuit of degree d defined by C(x) = (C1(x), . . . , Cm(x))

and let M be the number of distinct monomials in the representation of C1, . . . , Cm as

polynomials. Let LC = {x ∈ Fn | C(x) = 0m} and let ε be a required soundness error bound.

Then, there is a fully linear IOP Π over F with strong HVZK for the language LC that has

the following efficiency features.
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• Degree d = 2, constant rounds: If d = 2 then Π has 1.5 rounds, proof length

O(η
√
n), and query complexity O(

√
n), where η = log|F|((m+

√
n)/ε).

• Degree d, logarithmic rounds: If d ≥ 2 then Π has O(logM) rounds, proof length

O(ηd logM), and query complexity O(logM), where η = log|F|((m+ d logM)/ε).

Proof. Let E be an extension field of degree η+O(1) over F, write C = (C1, . . . , Cm) over E.
Then LC can be represented as a SIMD circuit, in the sense of Definition 2.4.2 with m gates

over E.
We can apply the fully linear IOP over E for LC based on applying the SIMD transfor-

mation of Theorem 2.4.3 to one of two different proof systems, depending on the case of the

theorem:

• Degree d = 2, constant rounds:We apply the SIMD transformation of Theorem 2.4.3

to the fully linear PCP of Corollary 2.3.7. The efficiency parameters, including the

proof length, the query complexity and the algebraic degree of the verifier all match

those of the corollary.

• Degree d, logarithmic rounds:We apply the SIMD transformation of Theorem 2.4.3

to the fully linear IOP of Theorem 2.4.1. Since the number of executions of C ′ in Cr is

O(M) and the degree of C ′ is d, the complexity measures follow and the soundness

error is O(m+logM
|F|η+O(1) ) ≤ ε.

2.4.4 Fully linear IOPs inspired by the literature

We now demonstrate that a number of existing proof systems in the literature implicitly

construct linear IOPs.

Short linear IOPs for low-depth circuits from Muggles. The “Muggles” protocol of

Goldwasser, Kalai, and Rothblum [149, 148] is an interactive proof system for languages

recognized by low-depth boolean circuits with a certain regular structure (specifically: log-

space uniform circuits of polylogarithmic depth). Unlike many classical interactive proofs [16,

18, 151, 203, 248], the GKR protocol is doubly efficient: the prover runs in polynomial time

and the verifier runs in near-linear time n · polylog(n), on inputs of length n.

We observe that the GKR protocol gives rise to a linear IOP for arithmetic circuit

satisfiability. The benefit of the GKR-based linear IOP is that it has very low proof length,
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as long as the relation in question is recognized by a shallow arithmetic circuit. Unlike in

GKR’s original setting of delegation of computation, here we need not impose any uniformity

restrictions on the circuit.

The construction applies to layered arithmetic circuits of fan-in two. Consult the GKR

paper [149] for a formal definition of such circuits.

We have:

Theorem 2.4.10 (Goldwasser, Kalai, and Rothblum [149, 148]). Let C : Fn → F be a

layered arithmetic circuit of fan-in two over a finite field F of size |C| and depth d (where

the size and depth also include the addition gates) and let LC = {x ∈ Fn | C(x) = 0}. There
exists a O(d · log |C|)-round fully linear IOP for LC over F with

• proof length O(d · log |C|) elements of F,

• query complexity O(d),

• soundness error O(d · log |C|)/|F|, and

• a verifier of algebraic degree 2.

The GKR-style linear IOP as described does not provide honest-verifier zero knowledge.

However, using a modification proposed by Xie et al. [276, Section 4.2], it is possible to add

HVZK without changing the asymptotic complexity of the fully linear IOP.

Proof idea. We sketch how we can interpret the “bare-bones” GKR protocol, as described in

Rothblum’s dissertation [237, Section 3.3.2], as a fully linear IOP. (Using the notation of

Rothblum, we apply the GKR protocol using the parameters |H| = 2 and m = O(log n).)

The GKR protocol runs in d phases—one for each layer of the circuit. In the each phase:

• the prover and verifier engage in a sum-check protocol on a degree-two polynomial,

with a sum with O(|C|) terms,

• the verifier evaluates a prover-provided linear polynomial in at two points and checks

that these are equal to two values known to the verifier, and

• the verifier sends the prover a random challenge.

Each sum-check protocol requires O(log |C|) rounds of interaction, so the total number of

rounds of interaction is O(d · log |C|). In the fully linear IOP setting, the verifier can execute

each of these sumcheck interactions using only a single linear query to the input and proofs,

along with O(1) additional queries at each step of the GKR protocol. Furthermore, each of

these steps only requires the verifier to compute degree-two relations on the prover-provided
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values. In the final phase of the the GKR protocol, the verifier must evaluate the multilinear

extension of the input x at a random point, which the verifier can achieve with a single linear

query.

More recent refinements to the GKR protocol, such as those of Cormode, Mitzenmacher,

and Thaler [90], Thaler [256], and Wahby et al. [264] also yield fully linear IOPs with

corresponding efficiency benefits. Finally, it is possible to cast the RRR protocol [234], which

gives a constant-round interactive proofs for space-bounded computations, into the fully

linear IOP framework.

Constant-size linear IOPs for vectors of small Hamming weight. In certain crypto-

graphic applications of fully linear proof systems (as in the Riposte system of Chapter 5), a

prover wants to convince a verifier that a vector x ∈ Fn, for a finite field F has low Hamming

weight. In particular, define

LHW(d) =def
{
x ∈ Fn | x has at most d non-zero entries

}
.

We give two efficient linear IOPs for LHW(d) on ideas from the literature. The first of these

proof systems applies to LHW(d), for any constant weight d, but it does not provide zero

knowledge. The second of these proof systems does provide zero knowledge, but only applies

to the language LHW(1) of vectors of Hamming weight one.

In recent work [102], Damgård et al. give a Σ-protocol for proving that a vector of

commitments commits to a vector with low Hamming weight. Their protocol has applications

to symmetrically private information retrieval [137] and maliciously secure d-out-of-n oblivious

transfer [217]. We can view their construction as a two-round linear IOP for the language of

vectors in Fn of low Hamming weight:

Theorem 2.4.11 (Damgård, Luo, Oechsner, Scholl, and Simkin [102]). Then there exists a

two-round fully linear IOP for LHW(d) over a finite field F, of characteristic greater than two,

with

• proof length O(d) elements of F,

• query complexity O(d),

• soundness error O(n)/|F|, and

• a verifier of algebraic degree 2.
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The proof system does not provide strong HVZK.

The proof of Theorem 2.4.11 follows immediately from the construction of Damgård et

al. It is possible to make the protocol of Theorem 2.4.11 strongly zero knowledge by adding

an extra round of interaction. The basic idea is that the prover and verifier first engage in

the protocol of Theorem 2.4.11. Before making any queries to the proof oracle, the verifier

sends to the prover the random coins that the verifier would have used to check the proof.

The prover then convinces the verifier, using a fully linear PCP with strong zero knowledge,

as in Theorem 2.3.3, that the verifier would have accepted the first proof.

This next fully linear IOP recognizes the language of vectors in Fn of Hamming weight

one, using a sketching idea of Boyle, Gilboa, and Ishai [63]. Converting their sketching scheme

into a fully linear IOP is not immediate, so we describe the construction and prove its security

here.

Theorem 2.4.12. Then there exists a two-round fully linear IOP for LHW(1) over a finite

field F that provides strong HVZK and that has

• proof length at most 8 elements of F,

• query complexity 4,

• soundness error 6/(|F| − 2), and

• a verifier of algebraic degree 2.

Proof. We first describe the protocol and then argue for its security. The prover and verifier

interact as follows:

• Let x ∈ Fn be the prover’s input and let z ∈ F be the value of its single non-zero entry.

The prover sends the verifier the value z ∈ F as its first proof string.

• The verifier chooses a vector of values r = (r1, . . . , rn) ∈ Fn independently and uniformly

at random from Fn. The verifier sends this vector r to the prover.

• Given the verifier’s challenge r ∈ Fn, the prover and verifier define the following circuit

Cr(x, z) =def (〈x, r〉)2 − z · 〈x,R〉 ∈ F where
r = (r1, . . . , rn) ∈ Fn

R = (r2
1, . . . , r

2
n) ∈ Fn.

In the definition of Cr, the value 〈x, r〉 ∈ F is the inner product of the vectors x, r ∈ Fn.

The prover constructs a strong-HVZK fully linear PCP π asserting that the pair (x, z)

is in the language recognized by the circuit Cr using, the construction of Theorem 2.3.3.
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The prover sends π to the verifier.

• The verifier checks the proof π by making linear queries to the input-proof vector

(x‖z‖π).

The efficiency properties follow immediately from the construction. In particular, the

length of the proof π that the prover sends in the second round has length 7, since the circuit

Cr only contains two multiplication gates. Concretely, we instantiate Theorem 2.3.3 with

L = M = degG = 2, so the proof length is |z|+ |π| = 1 + 7 = 8 and the query complexity is

4.

We now argue that this proof system satisfies the necessary security properties.

• Completeness. Say that the prover’s input x is the vector of all zeros in Fn with value

z ∈ F at index i ∈ [n]. Fix a choice r ∈ Fn of the verifier’s random challenge. Then we

will have Cr(x, z) = (zri)
2 − (zr2

i ) · z = 0 ∈ F. Then (x,w) is in the language that Cr
recognizes and by the completeness of the underlying linear PCP for Cr, the verifier

will always accept.

• Soundness. There are two possible sources of soundness error: (1) the vector x 6∈ LHW(1)

but (x, z) is in the language recognized by the circuit Cr and (2) the pair (x, z) is not

in the language recognized by the circuit Cr and yet the verifier accepts the proof π.

We bound both of these probabilities from above.

To bound the probability of the first bad event. Fix a vector x ∈ Fn that has Ham-

ming weight greater than one and fix any value z ∈ F. Then, consider the n-variate
polynomial f :

f(r1, . . . , rn) =def

∑
i∈[n]

xiri

2

− z ·

∑
i∈[n]

xiri

 ∈ F[r1, . . . , rn].

If x has Hamming weight more than one, this polynomial cannot be identically zero, no

matter the choice of z ∈ F. To see this, observe that if the vector has weight-w, then

the left-hand squared sum has w2 distinct non-zero terms and the right-hand sum can

have at most w distinct non-zero terms. (The coefficients of the left-hand sum have the

form 2xixj ; when F has characteristic greater than two, these coefficients are non-zero.)

For any w > 1, f will then not be identially zero.

Then, for a random choice of r = (r1, . . . , rn)←R Fn, the Schwartz-Zippel Lemma [242,

283] asserts that Pr[f(r) = 0] ≤ 2/|F|, over the random choice r ←R Fn, since f has
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total degree two.

The probability of the second bad event—that the verifier accepts a false proof π in the

second step—is bounded by 4/(|F| − 2), by the soundness of the underlying fully linear

PCP of Theorem 2.3.3. Here, we instantiate Theorem 2.3.3 with M = degG = 2.

The total soundness error is then at most 2/|F|+ 4/(|F| − 2) ≤ 6/(|F| − 2).

• Strong HVZK. We must construct a simulator S that takes no inputs and that samples

from the distribution of the linear IOP verifier’s view in the interaction. The simulator

operates as follows:

1. Choose a random string r ←R Fn.

2. Run view← SFLPCP(), where SFLPCP is the simulator implied by the strong HVZK

property of the fully linear PCP used in the second step.

3. Output (r, view).

We must argue that the simulator S samples from the correct distribution. First, the

simulator samples the verifier’s random challenge r ∈ Fn as in the real protocol. Next,

we observe that for the honest prover’s first message z ∈ F, and for every choice of the

verifier’s random challenge r ∈ Fn, the vector (x, z) is in the language that the circuit

Cr recognizes. In this case, the guarantee of the underlying simulator SFLPCP is that it

outputs samples from the honest linear PCP verifier’s view of its interaction with the

proof oracle. Thus, the joint distribution (r, view) is exactly as in the real interaction.

Remark 2.4.13 (Gracefully handling longer elements). In some applications, such as Riposte

(Chapter 5), we are interested in proving that a dimension-n vector of `-tuples of field

elements (i.e., a vector in (F`)n) contains a single non-zero tuple. We can directly apply the

protocol of Theorem 2.4.12 to prove such statements by viewing each tuple an as element

of an extension E = F`. This is relatively is inefficient, since the prover and verifier must

perform many operations in the large field E.
A better approach is to add one more round of interaction at the start of the protocol,

in which the verifier sends the prover a random linear map h : F` → F. Both parties then

apply this map to each element of the input vector x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ (F`)n to get a vector

x′ = (h(x1), . . . , h(xn)) ∈ Fn. With high probability over the verifier’s random choice of h,

the vector x′ ∈ Fn has Hamming weight one if and only if the original vector x had Hamming
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weight one.

The prover and verifier then execute the protocol of Theorem 2.4.12 on the smaller input

x′ ∈ Fn. The soundness error increases by an additive n/|F| term to account for the chance

that xi 6= 0 but h(xi) = 0. Apart from the cost of hashing x down to x′, the complexity of

the protocol is independent of the length `.

2.5 Proving optimality using communication complexity

We now show a connection between fully linear PCPs and Merlin-Arthur communuication

complexity [1, 185] that allows us to prove lower bounds on the size and query complexity of

fully linear PCPs. One advantage of restricting our focus to fully linear PCPs (rather than

arbitrary linear PCPs), is that we can prove unconditional lower bounds on their efficiency. In

contrast, proving lower bounds on the size of linear PCPs necessarily implies some complexity

assumption, since if P = NP, all languages in NP have trivial linear PCPs (i.e., the verifier

can check whether x ∈ L without needing to access a proof).

In this section, we prove the following result, which puts a lower bound on the efficiency

of fully linear PCPs:

Theorem 2.5.1. Let LIP ⊆ Fn×Fn be the language of pairs of vectors (x, y) ∈ Fn×Fn such

that
∑

i∈[n] xiyi = 0 ∈ F. Any fully linear PCP for LIP over a finite field F of size greater

than n and soundness error at most 1/3 must have proof size |π| and query complexity ` such

that |π|+ ` = Ω(
√
n)/ log |F|.

Remark 2.5.2. The technique we use to prove Theorem 2.5.1 is very similar to the technique

that Chakrabarti et al. [76] use to get lower bounds on the efficiency of stream annotation

systems (see discussion in Section 2.1). In fact, we could also prove Theorem 2.1 by showing

that any fully linear PCP for LIP implies a stream annotation system for LIP. To make this

discussion self contained, we prove the theorem directly.

To prove Theorem 2.5.1, we show a relationship between fully linear PCPs and Merlin-

Arthur communication games [1, 185]. In the Merlin-Arthur communication complexity

game, Alice holds an input x ∈ {0, 1}n, Bob holds an input y ∈ {0, 1}n, and Merlin holds

both x and y. Merlin sends a proof π to Alice and Bob asserting that f(x, y) = 1, for some

f : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}. Alice and Bob then communicate to check the proof (using

shared randomness, perhaps). If f(x, y) = 1, there should exist a proof that causes Alice and
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Bob to accept with probability at least 2/3, over the coins of the players. If f(x, y) = 0, then

Alice and Bob must reject all proofs with probability at least 2/3.

The MA communication complexity of f is the minimum number of bits that the parties

must communicate to implement such a protocol (See Klauck [185] for a formal definition.)

The randomized communication complexity of f is the minimum number of bits that the

parties must communicate to implement such a protocol with no proof from Merlin.

We then have:

Lemma 2.5.3. If there is a fully linear PCP for the language Lf = {(x, y) ⊆ Fn × Fn |
f(x, y) = 1} over a finite field F with proof length |π|, query complexity `, and soundness

error at most 1/3, then the function f has Merlin-Arthur communication complexity at most

(|π|+ `) log |F| bits.

Proof. We construct an MA protocol for Lf . On input (x, y) ∈ Fn × Fn, Merlin runs the

linear PCP prover for Lf to get the proof π. Merlin sends the proof to Alice and Bob using

|π| log |F| bits.
Alice and Bob use their common source of randomness to generate the linear PCP queries

q1, . . . , q` ∈ F2n+|π|. We can write the ith query qi as a triple (qi,x, qi,y, qi,π) ∈ Fn × Fn × F|π|.
Then the answer to the ith query is

ai = 〈qi, (x‖y‖π)〉 = 〈qi,x, x〉+ 〈qi,y, y〉+ 〈qi,π, π〉 = ai,x + ai,y + ai,π ∈ F,

for ai,x, ai,y, ai,π ∈ F.
For each i ∈ [`], Alice can compute ai,π and ai,x on her own. For each i ∈ [`], Bob can

compute ai,y on his own and can send these values to Alice using ` · log |F| bits. Given these

values, Alice can use the linear PCP decision routine to decide whether (x, y) ∈ Lf . The
total communication complexity is (|π|+ `) · log |F|.

To prove Theorem 2.5.1, we need the following definition:

Definition 2.5.4 (Disjointness). Define the function fDisj : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1} to be

the one that, on inputs x1x2 . . . xn ∈ {0, 1}n and y1y2 . . . yn ∈ {0, 1}n, outputs 0 if and only

if there exists an index i ∈ [n] such that xi = yi = 1.

Now we can use Lemma 2.5.3 to prove that the linear PCP of Corollary 2.3.7 has optimal

proof length and query complexity, up to a logarithmic factor in the field size:
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Proof of Theorem 2.5.1. Towards a contradiction, assume that there exists a fully linear

PCP for LIP over a finite field of size greater than n with soundness error 1/3 and proof

size and query complexity o(
√
n)/ log |F|. By Lemma 2.5.3, such a linear PCP implies the

existence of an MA protocol for function fIP : Fn × Fn → {0, 1} that returns “1” if and only

the two input vectors have a inner product equal to zero. Furthermore, by Lemma 2.5.3, this

MA protocol has communication complexity log |F| · o(
√
n)/ log |F| = o(

√
n).

An MA protocol for fIP over a field F of size greater than n suffices for deciding disjointness

on n-bit strings [1]. Thus, we have constructed an MA protocol for disjointness on n-bit

strings that has communication complexity o(
√
n). Klauck [185] has proved that any MA

protocol for disjointness on n-bit strings requires communication Ω(
√
n), which yields a

contradiction.

Aaronson and Wigderson [1] show that the MA communication complexity of LIP (and

thus of the disjointness problem) is O(
√
n log n). Combining the linear PCP of Corollary 2.3.7

with the statement of Lemma 2.5.3 and the observation that deciding inner product is enough

to decide disjointness, yields this result as a special case:

Corollary 2.5.5 (Corollary of Corollary 2.3.7 and Lemma 2.5.3). The MA communication

complexity of fDisj is O(
√
n log n).



Chapter 3

Zero-knowledge proofs on distributed

or secret-shared data

In this chapter, we apply the fully linear proof systems of Chapter 2 to construct a new type

of zero-knowledge proof that applies to settings in which there are multiple verifiers, and

each verifier holds only a piece of the statement. Using these proofs, a prover can convince a

set of verifiers that an input x ∈ {0, 1}∗ is in a language L ⊆ {0, 1}∗, even if no single verifier

holds the input x in its entirety. We will give two applications of such proofs in Part II of this

dissertation. The proof systems we develop in this chapter also have application to recent

communication-efficient secure multi-party computation protocols [54], and we anticipate

further applications in future work.

3.1 Model and background

In the classical setting for interactive zero-knowledge proofs [151], a single prover P interacts

with a single verifier V . Both the prover and the verifier hold a common input x, and the

prover’s goal is to convince the verifier that x ∈ L for some language L. In the typical case

of an NP language L, the proof system applies to some NP-relation R(x,w), in which only

the prover P knows the witness w. In this standard setting, we say that the proof system

is zero knowledge if it hides the witness w from the verifier. A primary motivation for our

notion of fully-linear proof systems is to capture the setting in which the proof system also

hides the input x from the verifier. In our setting, the notion of zero-knowledge if meaningful

even for polynomial-time languages L.

61
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Our distributed model. We consider a distributed model in which a single prover P

interacts with multiple verifiers V1, V2, . . . , Vs over a network that includes secure point-to-

point channels. Each verifier Vj holds a piece x(j) ∈ Fnj of an input x = x(1)‖x(2)‖ · · · ‖x(s) ∈
Fn, and the prover’s task is to convince the verifiers that the concatenated input x is in

some language L ⊆ Fn. We will assume the prover knows x in its entirety. Informally, a

zero-knowledge proof on distributed data is an interactive protocol between P and the s

verifiers Vj that satisfies the following properties:

• The proof system must be complete, in the sense that if x ∈ L and all parties are

honest, all verifiers accept.

• The proof system must be sound, in the sense that if x 6∈ L, then all verifiers reject

with high probability.

• Finally, the proof system must have strong zero knowledge: any proper subset of the

verifiers should learn no additional information about x, apart from what follows from

their own pieces and the fact that x ∈ L.

Note that this notion of zero knowledge is stronger than the traditional one. In a standard

zero-knowledge interactive proof, the verifier learns the statement x and learns that x ∈ L,
but the verifier learns nothing else. In our setting, any proper subset of the verifiers does

not even learn the statement x: such a collection of verifiers just learn that they are jointly

holding pieces x(j) of some input x ∈ L.
Up to now, we have only considered the honest-verifier setting, in which we require

soundness to hold against a potentially malicious prover, but (strong) zero knowledge is

required only with respect to honest verifiers. For later applications, we will need to consider

a more stringent adversarial setting, in which either the prover or all but one of the verifiers

are malicious. That is, we will require:

• soundness to hold against a malicious prover when all verifiers are honest verifiers, and

• zero knowlegde to hold against a coalition of up to s− 1 adversarial verifiers.

In joint work with Boneh, Boyle, Gilboa, and Ishai [54], we extend these protocols to the

setting in which soundness holds even when the prover colludes with some subset of the

verifiers. In this dissertation, we will restrict ourselves to the simpler setting in which the

prover does not collude with the verifiers.

We now formalize the above discussion. We start by defining distributed analogues of the

basic objects of zero-knowledge proofs: inputs, languages, and relations. As before, we focus
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for simplicity on the finite case, where languages are subsets of vectors in Fn, and we ignore

issues of computational efficiency. Except when explicitly noted otherwise, all definitions and

results extend in a natural way to the usual asymptotic framework with polynomial-time

parties and relations.

Definition 3.1.1 (Distributed inputs, languages, and relations). Let s be a number of

parties, let F be a finite field, and let n, n1, . . . , ns ∈ N be length parameters, where n =

n1 + n2 + . . . + ns. An s-distributed input over F (or just a distributed input) is a vector

x = x(1)‖x(2)‖ · · · ‖x(s) ∈ Fn, where x(i) ∈ Fni . We refer to each x(i) as a piece of x. (In the

context of secret sharing, we will sometimes refer to x(i) as a share.) An s-distributed language

L is a set of s-distributed inputs. A distributed NP relation with witness length h is a binary

relation R(x,w) where x is a s-distributed input and w ∈ Fh. We assume that all x in L and

(x,w) ∈ R share the same length parameters. Finally, we let L(R) = {x : ∃w (x,w) ∈ R}.

We now define our protocol model for zero-knowledge proofs on distributed data. Our

default network model allows synchronous communication over secure point-to-point channels.

We will later also allow protocols to use an ideal broadcast primitive and an ideal coin-tossing

primitive.

Definition 3.1.2 (s-verifier interactive proof protocol). A s-verifier interactive proof protocol

over F is an interactive protocol Π = (P, V1, . . . , Vs) involving a prover P and s verifiers

V1, V2, . . . , Vs. The protocol proceeds as follows.

• In the beginning of the protocol the prover holds an s-distributed input

x = x(1)‖x(2)‖ · · · ‖x(s) ∈ Fn and possibly a witness w ∈ Fh. Each verifier Vj holds an

input piece x(j).

• The protocol allows the parties to communicate in synchronous rounds over secure

point-to-point channels. The role of each party in this interaction is defined by a next

message function, which specifies the messages it sends in each round as a function of

its local input, random input, and messages received in previous rounds. (The parties

pick their random inputs independently from a distribution that will be implicit in the

protocol description.) While honest parties send messages according to Π, malicious

parties, which a central adversary controls, can send arbitrary messages. Moreover, the

messages that malicious parties send in each round can depend on all messages they

receive from honest parties in the same round (namely, the adversary has a rushing

capability).
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• After some fixed number of rounds, the protocol terminates. Upon termination, each

verifier outputs either “accept” or “reject” based on its view, where the view of a verifier

Vj consists of its input piece x(j), random input r(j), and messages it received during the

protocol execution. To ensure that all honest verifiers either simultaneously accept or

reject, we will assume by default that the decision is determined by public information

that was communicated over a broadcast channel (see below).

We denote by Π(x,w) the probabilistic experiment of running Π on distributed input x

and witness w, and say that Π(x,w) accepts if, in the end of this experiment, all verifiers

output “accept.” Otherwise, we say that Π(x,w) rejects. We denote by ViewΠ,T (x,w) the

(joint distribution of) views of verifiers Vj with j ∈ T in the execution of Π on the distributed

input x and witness w.

Helper functionalities. For modularity, we factor out two standard primitives that are

useful for obtaining security against malicious verifiers: a broadcast primitive, allowing a

party to send an identical message to all parties (where even a malicious sender cannot

make different honest parties receive different messages), and a coin-tossing primitive, which

generates unpredictable, public randomness. We model these two primitives by using ideal

multi-party functionalities formally defined below. We assume by default that a s-verifier

interactive proof protocol can make oracle calls to these functionalities.

Definition 3.1.3 (Ideal broadcast and coin-tossing functionalities). We define the two helper

functionalities Fbcast and Fcoin as follows:

• The broadcast functionality Fbcast receives an input message m from a verifier Vj and

delivers the output (j,m) to all parties. When considering protocols that should be

secure in the presence of malicious verifiers, we assume that each verifier’s decision

whether to accept or reject is determined in the same way based on (public) messages

sent via Fbcast.

• The coin-tossing functionality FScoin, for a finite set S, is a randomized, input-less

functionality that outputs to all parties (prover and verifiers) a uniformly random

element r ∈R S.

The requirement that accepting or rejecting depends only on public information ensures

agreement between honest verifiers on whether to accept, and effectively forces a simulator

of the view of malicious verifiers to know whether honest verifiers accept.
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When a protocol Π is allowed access to these helper functionalities, we say that the

protocol runs in the (Fbcast,Fcoin)-hybrid model.

On realizing Fcoin and Fbcast. When all verifiers are honest, it is trivial to implement both

functionalities. For instance, FScoin can be realized by having V1 pick r uniformly from S
and send it to all other parties. When the verifiers can be malicious, it is possible to use

standard composable implementations of these primitives over secure point-to-point channels.

These implementations offer different trade-offs between security type and efficiency. (See,

for example, Goldwasser and Lindell [150], Cohen et al. [89], and the references therein.) Our

protocols will make a minimal use of these two ideal primitives. In general, our protocols will

invoke these ideal primitives in total on inputs that are sublinear in the size of the distributed

input x. Thus, for distributed zero-knowledge proofs on large inputs, the implementation of

these helper functionalities will not present an efficiency bottleneck.

For the purpose of measuring round complexity of protocols, we will separately count

“standard” rounds of point-to-point communication and rounds in which the above oracles

are invoked. For communication complexity, we will count the length of the input to Fbcast

or output of FScoin.

We now present our definition of zero-knowledge proof on distributed data:

Definition 3.1.4 (Zero-knowledge proofs on distributed data: malicious prover or verifiers).

Let R(x,w) be an s-distributed relation over finite field F. We say that a s-verifier interactive

proof protocol Π = (P, V1, . . . , Vs) is a distributed strong zero-knowledge proof protocol for R
with security against malicious prover or t verifiers and soundness error ε, if Π satisfies the

following:

• Completeness. For every s-distributed input x = x(1)‖x(2)‖ · · · ‖x(s) ∈ Fn and witness

w ∈ Fh such that (x,w) ∈ R, the execution of Π(x,w) accepts with probability 1.

• Soundness. For every malicious prover P ∗, every s-distributed input x such that x 6∈
L(R), and every witness w, the execution of Π∗(x,w) rejects, except with probability ε.

Here, Π∗ denotes the interaction of P ∗ with the honest verifiers (V1, . . . , Vs).

We define a zero-knowledge property similar to the one used in our linear IOP definition:

• Strong zero knowledge. For every T ⊆ [s] of size |T | ≤ s − 1 and a malicious

adversary A controlling the verifiers {Vj}j∈T , there exists a simulator S such that for

every k-distributed input x = x(1)‖x(2)‖ · · · ‖x(s) and witness w such that (x,w) ∈ R
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we have:

S
(
{(j, x(j)) | j ∈ T}

)
≡ ViewΠ∗,T (x,w),

where here Π∗ denotes the interaction of the malicious adversary A with the honest

prover P and the honest verifiers {Vj}j 6∈T .

Remark 3.1.5 (Honest-verifier variant). One may consider a relaxed notion of strong honest-

verifier zero knowledge, defined identically to the above, but where the subset of verifiers

{V ∗j }j∈T is stipulated to honestly follow the protocol.

If we do not consider a zero-knowledge requirement, then any interactive proof system for

R immediately yields an s-verifier interactive proof system for R: Indeed, verifiers V2, . . . , Vs

can simply send their pieces of x to V1, who then engages with P in a standard interactive

proof protocol for R. This approach does not respect strong zero knowledge. Moreover, it

cannot not meet our goal of making communication complexity sublinear in the input length.

We now show a similar compiler that allows us to get around both limitations by starting

with a public-coin strong HVZK fully linear IOP.

3.2 Construction from fully linear proof systems

At a high level, we convert a public-coin, fully linear IOP with strong HVZK Π into a

zero-knowledge proof on distributed data Πdist by exploiting the fact that it is easy to

distribute the task of answering public linear queries. Recall that the prover holds (x,w) ∈ R,
where each verifier holds a different piece x(j) of the input x. The prover in Πdist will execute

the fully linear IOP on its input (x,w), where in each round i she splits the proof πi for

this round into additive secret shares, and sends one share to each verifier over a secure

channel. The verifiers sample the fresh public random challenge ri, which determines the

query vectors qi,1, . . . , qi,`i , using the ideal coin-tossing oracle Fcoin. Since each query defines

a linear combination of the input x and the proof πi, the verifiers can use their input pieces

and additive shares of πi to compute additive shares of the answers to the queries, which

they send to V1. At the conclusion, V1 reconstructs the answers ai, feeds them into the IOP

decision predicate, and broadcasts the decision (“accept” or “reject”) to the other verifiers.

The above construction directly preserves completeness as well as soundness against a

malicious prover since, in essence, the secret shares of each πi commit the prover to a fixed

proof. Proving zero knowledge against s− 1 malicious verifiers is more subtle. The random
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challenges generated by Fcoin and the proof shares received from the prover are easy to

simulate. To complete the simulation, we distinguish between two cases. If V1 is not corrupted,

then we only need to simulate the final decision that V1 broadcast Since other verifiers can

be malicious, they have control over the answers ai that V1 reconstructs. However, since

it is possible to simulate the honest answers ai without knowing the input (by the strong

zero knowledge of Π), and since the verifiers can predict the effect of their misbehavior on

the answers that V1 reconstructs based on their inputs, it is possible to simulate the final

decision that V1 computes. For the case in which V1 is corrupted, we can assume without

loss of generality that in each round i of Π, each set of queries (viewed as linear functions of

the input x together with the proof vector π = π1‖π2‖ · · · ) are linearly independent. Then

we use the strong zero-knowledge property to deduce that linear independence must hold

even when restricted to the πi coefficients. The latter implies that the answer shares of any

strict subset of the verifiers are uniformly and independently distributed, which allows us to

obtain a distributed simulator for Πdist from the IOP simulator.

We now give the formal description of Πdist and its analysis. We assume that Π =

(PFLIOP, VFLIOP) is a ρ-round public-coin fully linear IOP for R (viewed as a non-distributed

relation) with proof length m =
∑

i∈[ρ]mi, random challenges ri ∈ Fbi , query complexity `,

soundness error ε, and strong HVZK.

Protocol Πdist:

• Inputs: The prover P has input (x,w), where x = x(1)‖ · · · ‖x(s). Each verifier Vj , for

1 ≤ j ≤ s, has input piece x(j).

• Interaction: For each round i = 1, 2, . . . , ρ:

– If i = 1, the prover P lets (π1, st
P
1 ) ← PFLIOP((x,w),⊥), else it lets (πi, st

P
i ) ←

PFLIOP(stPi−1, ri−1).

– The prover P splits πi into additive shares by sampling random πi1, . . . , πis ∈ Fmi

such that πi =
∑

j∈[s] πij ∈ Fmi and sends the proof share πij to Vj .

– The s + 1 parties invoke the coin-tossing functionality and set ri ← FScoin for

S = Fbi .

• Queries:

– All s verifiers let (qi,1, . . . , qi,`) be the query vectors determined by r1, . . . , rρ. Each
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of these query vectors is in Fn+m. Let Q ∈ F(n+m)×` be the matrix whose columns

are the queries (qi,1, . . . , qi,`), and let Q(j) ∈ F(nj+m)×` be the matrix Q with the

first n rows restricted to the x(j)-entries.

– Each verifier Vj sends to V1 the answer share aj ← (x(j)‖π1‖ · · · ‖πρ) ·Q(j) and V1

computes a←
∑

j∈[s] aj , where a ∈ F`.

• Outputs: Verifier V1 applies the decision predicate of VFLIOP to the random challenges

r1, . . . , rρ and the answers a ∈ F`, and broadcasts its decision (“accept” or “reject”). All

verifiers output the decision broadcasted by V1.

Efficiency. Note that the communication between verifiers in the end of round i can be

merged with the prover’s communication to the verifiers in the beginning of round i + 1.

This gives an implementation of Πdist with the following efficiency features:

• The round complexity involves ρ+ 1 rounds of point-to-point communication, as well

as ρ sequential invocations of Fcoin;

• The communication includes a total of ms+ `− 1 field elements and a single bit of

broadcast;

• There are ρ invocations of Fcoin that generate a total of b =
∑ρ

i=1 bi random field

elements;

• The arithmetic circuit complexity of P is σP +O(ms), where σP is the arithmetic circuit

complexity of PFLIOP. Similarly, the arithmetic circuit complexity of V is σV +O(`s),

where σV is the arithmetic circuit complexity of VFLIOP.

We now state and prove the security properties of Πdist.

Theorem 3.2.1 (Zero-knowledge proof on distributed data: malicious prover or verifiers).

Let R be an s-distributed relation over F. Suppose Π = (PFLIOP, VFLIOP) is a ρ-round public-

coin fully linear IOP for R (viewed as a non-distributed relation) with soundness error ε

and strong HVZK. Then, the protocol Πdist = (P, V1, . . . , Vs) described above is a distributed

strong zero-knowledge proof protocol for R in the (Fcoin,Fbcast)-hybrid model, with security

against malicious prover or s− 1 verifiers and soundness error ε.

Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. We separately argue completeness, soundness, and zero knowledge.

Completeness. Follows easily from the completeness of Π.
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Soundness. Here we assume that the s verifiers Vj are honest but the prover P ∗ is malicious.

For any malicious strategy of P ∗ in Πdist wef define a corresponding malicious strategy of

P ∗FLIOP in Π so that the probability of all verifiers rejecting in Πdist is equal to the probability

of VFLIOP rejecting in Π. Concretely, each (badly formed) proof generated by P ∗FLIOP is the

sum of the corresponding proof shares generated by P ∗ on the same random challenges. It

follows that Πdist has the same soundness error as Π.

Strong zero knowledge. We show that the protocol satisfies the strong zero knowledge

requirement Recall that in the setting of strong zero knowledge, we consider the case in

which the prover P is honest, and up to s − 1 verifiers can be malicious. Let T ⊆ [s] of

size |T | ≤ s − 1 and let A be a malicious adversary controlling the verifiers {Vj}j∈T . Let
x = x(1)‖x(2)‖ · · · ‖x(s) and w such that (x,w) ∈ R. We describe a simulator S such that

S({(j, x(j))}j∈T ) perfectly generates the view of the verifiers in T in the interaction of A

with P and the honest verifiers on inputs (x,w). Note that because Πdist uses the ideal coin

toss functionality Fcoin, the malicious verifiers have no effect on the choice of the random

challenges. The simulation now depends on whether V1 is corrupted.

• Case 1: 1 6∈ T . In this case, S starts by invoking the simulator SFLIOP implied by

the strong HVZK property of Π to generate the random challenges ri for each round

1 ≤ i ≤ ρ, along with the answers a. Then, for each round i and corrupted verifier Vj
(with j ∈ T ), the simulator S simulates the message Vj receives from P by picking a

proof share πij uniformly at random from Fmi . The simulator produces the message

that V1 sends in the final round as follows. First, for each malicious verifier j ∈ T , the
simulator S uses the simulated values x(j), (r1, . . . , rρ), and (π1j , . . . , πρj) to compute

two values: (1) the answer share aj that verifier Vj should have sent to V1 and (2) the

answer a∗j that verifier Vj actually sent. (The simulator obtains the latter by running

A on the view containing the input pieces x(j) and the simulated values.) Then, S

simulates the answers computed by V1 as a∗ = a+
∑

j∈T (a∗j − aj), applies the decision

predicate of VFLIOP to the random challenges r1, . . . , rρ and the answers a∗, and uses the

result (“accept” or “reject”) to simulate the final broadcast message received from V1.

To see that this perfectly simulates the view of malicious verifiers, first note that the

joint simulation of (r1, . . . , rρ), a, and (π1j , . . . , πρj)j∈T perfectly emulates the real

execution, since the proof shares (π1j , . . . , πρj)j∈T in the real execution are uniformly

random independently of ri, πi. It follows that the simulated value of
∑

j∈T (a∗ − a),
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which captures the difference between the correct answer and the one obtained by

V1, is also distributed identically to the real protocol even when conditioned on all

ri, πi, {π1j , . . . , πρj}j∈T . This implies the correctness of the simulation of the final

decision bit of V1.

• Case 2: 1 ∈ T . The simulator produces the proof shares πij as before. The simulator

simulates the challenges ri and answer shares aj jointly by using the simulator SFLIOP

implied by the strong HVZK property of Π. First, the simulator uses SFLIOP to simulate

the joint distribution of the random challenges ri and query answers a. The challenges

ri determine a query matrix Q as in Π. Assume without loss of generality that Q

has full rank. (Otherwise queries are redundant in the sense that there is a query

whose answer can be inferred from the other answers.) Given the query answers a, the

simulator computes the query answer shares aj that honest verifiers Vj (with j 6∈ T )
send to V1 as follows: first, simulator computes the answer shares aj for j ∈ T from πij

and Q as in Πdist, namely aj ← (x(j)‖π1j‖ · · · ‖πρj) ·Q(j). Then the simulator chooses

the messages aj , for j 6∈ T , at random subject to the restriction
∑

j∈[s] aj = a.

To prove that the simulation is perfect, we prove that in an honest execution of

Πdist, the answer shares aj are uniformly distributed subject to the restriction that

they sum to a. This reduces to showing that each strict subset of the aj are uniform

and independent. Somewhat unexpectedly, this relies not only on the above full rank

assumption but also on the strong zero knowledge property of Π. Indeed, the description

of Πdist directly implies that any strict subset of the πij is uniformly distributed. Since

aj = (x(j)‖π1j‖ · · · ‖πρj) ·Q(j), it suffices to show that if we restrict the rows of Q to

their (π1j‖ · · · ‖πρj)-entries (namely, remove the first n rows of Q), the columns are

still linearly independent. Suppose towards contradiction that the columns are linearly

dependent with positive probability. Conditioned on this event, we can compute (with

certainty) a corresponding linear combination of the entries of x from the answers

a = (x‖π1‖ · · · ‖πρ) · Q, since the π parts can be cancelled out. This contradicts the

strong zero knowledge property of Π.

This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.2.1.

To give a concrete application, consider the class of degree-d distributed languages,

namely ones whose membership can be tested by a set of degree-d equations. Combining

Theorem 2.4.9 with Theorem 3.2.1, we get the following corollary.
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Corollary 3.2.2 (Sublinear zero-knowledge proofs for distributed low-degree languages:

malicious prover or verifiers). Let d ≥ 2 be a positive integer, ε > 0 an error bound, and L ⊆ Fn

an s-distributed language whose membership is tested by m degree-d polynomials. Then, there

exists an O(d log n)-round strong zero-knowledge proof protocol for L in the (Fcoin,Fbcast)-

hybrid model, soundness error ε, and communication complexity of O(sd2 log n · log(m/ε))

field elements.

3.3 Application: Proofs on secret-shared data

Several recent works, including [63, 93], consider a setting in which a client secret-shares

a large input x among two or more servers, and the servers want to verify that the client-

provided input “well-formed” in some application-specific sense. (We discuss these applications

further in Chapters 4 and 5.) The notion of zero-knowledge proofs on distributed data can

capture this setting as a special case. Here, we let the client play the role of the prover P

and each of the s servers play the role of a verifier Vi. The input pieces x(1), . . . , x(s) are

the shares of x that the client generated using some secret-sharing scheme and distributed

amongst the servers.

We say that a secret sharing scheme is t-private if any set of t shares reveal nothing about

the secret. Our notion of zero-knowledge proofs on distributed data can be used to prove

statements on the secret-shared input x, while completely hiding x from any set of t verifiers,

in the following generic way. Let R be an NP relation and let L(R) be the corresponding NP

language. To prove that x ∈ L(R), for a (non-distributed) relation R(x,w), the prover P and

the s verifiers Vi engage in a zero-knowledge proof for the s-distributed relation R′ defined
by R′(x(1)‖x(2)‖ · · · ‖x(s), w) = R(Rec(x(1), . . . , x(s)), w), where Rec is the reconstruction

algorithm of the secret-sharing scheme. If the scheme is t-private and we use a zero-knowledge

proof on distributed data with security against t verifiers (such as the ones obtained via

Theorem 3.2.1), a set of t malicious verifiers cannot learn any information about the secret

x other than the fact that x ∈ L(R). Indeed, it is possible to simulate the view of the t

verifiers from scratch by first simulating their shares (which we can do by sharing a dummy

secret) and then invoking the distributed zero-knowledge simulator on these shares. Note

that for the typical case of linear secret sharing scheme, the algebraic degree of R′ is the
same as that of R. Thus, we can apply our sublinear IOPs for low-degree languages to get

sublinear protocols for proving in zero-knowledge that a secret-shared input x satisfies a set
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of low-degree constraints.

For the case where each entry of x is secret-shared independently using some linear

secret-sharing scheme (for instance, x is randomly split into s additive shares x(1), . . . , x(s)

such that x = x(1) + . . . + x(s)), it is possible to simplify the above approach as follows.

Instead of defining a new relation R′ that includes the reconstruction of x from its shares,

one can directly apply a fully linear IOP for R to the shares of x by letting each verifier

locally apply each IOP query to the concatenation of its share of x and the share of the

proof. This leaner variant can be proved secure by following the outline of the security proof

of the protocol Πdist from Theorem 3.2.1.

3.3.1 Generically achieving honest-verifier zero knowledge

Theorem 3.2.1 compiles a fully linear IOP with strong HVZK into a strong zero-knowledge

proof on distributed data. It turns out that if we settle for strong honest-verifier zero

knowledge, we can get a similar conclusion (with a small additional overhead) even if we

start with a fully linear IOP that does not provide any form of zero knowledge.

The high level idea, which prior work developed in related contexts [63, 93], is to avoid

directly reconstructing the answers a to the fully linear PCP queries. Instead we apply a

general-purpose MPC protocol that allows the verifiers to compute the answer to the FLPCP

decision predicate from the answer shares aj . The communication complexity of this protocol

scales linearly with the circuit complexity of the verification predicate, which in the cases we

are interested in will be sublinear. If we assume that a majority of the verifiers are honest,

it is possible to construct realize this MPC protocol directly, without any help from the

prover [33]. To handle an arbitrary subset of semi-honest verifiers, the prover can provide

correlated randomness to the verifiers (e.g., in the form of multiplication triples [24]) to

enable MPC with dishonest majority. The verifiers then use this correlated randomness to

compute the output of the linear IOP verification circuit without revealing any additional

information about their inputs.

Note that if the prover is malicious, it can provide malformed correlated randomness.

However, for natural MPC protocols and linear IOPs, such a malicious strategy will not give

the prover any advantage in violating soundness. The high level reason is that the effect of

malformed randomness is equivalent to an “additive attack” on the IOP verification circuit,

and such an attack cannot reduce the entropy of the output of the verification circuit in case

the proof is incorrect (see [63, 93] for more details).
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The amount of correlated randomness that the prover must provide is linear in the number

of multiplication gates of the linear IOP verification circuit. For example, for the GKR-based

linear IOP of Theorem 2.4.10, the verifier provides O(1) field elements worth of correlated

randomness to each verifier in each protocol round.

Finally, we note that the above transformation fails to provide zero knowledge against

malicious verifiers even if the MPC protocol is secure against malicious parties, since by

changing their input to the IOP verification circuit and observing the output, the verifiers

can potentially learn additional information about x, beyond the fact that x ∈ L(R).

3.3.2 Fiat-Shamir transform for proofs on distributed data

A commonly used heuristic for eliminating interaction in interactive proofs is the Fiat-Shamir

transform [126]. Analyzed in the random oracle model (ROM), this transform applies to

public-coin protocols and proceeds as follows: whenever the protocol generates a random

challenge, the prover generates this challenge on its own by applying a random oracle H to

the concatenation of the input x and the communication transcript up to this point. It is

possible to apply the Fiat-Shamir transform, or its derivatives [39], for converting PCPs and

IOPs into succinct non-interactive argument systems for NP languages [39, 210].

While it is relatively straightforward to rigorously analyze the Fiat-Shamir transform for

three-move public-coin protocols (two-round protocols, in our terminology), the situation

becomes much more complicated and subtle for many-round protocols [39]. We outline how

a Fiat-Shamir-style transform could work for proofs on secret-shared data, though we do not

provide a rigorous security analysis here.

Applying the Fiat-Shamir transform in our distributed setting poses the following difficulty.

While the random challenges ri are indeed public, no single verifier holds the entire the input

or communication transcript—these are distributed amongst the verifiers. To get around this

difficulty, we generate each random challenge ri based on the joint view of the verifiers in

previous rounds. Another advantage of the resulting protocol, other than minimizing round

complexity, is that it no longer needs to rely on a coin-tossing oracle Fcoin, or an interactive

protocol that emulates it.

Our distributed variant of the Fiat-Shamir transform, when applied to the distributed

zero-knowledge protocol of Theorem 3.2.1, proceeds as follows. The prover derives each

random challenge ri as the exclusive-or of s random challenges rij , where rij is obtained by
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hashing the view of Vj up to this point. Concretely, let H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}λ be a random

hash function, where λ is a security parameter. For each round i = 1, 2, . . . , ρ and verifier

index j ∈ [s], the prover P computes rij ← H(i, j, x(j), νij , πij), where νij ∈R {0, 1}λ is a

random blinding value chosen by the prover, and then lets ri = ⊕j∈[s]rij . The blinding values

νij are used to ensure that the hashes rij leak no information about πij .

The verifiers can deterministically replay this process as long as the prover sends to each

Vj the blinding values (ν1j , . . . , νρj) it used to generate the responses. The verifiers check

that all information provided by the prover is consistent with their local views (where the

proof shares are used to check the correctness of the random challenges rij) and then accept

or reject based on the random challenges ri and the reconstructed answers.
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In this second part of the dissertation, we describe how to apply our new zero-knowledge

proofs on secret-shared data (Chapter 3) to solve two privacy problems. The first, which we

discuss in Chapter 4, is the problem of privacy-preserving collection of aggregate statistics.

The second, which we discuss in Chapter 5 is the problem of anonymous messaging. The

systems we construct in the following chapters are made possible by our new zero-knowledge

proof constructions. As we will show, application of these new techniques results in orders-of-

magnitude performance improvements over the prior work.



Chapter 4

Prio: Privacy-preserving computation

of aggregate statistics

4.1 Introduction

Our smartphones, cars, and wearable electronics are constantly sending telemetry data

and other sensor readings back to cloud services. With these data in hand, a cloud service

can compute useful aggregate statistics over the entire population of devices. For example,

navigation-app providers collect real-time location data from their users to identify areas of

traffic congestion in a city and route drivers along the least-crowded roads [174]. Fitness-

tracking services collect information on their users’ physical activity so that each user can

see how her fitness regimen compares to the average [164]. Web-browser vendors collect lists

of unusually popular homepages to detect homepage-hijacking adware [121].

Even when a cloud service is only interested in learning aggregate statistics about its

user population as a whole, such services often end up collecting private data from each

client and storing it for aggregation later on. These centralized caches of private user

data pose severe security and privacy risks: motivated attackers may steal and disclose

clients’ sensitive information [183, 270], cloud services may misuse the clients’ information

for profit [253], and intelligence agencies may appropriate the data for targeting or mass

surveillance purposes [139].

To ameliorate these threats, major technology companies, including Apple [154] and

Google [121, 124], have deployed privacy-preserving systems for the collection of user data.

These systems use a “randomized response” mechanism to achieve differential privacy [115,

77
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271]. For example, a mobile phone vendor may want to learn how many of its phones have

a particular uncommon but sensitive app installed (e.g., the AIDSinfo app [261]). In the

simplest variant of this approach, each phone sends the vendor a bit indicating whether it

has the app installed, except that the phone flips its bit with a fixed probability p < 0.5. By

summing a large number of these noisy bits, the vendor can get a good estimate of the true

number of phones that are running the sensitive app.

This technique scales very well and is robust even if some of the phones are malicious—

each phone can influence the final sum by ±1 at most. However, randomized-response-based

systems provide relatively weak privacy guarantees: every bit that each phone transmits leaks

some private user information to the vendor. In particular, when p = 0.1 the vendor has

a good chance of seeing the correct (unflipped) user response. Increasing the noise level p

decreases this leakage, but adding more noise also decreases the accuracy of the vendor’s

final estimate. As an example, assume that the vendor collects randomized responses from

one million phones using p = 0.49, and that 1% of phones have the sensitive app installed.

Even with such a large number of responses, the vendor will incorrectly conclude that no

phones have the app installed roughly one third of the time.

An alternative approach to the data-collection problem is to have the phones send

encryptions of their bits to a set of servers. The servers can sum up the encrypted bits and

decrypt only the final sum [107, 119, 176, 207, 230, 231]. As long as all servers do not collude,

these encryption-based systems provide much stronger privacy guarantees: the system leaks

nothing about a user’s private bit to the vendor, except what the vendor can infer from the

final sum. By carefully adding structured noise to the final sum, these systems can provide

differential privacy as well [119, 207, 249].

However, in gaining this type of privacy, many secret-sharing-based systems sacrifice

robustness: a malicious client can send the servers an encryption of a large integer value v

instead of a zero/one bit. Since the client’s value v is encrypted, the servers cannot tell

from inspecting the ciphertext that v > 1. Using this approach, a single malicious client can

increase the final sum by v, instead of by 1. Clients often have an incentive to cheat in this

way: an app developer could use this attack to boost the perceived popularity of her app, with

the goal of getting it to appear on the app store’s home page. It is possible to protect against

these attacks using traditional zero-knowledge proofs [249], but these protections destroy

concrete efficiency: checking the proofs requires heavy public-key cryptographic operations

at the servers and can increase the servers’ workload by orders of magnitude.
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In this paper, we introduce Prio, a system for private aggregation that resolves the tension

between privacy, robustness, and efficiency. Prio uses a small number of servers; as long as

one of the Prio servers is honest, the system leaks nearly nothing about clients’ private data

(in a sense we precisely define), except what the aggregate statistic itself reveals. In this sense,

Prio provides a strong form of cryptographic privacy. This property holds even against an

adversary who can observe the entire network, control all but one of the servers, and control

a large number of clients.

Prio also maintains robustness in the presence of an unbounded number of malicious

clients, since the Prio servers can detect and reject syntactically incorrect client submissions

in a privacy-preserving way. For instance, a car cannot report a speed of 100,000 km/h if

the system parameters only allow speeds between 0 and 200 km/h. Of course, Prio cannot

prevent a malicious client from submitting an untruthful data value: for example, a faulty

car can always misreport its actual speed.

To provide robustness, Prio applies the technique of zero-knowledge proofs on secret-

shared data, which we developed in Section 3.3. When a client sends an encoding of its private

data to the Prio servers, the client also sends to each server a “share” of a zero-knowledge proof

of correctness. Even if the client is malicious and the proof shares are malformed, the servers

can use these shares to collaboratively check—without ever seeing the client’s private data in

the clear—that the client’s encoded submission is syntactically valid. Our zero-knowledge

proofs on secret-shared data rely only upon fast, information-theoretic cryptography, and

concretely require the servers to exchange only a few hundred bytes of information to check

each client’s submission.

Prio provides privacy and robustness without sacrificing concrete efficiency. When de-

ployed on a collection of five servers spread around the world and configured to compute

private sums over vectors of private client data, Prio imposes a 5.7× slowdown over a naïve

data-collection system that provides no privacy guarantees whatsoever. In contrast, a state-

of-the-art comparison system that uses client-generated non-interactive discrete-log-based

zero-knowledge proofs of correctness (NIZKs) [50, 241] imposes a 267× slowdown at the

servers. Prio improves client performance as well: it is 50-100× faster than NIZKs and

we estimate that it is three orders of magnitude faster than methods based on succinct

non-interactive arguments of knowledge (SNARKs) [37, 134, 225]. The system is fast in

absolute terms as well: when configured up to privately collect the distribution of responses

to a survey with over 400 true/false questions, the client performs only 26 ms of computation,
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and our distributed cluster of Prio servers can process each client submission in under 2 ms

on average.

Contributions. In this work, we:

• apply our zero-knowledge proofs on secret-shared data (Section 3.3) to solve a practical

privacy problem,

• present affine-aggregatable encodings, a framework that unifies many data-encoding

techniques used in prior work on private aggregation, and

• demonstrate how to combine these encodings with proofs on secret-shared data to provide

robustness and privacy in a large-scale data-collection system.

With Prio, we demonstrate that data-collection systems can simultaneously achieve strong

privacy, robustness to faulty clients, and performance at scale.

Deployment in Firefox. As we were working on the Prio system, we learned that Mozilla,

the company behind the Firefox browser, was looking for a privacy-preserving way to collect

telemetry data from its users. After considering alternative systems, which either provided

weaker privacy or performance properties, Mozilla chose to use Prio to as the basis for its

new privacy-preserving telemetry system. Working with Mozilla engineers, we wrote libprio

(available at https://github.com/mozilla/libprio), an optimized Prio implementation in C,

and helped tie it into the Firefox browser. This library now ships to millions of Firefox users.

In Section 1.2, we give more details on the deployment of Prio in Firefox.

4.2 System goals

A Prio deployment consists of a small number of infrastructure servers and a very large

number of clients. In each time epoch, every client i in the system holds a private value xi.

The goal of the system is to allow the servers to compute f(x1, . . . , xn), for some aggregation

function f , in a way that leaks as little as possible about each client’s private xi values to

the servers.

Informally, Prio protects client privacy as long as at least one server is honest; Prio

provides robustness (correctness) only if all servers are honest.

System model. The parties to a Prio deployment must establish pairwise authenticated and

encrypted channels. Towards this end, we assume the existence of a public-key infrastructure

https://github.com/mozilla/libprio
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and the basic cryptographic primitives (CCA-secure public-key encryption [99, 250, 251],

digital signatures [152], etc.) that make secure channels possible. We make no synchrony

assumptions about the network: the adversary may drop or reorder packets on the network

at will, and the adversary may monitor all links in the network. Low-latency anonymity

systems, such as Tor [112], provide no anonymity in this setting, and Prio does not rely on

such systems to protect client privacy.

Goal 1: Privacy

For an aggregation function f , we say that Prio provides f -privacy, if an adversary that

controls any number of clients and all but one server learns nothing about the honest clients’

values xi, except what she can infer from the value f(x1, . . . , xn) itself. More precisely, given

f(x1, . . . , xn), every adversary controlling a proper subset of the servers, along with any

number of clients, can simulate its view of the protocol execution.

In what follows we use the standard notions of negligible functions and computational

indistinguishability (see, e.g., [144]). We often leave the security parameter implicit.

Definition 4.2.1 (f -Privacy). For an s-server Prio deployment with n clients, we say that

the scheme provides f -privacy for a function f if for:

• every number t ≤ s− 1 of malicious servers, and

• every number of malicious clients m ≤ n,

there exists an efficient simulator that, for every choice of the honest clients’ inputs

(x1, . . . , xn−m), takes as input:

• the public parameters to the protocol run (all participants’ public keys, the description

of the aggregation function f , the cryptographic parameters, etc.),

• the indices of the adversarial clients and servers,

• oracle access to the adversarial participants, and

• the value f(x1, . . . , xn−m),

and outputs a simulation of the adversarial participants’ view of the protocol run whose

distribution is computationally indistinguishable from the distribution of the adversary’s

view of the real protocol run.

By engaging in the protocol, the adversary learns the value f(x1, . . . , xn−m) exactly. It

is therefore critical that the honest servers ensure that the number n−m of honest clients’
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values included in the aggregate is “large enough.” The honest servers must use out-of-band

means to ensure that many honest clients’ values are included in the final aggregate. See

discussion of this and related issues in Section 4.9.

Prio does not natively provide differential privacy [115], since the system adds no noise

to the aggregate statistics it computes. In Section 4.9, we discuss when differential privacy

may be useful and how we can extend Prio to provide it.

For many of the aggregation functions f that Prio implements, Prio provides strict

f -privacy. For some aggregation functions, which we highlight in Section 4.5, Prio provides

f̂ -privacy, where f̂ is a function that outputs slightly more information than f . More precisely,

f̂(x1, . . . , xn) =
〈
f(x1, . . . , xn), L(x1, . . . , xn)

〉
for some modest leakage function L.

Goal 2: Anonymity

A data-collection scheme maintains client anonymity if the adversary cannot tell which honest

client submitted which data value through the system, even if the adversary chooses the

honest clients’ data values, controls all other clients, and controls all but one server. Prio

always protects client anonymity.

More formally, let SORT be the function that takes n inputs and outputs them in

lexicographic order.

Definition 4.2.2 (Anonymity). We say that a data-collection scheme provides anonymity if

it provides f -privacy, in the sense of Definition 4.2.1, for f = SORT.

A scheme that provides this form of anonymity leaks to the adversary the entire list of

honest clients’ inputs (x1, . . . , xn−m), but the adversary learns nothing about which client

submitted which value xi. For example, if each client submits their location via a data-

collection scheme that provides anonymity, the servers learn the list of submitted locations

{`1, . . . , `n−m}, but the servers learn nothing about whether a particular honest client is in a

particular location `∗.

We now briefly argue that Prio always provides anonymity. First, we assert that Prio can

only compute aggregate statistics for symmetric aggregation functions f , where the notion

of symmetric functions is as follows. (The truth of the assertion follows by inspection of the

construction in Section 4.3.) Next, we prove that any scheme that provides f -privacy, for a

symmetric function f , also provides anonymity.
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Definition 4.2.3 (Symmetric function). A function f(x1, . . . , xn) is symmetric if, for all

permutations π on n elements, the equality f(x1, . . . , xn) = f(xπ(1), . . . , xπ(n)) holds.

Claim 4.2.4. Let D be a data-collection scheme that provides f-privacy, in the sense of

Definition 4.2.1, for a symmetric function f . Then D provides anonymity.

Proof sketch. The fact that D provides f -privacy implies the existence of a simulator SD that

takes as input f(x1, . . . , xn−m), along with other public values, and induces a distribution of

protocol transcripts indistinguishable from the real one. If f is symmetric, f(x1, . . . , xn−m) =

f(x′1, . . . , x
′
n−m), where

(x′1, . . . , x
′
n−m) = SORT(x1, . . . , xn−m).

Using this fact, we construct the simulator required for the anonymity definition: on input

(x′1, . . . , x
′
n−m) = SORT(x1, . . . , xn−m), compute f(x′1, . . . , x

′
n−m), and feed the output of f

to the simulator SD. The validity of the simulation is immediate.

The following claim demonstrates that it really only makes sense to use an f -private data

collection scheme when the function f is symmetric, as all of the functions we consider in

Prio are.

Claim 4.2.5. Let f be a non-symmetric function on any number of inputs n. Then there is

no anonymous data collection scheme that correctly computes f .

Proof sketch. Let n = 2 and let there be no malicious clients (m = 0). Because f is not

symmetric, there must exist an input (x1, x2) in the domain of f such that f(x1, x2) 6=
f(x2, x1).

Let D be a data-collection scheme that implements the aggregation function f(x1, x2).

This D outputs f(x1, x2) for all x1, x2 in the domain of f , and hence f(x1, x2) is part of the

protocol transcript.

For D to be anonymous, there must be a simulator that takes SORT(x1, x2) as input,

and simulates the protocol transcript. In particular, it must output f(x1, x2). But given

SORT(x1, x2), the simulator has no information (in a computational sense) on whether the

parties’ inputs were (x1, x2) or (x2, x1). Thus, the simulator can do no better than to guess

which of these cases it is in, and the simulation will fail with noticeable probability.
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Goal 3: Robustness

A private aggregation system is robust if a coalition of malicious clients can affect the output

of the system only by misreporting their private data values; a coalition of malicious clients

cannot otherwise corrupt the system’s output. For example, if the function f(x1, . . . , xn)

counts the number of times a certain string appears in the set {x1, . . . , xn}, then a single

malicious client should not be able to affect the count by more than one.

Prio is robust only against adversarial clients—not against adversarial servers. Although

providing robustness against malicious servers seems desirable at first glance, doing so would

come at privacy and performance costs, which we discuss in Remark 4.2.7. Since there could

be millions of clients in a Prio deployment, and only a handful of servers (in fixed locations

with known administrators), it may also be possible to eject faulty servers using out-of-band

means.

More formally, recall that each Prio client holds a value xi, where the value xi is an

element of some set of data items D. For example, D might be the set of 4-bit integers. The

definition of robustness states that when all servers are honest, a set of malicious clients

cannot influence the final aggregate, beyond their ability to choose arbitrary valid inputs.

For example, malicious clients can choose arbitrary 4-bit integers as their input values, but

cannot influence the output in any other way.

Definition 4.2.6 (Robustness). Fix a security parameter λ > 0. We say that an n-client

Prio deployment provides robustness if, when all Prio servers execute the protocol faithfully,

for every number m of malicious clients (with 0 ≤ m ≤ n), and for every choice of honest

client’s inputs (x1, . . . , xn−m) ∈ Dn−m, the servers, with all but negligible probability in λ,

output a value in the set:{
f(x1, . . . , xn) | (xn−m+1, . . . , xn) ∈ Dm

}
.

Remark 4.2.7 (Robustness against faulty servers). If at least one of the servers is honest, Prio

ensures that the adversary learns nothing about clients’ data, except the aggregate statistic.

In other words, Prio ensures client privacy if at least one of servers is honest.

Prio provides robustness only if all servers are honest. Providing robustness in the face of

faulty servers is obviously desirable, but we are not convinced that it is worth the security and

performance costs. First, providing robustness necessarily weakens the privacy guarantees

that the system provides: if the system protects robustness in the presence of t faulty servers,
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Figure 4.1: An overview of the Prio pipeline for processing client submissions.

out of s servers total, then the system can protect privacy only against a coalition of at most

s− t−1 malicious servers. The reason is that, if robustness holds against t faulty servers, then

s− t honest servers must be able to produce a correct output even if these t faulty servers

are offline. Put another way: s− t dishonest servers can recover the output of the system

even without the participation of the t honest servers. Instead of computing an aggregate

over many clients (f(x1, . . . , xn)), the dishonest servers can compute the “aggregate” over a

single client’s submission (f(x1)) and essentially learn that client’s private data value.

So strengthening robustness in this setting weakens privacy. Second, protecting robustness

comes at a performance cost: some our optimizations use a “leader” server to coordinate the

processing of each client submission (see Section 4.7). A faulty leader cannot compromise

privacy, but can compromise robustness. Strengthening the robustness property would force

us to abandon these optimizations.

That said, it would be possible to extend Prio to provide robustness in the presence of

corrupt servers using standard techniques [25] (replace s-out-of-s secret sharing with Shamir’s

threshold secret-sharing scheme [247], etc.).

4.3 A simple scheme

Let us introduce Prio by first presenting a simplified version of it. In this simple version,

each client holds a one-bit integer xi and the servers want to compute the sum of the clients’

private values
∑n

i=1 xi. Even this very basic functionality has many real-world applications.

For example, the developer of a health data mobile app could use this scheme to collect the

number of app users who have a certain medical condition. In this application, the bit xi
would indicate whether the user has the condition, and the sum over the xis gives the count

of affected users.
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The public parameters for the Prio deployment include the description of a finite field

F (e.g., as specified by a prime p). The simplified s-server Prio scheme for computing sums

proceeds in three steps.

1. Upload. Each client i splits its private bit xi ∈ {0, 1} into s shares, one per server, using
a secret-sharing scheme. In particular, the client picks random integers JxK1, . . . , JxKs ∈
F, subject to the constraint: xi = JxK1 + · · ·+ JxKs ∈ F. The client then sends, over an

encrypted and authenticated channel, one share of its submission to each server.

2. Aggregate. Each server j holds an accumulator value Aj ∈ F, initialized to zero.

Upon receiving a share from the ith client, the server adds the uploaded share into its

accumulator: Aj ← Aj + JxKj ∈ F.

3. Publish. Once the servers have received a share from each client, they publish their

accumulator values. Computing the sum of the accumulator values
∑s

j=1Aj ∈ F yields

the desired sum
∑n

i=1 xi of the clients’ private values, as long as the characteristic of

the field F is larger than the number of clients. When working in Fp (i.e., modulo a

prime p), this condition is equivalent to saying that the sum
∑n

i=1 xi mod p does not

“overflow” the modulus.

There are two observations we can make about this scheme. First, even this simple scheme

provides privacy: the servers learn the sum
∑n

i=1 xi but they learn nothing else about the

clients’ private inputs. Second, the scheme does not provide robustness. A single malicious

client can completely corrupt the protocol output by submitting (for example), a random

integer r ∈ F to each server.

The core contributions of Prio are to improve this basic scheme in terms of security and

functionality. In terms of security, Prio extends the simple scheme to provide robustness

in the face of malicious clients. In terms of functionality, Prio extends the simple scheme

to allow privacy-preserving computation of a wide array of aggregation functions (not just

sum).

4.4 Protecting robustness with proofs on secret-shared data

Upon receiving shares of a client’s data value, the Prio servers need a way to check if the client-

submitted value is well formed. For example, in the simplified protocol of Section 4.3, every

client is supposed to send the servers the share of a value x such that 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. However,
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since the client sends only a single share of its value x to each server—to preserve privacy—

each server essentially receives an encoded version of x and cannot unilaterally determine

if x is well formed. In the more general setting, each Prio client submits to each server a

share JxKj of a vector x ∈ Fk, for some finite field F. The servers hold a validation predicate

Valid(·), and should only accept the client’s data submission if Valid(x) = 1 (Figure 4.1).

To execute this check in Prio, we apply the new cryptographic tool of zero-knowledge

proofs on secret-shared data, introduced in Section 3.3. With these proofs, the client can

quickly prove to the servers that Valid(x) = 1, for an arbitrary function Valid, without leaking

anything else about its private input x to the servers.

4.4.1 Overview

While Section 3.3 discusses zero-knowledge proofs on secret-shared data in detail, here we

recall the relevant properties needed for our application.

A (one-round) zero-knowledge proof on secret-shared data consists of an interaction

between a client (the prover) and multiple servers (the verifiers). At the start of the protocol:

– each server j holds a vector JxKj ∈ Fk,

– the client holds the vector x =
∑s

j=1JxKj ∈ Fk, and

– all parties hold an arithmetic circuit representing a predicate Valid : Fk → F.

The client’s goal is to convince the servers that Valid(x) = 1, without leaking anything else

about x to the servers. To do so, the client sends a proof string to each server. After receiving

these proof strings, the servers gossip amongst themselves and then conclude either that

Valid(x) = 1 (the servers “accept x”) or not (the servers “reject x”).

For a zero-knowledge proof on secret-shared data to be useful in Prio, it must satisfy the

following properties:

Correctness. If all parties are honest, the servers will accept x.

Soundness. If all servers are honest, and if Valid(x) 6= 1, then for all malicious clients, even

ones running in super-polynomial time, the servers will reject x with overwhelming

probability. In other words, no matter how the client cheats, the servers will almost

always reject x.

Zero knowledge. If the client and at least one server are honest, then the servers learn

nothing about x, except that Valid(x) = 1. More precisely, there exists a simulator
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(that does not take x as input) that accurately reproduces the view of any proper

subset of malicious servers executing the verification protocol.

We formally defined zero-knowledge proofs on distributed data in Chapter 3. See Section 3.3

for discussion of the special case of proofs on secret-shared data.

Construction. The zero-knowledge proof on secret-shared data that we use in Prio requires

minimal server-to-server communication, is compatible with any public Valid circuit, and

relies solely on fast, information-theoretic primitives. (We discuss how to hide the Valid

circuit from the client in Section 4.4.2.)

We construct this proof on secret-shared data using the tools of Chapter 2. First, we take

the fully linear PCP of Theorem 2.3.3, instantiated with a G-gate defined as G(y, z) =def y·z ∈ F.
This yields a fully linear PCP for an arithmetic circuit Valid that has proof length |Valid|
field elements, query complexity O(1), and strong honest-verifier zero knowledge. Next, we

“compile” this fully linear PCP into a zero-knowledge proof on secret-shared data using the

compiler of Theorem 3.2.1. This yields a zero-knowledge proof on secret-shared data that

protects zero knowledge even against malicious servers. The proof system requires the client

to send each server one message of length |Valid| field elements. The servers exchange a

constant number of field elements to check the proof.

In the current implementation of Prio, the underlying fully linear PCP does not have

zero knowledge, so we apply the idea of Section 3.3.1 to add zero knowledge to the proof

system on secret-shared data. By carefully exploiting the structure of the fully linear PCP, we

ensure that the resulting proof on secret-shared data still maintains zero knowledge against

malicious verifiers. (We plan to modify the underlying linear PCP to have zero-knowledge to

avoid this extra step.)

Efficiency. The notable property of these zero-knowledge proofs on secret-shared data is that

the server-to-server communication cost grows neither with the complexity of the verification

circuit nor with the size of the value x (Table 4.1). The computation cost at the servers is

essentially the same as the cost for each server to evaluate the Valid circuit locally.

That said, the client-to-server communication cost does grow linearly with the size of the

Valid circuit, provided that we allow the Valid circuit to be an arbitrary arithmetic circuit.

When the Valid circuit has repeated structure (e.g., the circuit checks whether the client has

uploaded a large vector of 4-bit integers), we can apply more sophisticated proof systems

from Chapter 2, to reduce the client’s bandwidth usage.
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NIZK SNARK Prio

C
li
en

t Exponentiations k n 0
Multiplications in F 0 k log k k log k
Proof length k 1 k

S
er

ve
rs Exponentiatons/Pairings k 1 0

Multiplications in F 0 k k log k
Data transfer k 1 1

Table 4.1: An asymptotic comparison of Prio with standard zero-knowledge techniques
showing that Prio reduces the computational burden for clients and servers. The client holds
a vector x ∈ Fk, each server i holds a share JxKi, and the client convinces the servers that
each component of x is a 0/1 value in F. For readability, we suppress the Θ(·) notation and
fixed polynomials in the security parameter. We measure proof length and communication in
terms of F elements.

4.4.2 Hiding the validity predicate

Constructing the zero-knowledge proof requires the client to compute Valid(x) on its own.

If the verification circuit takes secret server-provided values as input, or is itself a secret

belonging to the servers, then the client does not have enough information to compute

Valid(x) on its own. For example, the servers could run a proprietary verification algorithm

to detect spammy client submissions—the servers would want to run this algorithm without

revealing it to the (possibly spam-producing) clients. To handle this use case, the servers can

execute the verification check themselves at a slightly higher cost.

Crucially, this server-side variant only provides security against “honest-but-curious”

servers, who execute the protocol correctly but who try to learn everything possible about

the clients’ private data from the protocol execution. In contrast, the variant based on our

proofs on secret-shared data maintains privacy against actively malicious servers. It may be

possible to provide security against actively malicious servers using a client-assisted variant

of the SPDZ multi-party computation protocol [103], though we leave this extension to future

work.

Our idea works in three steps:

1. The client provides correlated randomness to the servers, along with a proof on secret-

shared data asserting that this randomness is well formed.

2. The servers verify the proof on secret-shared data to confirm that the randomness is

well formed.
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3. The servers use the correlated randomness to run a secure multiparty computation

to compute the value Valid(x) without learning anything about the client’s private

input x.

Our idea is to rely on a classic result of Beaver [24], which implies that if the servers

hold additive shares of M triples
{

(at, bt, ct) ∈ F3
}M
t=1

, such that at · bt = ct ∈ F for all

t ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, the servers can securely compute any arithmetic circuit over F that contains

at most M multiplication gates. As we use it, Beaver’s protocol only provides security when

the servers follow the protocol honestly (i.e., are “honest but curious”).

Let M be the number of multiplication gates in the Valid circuit. So, the client first

generates M multiplication triples, splits these into additive shares, and sends one set of

shares to each server, along with a share of its private value x.

Let the t-th multiplication triple be of the form (at, bt, ct) ∈ F3. Then, client can use a

zero-knowledge proof on secret-shared data (Section 4.4.1) to convince the servers that all

of the M triples it sent the servers are well-formed. In particular, the client proves to the

server—who hold additive shares of the M triples—that ct = at · bt, for all t ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.
After the servers verify the proof, they can execute Beaver’s multiparty computation

protocol to evaluate the circuit using the M client-provided multiplication triples. The

security of this portion of the protocol, with respect to “honest-but-curious” servers, follows

directly from the security of Beaver’s protocol.

Running the computation requires the servers to exchange Θ(M) field elements, and the

number of rounds of communication is proportional to the multiplicative depth of the Valid

circuit (i.e., the maximum number of multiplication gates on an input-output path).

4.5 Gathering complex statistics

So far, we have developed the means to compute private sums over client-provided data

(Section 4.3) and to check an arbitrary validation predicate against secret-shared data

(Section 4.4). Combining these two ideas with careful data encodings, which we introduce

now, allows Prio to compute more sophisticated statistics over private client data.

At a high level, each client first encodes its private data value in a prescribed way, and

the servers then privately compute the sum of the encodings. Finally, the servers can decode

the summed encodings to recover the statistic of interest. The participants perform this

encoding and decoding via a mechanism we call affine-aggregatable encodings (“AFEs”).
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4.5.1 Overview of affine-aggregatable encodings (AFEs)

In our setting, each client i holds a value xi ∈ D, where D is some set of data values. The

servers hold an aggregation function f : Dn → A, whose range is a set of aggregates A. For
example, the function f might compute the standard deviation of its n inputs. The servers’

goal is to evaluate f(x1, . . . , xn) without learning the xis.

An AFE gives an efficient way to encode the data values xi such that it is possible to

compute the value f(x1, . . . , xn) given only the sum of the encodings of x1, . . . , xn. An AFE

consists of three efficient algorithms (Encode,Valid,Dec), defined with respect to a field F
and two integers k and k′, where k′ ≤ k:

• Encode(x): maps an input x ∈ D to its encoding in Fk,

• Valid(y): returns true if and only if y ∈ Fk is a valid encoding of some data item in D,

• Dec(σ): takes σ =
∑n

i=1 Trunck′
(
Encode(xi)

)
∈ Fk′ as input, and outputs f(x1, . . . , xn).

The Trunck′(·) function outputs the first k′ ≤ k components of its input.

The AFE uses all k components of the encoding in validation, but only uses k′ components

to decode σ. In many of our applications we have k′ = k.

An AFE is private with respect to a function f̂ , or simply f̂ -private, if σ reveals nothing

about x1, . . . , xn beyond what f̂(x1, . . . , xn) itself reveals. More precisely, it is possible to

efficiently simulate σ given only f̂(x1, . . . , xn). Usually f̂ reveals nothing more than the

aggregation function f (i.e., the minimum leakage possible), but in some cases f̂ reveals a

little more than f .

For some functions f we can build more efficient f -private AFEs by allowing the encoding

algorithm to be randomized. In these cases, we allow the decoding algorithm to return an

answer that is only an approximation of f , and we also allow it to fail with some small

probability.

Prior systems have made use of specific AFEs for sums [119, 188], standard deviations [231],

counts [65, 207], and least-squares regression [179]. Our contribution is to unify these notions

and to adopt existing AFEs to enable better composition with Prio’s zero-knowledge proofs

on secret-shared data. In particular, by using more complex encodings, we can reduce the

size of the circuit for Valid, which results in shorter proofs.

AFEs in Prio: Putting it all together. The full Prio system computes f(x1, . . . , xn)

privately as follows (see Figure 4.1): Each client encodes its data value x using the AFE

Encode routine for the aggregation function f . Then, as in the simple scheme of Section 4.3,
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every client splits its encoding into s shares and sends one share to each of the s servers.

The client uses a proof on secret-shared data (Section 4.4) to convince the servers that its

encoding satisfies the AFE Valid predicate.

Upon receiving a client’s submission, the servers verify the proof to ensure that the

encoding is well-formed. If the servers conclude that the encoding is valid, every server adds

the first k′ components of the encoding share to its local running accumulator. (Recall that

k′ is a parameter of the AFE scheme.) Finally, after collecting valid submissions from many

clients, every server publishes its local accumulator, enabling anyone to run the AFE Dec

routine to compute the final statistic in the clear. The formal description of the system is

presented in Section 4.6, where we also analyze its security.

Limitations. There exist aggregation functions for which all AFE constructions must have

large encodings. For instance, say that each of n clients holds an integer xi, where 1 ≤ xi ≤ n.
We might like an AFE that computes the median of these integers {x1, . . . , xn}, working
over a field F with |F| ≈ nd, for some constant d ≥ 1.

We show that there is no such AFE whose encodings consist of n′ ∈ o(n/ log n) field

elements. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that such an AFE did exist. Then we could

describe any sum of encodings using at most O(n′ log |F|) = o(n) bits of information. From this

AFE, we could build a single-pass, space-o(n) streaming algorithm for computing the exact

median of an n-item stream. But every single-pass streaming algorithm for computing the

exact median over an n-item stream requires Ω(n) bits of space [160], which is a contradiction.

Similar arguments may rule out space-efficient AFE constructions for other natural functions.

4.5.2 Definition of affine-aggregatable encodings

An AFE is defined relative to a field F, two integers k and k′ (where k′ ≤ k), a set D of data

elements, a set A of possible values of the aggregate statistic, and an aggregation function

f : Dn → A. An AFE scheme consists of three efficient algorithms. The algorithms are:

• Encode : D → Fn. Covert a data item into its AFE-encoded counterpart.

• Valid : Fn → {0, 1}. Return “1” if and only if the input is in the image of Encode.

• Dec : Fk′ → A. Given a vector representing a collection of encoded data items, return

the value of the aggregation function f evaluated at these items.

To be useful, an AFE encoding should satisfy the following properties:
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Definition 4.5.1 (AFE correctness). We say that an AFE is correct for an aggregation

function f if, for every choice of (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Dn, we have that:

Dec
(∑n

i=1 Trunck′
(
Encode(xi)

) )
= f(x1, . . . , xn).

Recall that Trunck′(v) denotes truncating the vector v ∈ Fk to its first k′ components.

The correctness property of an AFE essentially states that if we are given valid encodings

of data items (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Dn, the decoding of their sum should be f(x1, . . . , xn).

Definition 4.5.2 (AFE soundness). We say that an AFE is sound if, for all encodings

e ∈ Fk: the predicate Valid(e) = 1 if and only if there exists a data item x ∈ D such that

e = Encode(x).

An AFE is private with respect to a function f̂ , if the sum of encodings

σ =
n∑
i=1

Trunck′(Encode(xi)),

given as input to algorithm Dec, reveals nothing about the underlying data beyond what

f̂(x1, . . . , xn) reveals.

Definition 4.5.3 (AFE privacy). We say that an AFE is private with respect to a func-

tion f̂ : Dn → A if there exists an efficient simulator S such that for all input data

(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Dn, the distribution S(f̂(x1, . . . , xn)) is indistinguishable from the distribution

σ =
∑n

i=1 Trunck′(Encode(xi)).

Relaxed correctness. In many cases, randomized data structures are more efficient than

their deterministic counterparts. We can define a relaxed notion of correctness to capture a

correctness notion for randomized AFEs. In the randomized case, the scheme is parameterized

by constants 0 < δ, ε and the Dec algorithm may use randomness. We demand that with

probability at least 1− 2−δ, over the randomness of the decoding algorithms, the encoding

yields an “ε-good” approximation of f . In our applications, typically an ε-good approximation

is within a multiplicative or additive factor of ε from the true value; the exact meaning

depends on the AFE in question.
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4.5.3 Aggregating basic data types

This section presents the basic affine-aggregatable encoding schemes that serve as building

blocks for the more sophisticated schemes. In the following constructions, the clients hold

data values x1, . . . , xn ∈ D, and our goal is to compute an aggregate f(x1, . . . , xn).

In constructing these encodings, we have two goals. The first is to ensure that the AFE

leaks as little as possible about the xis, apart from the value f(x1, . . . , xn) itself. The second

is to minimize the number of multiplication gates in the arithmetic circuit for Valid, since

the cost of the zero-knowledge proofs on secret-shared data grows with the circuit size.

In what follows, we let λ be a security parameter, such as λ = 80 or λ = 128.

Integer sum and mean. We first construct an AFE for computing the sum of b-bit integers.

Let F be a finite field of size at least n2b. On input 0 ≤ x ≤ 2b − 1, the Encode(x) algorithm

first computes the bit representation of x, denoted (β0, β1, . . . , βb−1) ∈ {0, 1}b. It then treats

the binary digits as elements of F, and outputs

Encode(x) = (x, β0, . . . , βb−1) ∈ Fb+1.

To check that x represents a b-bit integer, the Valid algorithm ensures that each βi is

a bit, and that the bits represent x. Specifically, the algorithm checks that the following

equalities hold over F:

Valid(Encode(x)) =

(
x =

b−1∑
i=0

2iβi

)
∧
b−1∧
i=0

[
(βi − 1) · βi = 0

]
.

The Dec algorithm takes the sum of encodings σ as input, truncated to only the first

coordinate. That is, σ =
∑n

i=1 Trunc1

(
Encode(x1)

)
= x1 + · · ·+ xn. This σ is the required

aggregate output. Moreover, this AFE is clearly sum-private.

To compute the arithmetic mean, we divide the sum of integers by n over the rationals.

Computing the product and geometric mean works in exactly the same matter, except that

we encode x using b-bit logarithms.

Variance and stddev. Using known techniques [72, 231], the summation AFE above lets

us compute the variance of a set of b-bit integers using the identity: Var(X) = E[X2]−(E[X])2.

Each client encodes its integer x as (x, x2) and then applies the summation AFE to each of
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the two components. (The Valid algorithm also ensures that second integer is the square of

the first.) The resulting two values let us compute the variance.

This AFE also reveals the expectation E[X]. It is private with respect to the function f̂

that outputs both the expectation and variance of the given set of integers.

Boolean or and and. When D = {0, 1} and f(x1, . . . , xn) = or(x1, . . . , xn) the encoding

operation outputs an element of Fλ2 (i.e., a λ-bit bitstring) as:

Encode(x) =

λ zeros if x = 0

a random element in Fλ2 if x = 1.

The Valid algorithm outputs “1” always, since all λ-bit encodings are valid. The sum of

encodings is simply the xor of the n λ-bit encodings. The Dec algorithm takes as input a

λ-bit string and outputs “0” if and only if its input is a λ-bit string of zeros. With probability

1− 2−λ, over the randomness of the encoding algorithm, the decoding operation returns the

boolean or of the encoded values. This AFE is or-private. A similar construction yields an

AFE for boolean and.

min and max. To compute the minimum and maximum of integers over a range {0, . . . , B−
1}, where B is small (e.g., car speeds in the range 0–250 km/h), the Encode algorithm can

represent each integer in unary as a length-B vector of bits (β0, . . . , βB−1), where βi = 1 if

and only if the client’s value x ≤ i. We can use the bitwise-or construction above to take

the or of the client-provided vectors—the largest value containing a “1” is the maximum.

To compute the minimum instead, replace or with and. This is min-private, as in the or

protocol above.

When the domain is large (e.g., we want the max of 64-bit packet counters, in a networking

application), we can get a c-approximation of the min and max using a similar idea: divide

the range {0, . . . , B − 1} into b = logcB “bins” [0, c), [c, c2), . . . , [cb−1, B). Then, use the

small-range min/max construction, over the b bins, to compute the approximate statistic.

The output will be within a multiplicative factor of c of the true value. This construction is

private with respect to the approximate min/max function.

Frequency count. Here, every client has a value x in a small set of data values D =

{0, . . . , B − 1}. The goal is to output a B-element vector v = (v(1), . . . , v(B)), where v(i) is

the number of clients that hold the value i, for every 0 ≤ i < B.
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Let F be a field of size at least n. The Encode algorithm encodes a value x ∈ D as a

length-B vector (β0, . . . , βB−1) ∈ FB where βi = 1 if x = i and βi = 0 otherwise. The

Valid algorithm checks that each β value is in the set {0, 1} and that the sum of the βs is

exactly one. The Dec algorithm does nothing: the final output is a length-B vector, whose

ith component gives the number of clients who took on value i. Again, this AFE is private

with respect to the function being computed.

The output of this AFE yields enough information to compute other useful functions

(e.g., quantiles) of the distribution of the clients’ x values. When the domain D is large, this

AFE is very inefficient.

Sets. We can compute the intersection or union of sets over a small universe of elements

using the boolean AFE operations: represent a set of B items as its characteristic vector of

booleans, and compute an and for intersection and an or for union. When the universe is

large, the approximate AFEs of Section 4.5.5 are more efficient.

4.5.4 Machine learning

We can use Prio for training machine learning models on private client data. To do so, we

exploit the observation of Karr et al. [179] that a system for computing private sums can

also privately train linear models. In Prio, we extend their work by showing how to perform

these tasks while maintaining robustness against malicious clients.

Suppose that every client holds a data point (x, y) where x and y are b-bit integers.

We would like to train a model that takes x as input and outputs a real-valued prediction

ŷi =M(x) ∈ R of y. We might predict a person’s blood pressure (y) from the number of

steps they walk daily (x).

We wish to compute the least-squares linear fit h(x) = c0 + c1x over all of the client

points. With n clients, the model coefficients c0 and c1 satisfy the linear relation: n
∑n

i=1 xi∑n
i=1 xi

∑n
i=1 x

2
i

 ·
c0

c1

 =

 ∑n
i=1 yi∑n
i=1 xiyi

 (4.1)

To compute this linear system in an AFE, every client encodes her private point (x, y) as

a vector

(x, x2, y, xy, β0, . . . , βb−1, γ0, . . . , γb−1) ∈ F2b+4,
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where (β0, . . . , βb−1) is the binary representation of x and (γ0, . . . , γb−1) is the binary rep-

resentation of y. The validation algorithm checks that all the β and γ are in {0, 1}, and
that all the arithmetic relations hold, analogously to the validation check for the integer

summation AFE. Finally, the decoding algorithm takes as input the sum of the encoded

vectors truncated to the first four components:

σ =
( ∑n

i=1 x,
∑n

i=1 x
2,

∑n
i=1 y,

∑n
i=1 xy

)
,

from which the decoding algorithm computes the required real regression coefficients c0 and

c1 using (4.1). This AFE is private with respect to the function that outputs the least-squares

fit h(x) = c0 + c1x, along with the mean and variance of the set {x1, . . . , xn}.
When x and y are real numbers, we can embed the reals into a finite field F using a

fixed-point representation, as long as we size the field large enough to avoid overflow.

The two-dimensional approach above generalizes directly to perform linear regression on d-

dimensional feature vectors x̄ = (x(1), . . . , x(d)). The AFE yields a least-squares approximation

of the form h(x̄) = c0 + c1x
(1) + · · ·+ cdx

(d). The resulting AFE is private with respect to a

function that reveals the least-square coefficients (c0, . . . , cd), along with the d× d covariance

matrix
∑n

i=1 x̄i · (x̄i)T .

Evaluating an arbitrary ML model. We wish to measure how well a public regression

model predicts a target y from a client-submitted feature vector x. In particular, if our model

outputs a prediction ŷ =M(x), we would like to measure how good of an approximation ŷ

is of y. The R2 coefficient is one statistic for capturing this information.

Karr et al. [179] observe that it is possible to reduce the problem of computing the R2

coefficient of a public regression model to the problem of computing private sums. We can

adopt a variant of this idea to use Prio to compute the R2 coefficient in a way that leaks

little beyond the coefficient itself.

The R2-coefficient of the model for client inputs {x1, . . . , xn} is R2 = 1 −
∑n

i=1(yi −
ŷi)

2/Var(y1, . . . , yn), where yi is the true value associated with xi, ŷi =M(xi) is the predicted

value of yi, and Var(·) denotes variance.

An AFE for computing the R2 coefficient works as follows. On input (x, y), the Encode

algorithm first computes the prediction ŷ =M(x) using the public modelM. The Encode

algorithm then outputs the tuple (y, y2, (y − ŷ)2, x), embedded in a finite field large enough

to avoid overflow.
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Given the tuple (y, Y, Y ∗, x) as input, the Valid algorithm ensures that Y = y2 and

Y ∗ = (y −M(x))2. When the modelM is a linear regression model, algorithm Valid can be

represented as an arithmetic circuit that requires only two multiplications. If needed, we can

augment this with a check that the x values are integers in the appropriate range using a

range check, as in prior AFEs. Finally, given the sum of encodings restricted to the first three

components, the Dec algorithm has the information it needs to compute the R2 coefficient.

This AFE is private with respect to a function that outputs the R2 coefficient, along

with the expectation and variance of {y1, . . . , yn}.

4.5.5 Approximate counts

The frequency count AFE, presented in Section 4.5.3, works well when the client value x lies

in a small set of possible data values D. This AFE requires communication linear in the size

of D. When the set D is large, a more efficient solution is to use a randomized counting data

structure, such as a count-min sketch [91].

Melis et al. [207] demonstrated how to combine a count-min sketch with a secret-sharing

scheme to efficiently compute counts over private data. We can make their approach robust to

malicious clients by implementing a count-min sketch AFE in Prio. To do so, we use ln(1/δ)

instances of the basic frequency count AFE, each for a set of size e/ε, for some constants ε

and δ, and where e ≈ 2.718. With n client inputs, the count-min sketch yields counts that

are at most an additive εn overestimate of the true values, except with probability e−δ.

Crucially, the Valid algorithm for this composed construction requires a relatively small

number of multiplication gates—a few hundreds, for realistic choices of ε and δ—so the

servers can check the correctness of the encodings efficiently.

This AFE leaks the contents of a count-min sketch data structure into which all of the

clients’ values (x1, . . . , xn) have been inserted.

One additional subtlety is that malicious clients may choose their inputs in such a way

that depends on the randomness used in sketching data structure. So, we need to take care

that such dependencies cannot break robustness. When using the count-min sketch as we do,

it follows that if there are m malicious clients, then the data structure gives an approximate

count that is an overestimate by at most an εn + m additive term. So if the faction of

malicious clients m/n is less than ε, we the structure provides an ε′ < 2ε approximation of

the true counts, except with probability e−δ.
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Share compression. The output of the count-min sketch AFE encoding routine is essentially

a very sparse matrix of dimension ln(1/δ)× (e/ε). The matrix is all zeros, except for a single

“1” in each row. If the Prio client uses a conventional secret-sharing scheme to split this

encoded matrix into s shares—one per server—the size of each share would be as large as

the matrix itself, even though the plaintext matrix contents are highly compressible.

A more efficient way to split the matrix into shares would be to use a function secret-

sharing scheme [62, 63, 138]. Applying a function secret sharing scheme to each row of the

encoded matrix would allow the size of each share to grow as the square-root of the matrix

width (instead of linearly). When using Prio with only two servers, there are very efficient

function secret-sharing constructions that would allow the shares to have length logarithmic

in the width of the matrix [63]. We leave further exploration of this technique to future work.

Most popular. Another common task is to return the most popular string in a data set,

such as the most popular homepage amongst a set of Web clients. When the universe of

strings is small, it is possible to find the most popular string using the frequency-counting

AFE. When the universe is large (e.g., the set of all URLs), this method is not useful, since

recovering the most popular string would require querying the structure for the count of

every possible string. Instead, we use a simplified version of a data structure of Bassily and

Smith [21].

When there is a very popular string—one that more than n/2 clients hold, we can construct

a very efficient AFE for collecting it. Let F be a field of size at least n. The Encode(x) algorithm

represents its input x as a b-bit string x = (x0, x1, x2, . . . , xb−1) ∈ {0, 1}b, and outputs a

vector of b field elements (β0, . . . , βb−1) ∈ Fb, where βi = xi for all i. The Valid algorithm

uses b multiplication gates to check that each value βi is really a 0/1 value in F, as in the

summation AFE.

The Dec algorithm gets as input the sum of n such encodings σ =
∑n

i=1 Encode(xi) =

(e0, . . . , eb−1) ∈ Fb. The Dec algorithm rounds each value ei either down to zero or up to n

(whichever is closer) and then normalizes the rounded number by n to get a b-bit binary

string σ ∈ {0, 1}b, which it outputs. As long as there is a string σ∗ with popularity greater

than 50%, this AFE returns it. To see why, consider the first bit of σ. If σ∗[0] = 0, then the

sum e0 < n/2 and Dec outputs “0.” If σ∗[0] = 1, then the sum e0 > n/2 and Dec outputs

“1.” Correctness for longer strings follows

This AFE leaks quite a bit of information about the given data. Given σ, one learns the

number of data values that have their ith bit set to 1, for every 0 ≤ i < b. In fact, the AFE
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is private relative to a function that outputs these b values, which shows that nothing else is

leaked by σ.

With a significantly more complicated construction, we can adapt a similar idea to collect

strings that a constant fraction c of clients hold, for c ≤ 1/2. The idea is to have the servers

drop client-submitted strings at random into different “buckets,” such that at least one bucket

has a very popular string with high probability [21].

4.6 Prio protocol and proof sketch

We now assemble the pieces of the full Prio protocol in Fig. 4.2 and then discuss its security.

Security. We briefly sketch the security argument for the complete protocol.

First, the robustness property (Definition 4.2.6) follows from the soundness of the zero-

knowledge proof on secret-shared data: a set of honest servers will correctly identify and

reject any client submissions that do not represent proper AFE encodings.

Next, we argue f -privacy (Definition 4.2.1). Define the function

g(x1, . . . , xn−m) =

n−m∑
i=1

Trunck′
(
Encode(xi)

)
.

We claim that, as long as:

• at least one server executes the protocol correctly,

• the AFE construction is private with respect to f , in the sense of Definition 4.5.3, and

• the proof on secret-shared data satisfies the zero-knowledge property (Section 4.4.1),

the only information that leaks to the adversary is the value of the function f on the private

values of the honest clients included in the final aggregate.

To show this, it suffices to construct a simulator S that takes as input σ = g(x1, . . . , xn−m)

and outputs a transcript of the protocol execution that is indistinguishable from a real

transcript. Recall that the AFE simulator takes f(x1, . . . , xn−m) as input and simulates σ.

Composing the simulator S with the AFE simulator yields a simulator for the entire protocol,

as required by Definition 4.2.1.

On input σ, the simulator S executes these steps:

• To simulate the submission of each honest client, the simulator invokes the proof system’s

simulator as a subroutine.
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The final Prio protocol. We first review the Prio protocol from Section 4.5. Let there
be m malicious clients whose values are included in the final aggregate. We assume that
every honest client i, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n−m}, holds a private value xi that lies in some
set of data items D. We want to compute an aggregation function f : Dn−m → A on
these private values using an AFE consisting of (Encode,Valid,Dec) with parameters k
and k′. The AFE encoding algorithm Encode maps D to Fk, for some field F and an
arity k. When decoding, the AFE truncates the encoded vectors in Fk to their first k′

components.
The Prio protocol proceeds in four steps:

1. Upload. Each client i computes yi ← Encode(xi) and splits its encoded value into s
shares, one per server. To do so, the client picks random values JyiK1, . . . , JyiKs ∈ Fk,
subject to the constraint: yi = JyiK1 + · · ·+ JyiKs ∈ Fk. The client then sends, over
an encrypted and authenticated channel, one share of its submission to each server,
along with a share of a one-round zero-knowledge proof on secret-shared data
(Section 4.4) asserting that Valid(yi) = 1.

2. Validate. Upon receiving the ith client submission, the servers verify the client-
provided proof to jointly confirm that Valid(yi) = 1 (i.e., that client’s submission is
well-formed). If this check fails, the servers reject the submission.

3. Aggregate. Each server j holds an accumulator value Aj ∈ Fk′ , initialized to zero,
where 0 < k′ ≤ k. Upon receiving a share of a client encoding JyiKj ∈ Fk, Server j
truncates JyiKj to its first k′ components, and adds this share to its accumulator:

Aj ← Aj + Trunck′(JyiKj) ∈ Fk
′
.

Recall that Trunck′(v) denotes truncating the vector v ∈ Fk to its first k′ compo-
nents.

4. Publish. Once the servers have received a share from each client, they publish
their accumulator values. The sum of the accumulator values σ =

∑s
j=1Aj ∈ Fk′

yields the sum
∑n

i=1 Trunck′(yi) of the clients’ private encoded values. The servers
output Dec(σ).

Figure 4.2: The final Prio protocol.
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• To simulate values produced by adversarial clients, the simulator can query the adversary

(presented to the simulator as an oracle) on the honest parties’ values generated so far.

• The simulator must produce a simulation of the values produced by the honest servers in

the last step of the protocol.

Let σ be the sum of the honest clients’ encodings. For the simulation to be accurate, the

honest servers must publish values Aj such that the honest servers’ accumulators sum to

(1) all of the shares of encodings given to the honest servers by adversarial clients plus (2)

σ minus (3) the shares of honest clients’ simulated encodings given to adversarial servers.

Let JyiKj be the jth share of the encoding sent by client i. Let ServA be the set of indices

of the adversarial servers and ClientA be the set of indices of the adversarial clients. Let

ServH and ClientH be the set of indices of the honest servers and clients, respectively.

Then the accumulators Aj must satisfy the relation:

∑
j∈ServH

Aj = σ +

 ∑
j∈ServH

∑
i∈ClientA

JyiKj

−
 ∑
j∈ServA

∑
i∈ClientH

JyiKj

 .

The simulator can pick random values for the honest servers’ Ajs subject to this constraint,

since the simulator knows σ, it knows the values that the honest clients’ sent to the

adversarial servers, and it knows the values that the adversarial clients sent to the honest

servers.

To argue that the simulator S correctly simulates a run of the real protocol:

• The existence of the proofs’ simulator implies that everything the adversarial servers see

in the proof-verification step, when interacting with an honest client, is independent of

the honest client’s private value xi, provided that Valid(xi) = 1. This property holds even

if the malicious servers deviate from the protocol in a way that causes an honest client’s

submission to be rejected by the honest servers.

• The simulation of the aggregation step of the protocol is perfect. In the real protocol,

since the adversary sees only s− 1 shares of each client submission, the values Aj are

just random values subject to the constraint above.

Finally, anonymity (Definition 4.2.2) follows by Claim 4.2.4 whenever the function f is

symmetric. Otherwise, anonymity is impossible, by Claim 4.2.5.
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4.7 Additional optimizations

We discuss a number of additional optimizations to the protocol that are useful in practice.

Optimization: PRG secret sharing. The Prio protocol uses additive secret sharing to

split the clients’ private data into shares. The naïve way to split a value x ∈ Fk into s

shares is to choose JxK1, . . . , JxKs−1 ∈ Fk at random and then set JxKs = x−
∑s−1

i=1 JxKi ∈ Fk.
A standard bandwidth-saving optimization is to generate the first s − 1 shares using a

pseudo-random generator (PRG) G : S → Fk, such as AES in counter mode [187, 236]. To

do so, pick s − 1 random PRG seed σ1, . . . , σs−1 ∈ S, and define the first s − 1 shares as

G(σ1), G(σ2), . . . , G(σs−1). Rather than representing the first s− 1 shares as vectors in Fk,
we can now represent each of the first s− 1 shares using a single PRG seed. (The last share

will still be k field elements in length.) This optimization reduces the total size of the shares

from sk field elements down to k + O(1). For s = 5 servers, this 5× bandwidth savings is

significant.

Optimization: Verification without interpolation. In the course of verifying our zero-

knowledge proofs on secret-shared data, constructed using our fully linear PCPs (Theo-

rem 2.3.3), each server needs to produce the query vector for the fully linear PCP construction

and then compute the inner product of these queries with its share of the input and proof.

Concretely, to produce these query vectors, each server j needs to interpolate two large

polynomials JfKj and JgKj . Then, each server must evaluate these polynomials JfKj and JgKj
at a randomly chosen point r ∈ F.

The degree of these polynomials is M , where M is the number of multiplication gates in

the Valid circuit. If the servers used straightforward polynomial interpolation and evaluation

to verify the proofs on secret-shared data, the servers would need to perform Θ(M logM)

multiplications to process a single client submission, even using optimized FFT methods.

When the Valid circuit is complex (i.e., M ≈ 216 or more), this Θ(M logM) cost will be

substantial.

Let us imagine for a minute that we could fix in advance the random point r that the servers

use to execute the polynomial identity test. In this case, each server can perform interpolation

and evaluation of any polynomial P in one step using only O(M) field multiplications per

server, instead of Θ(M logM). To do so, each server precomputes constants (c0, . . . , cM ) ∈
FM+1. These constants depend on the x-coordinates of the points being interpolated (which
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are always fixed in our application) and on the point r (which for now we assume is fixed).

Then, given points {(t, yt)}Mt=0 on a polynomial P , the servers can evaluate P at r using a

fast inner-product computation: P (x) =
∑M

t=0 ctyt ∈ F. Standard Lagrangian interpolation

produces these cis as intermediate values [13].

Our observation is that the servers can fix the “random” point r at which they evaluate the

polynomials JfKj and JgKj as long as: (1) the clients never learn r, and (2) the servers sample

a new random point r periodically. The randomness of the value r only affects soundness.

Since we require soundness to hold only if all Prio servers are honest, we may assume that

the servers will never reveal the value r to the clients.

A malicious client may try to learn something over time about the servers’ secret value r

by sending a batch of well-formed and malformed submissions and seeing which submissions

the servers do or do not accept. After making Q such queries, the client’s probability of

cheating the servers is at most (2M + 1)Q/|F|. By sampling a new point after every Q ≈ 210

client uploads, the servers can amortize the cost of doing the interpolation precomputation

over Q client uploads, while keeping the failure probability bounded above by (2M + 1)Q/|F|,
which they might take to be 2−60 or less.

In Prio, we apply this optimization to combine the interpolation of JfKj and JgKj with

the evaluation of these polynomials at the point r.

During the proof verification process, each server must also evaluate the client-provided

polynomial JhKj at each point t ∈ {0, . . . ,M}. To eliminate this cost, we have the client send

the polynomial JhKj to each server j in point-value form. That is, instead of sending each

server shares of the coefficients of h, the client sends each server shares of evaluations of h.

In particular, the client evaluates JhKj at all of the points t ∈ {0, . . . , 2M} and sends the

evaluations JhKj(0), JhKj(1), JhKj(2), . . . , JhKj(2M) to the server. Now, each server j already

has the evaluations of JhKj at all of the points it needs to complete the proof verification.

To check the proof, each server must interpolate JhKj and evaluate JhKj at the point r. We

accomplish this using the same fast interpolation-and-evaluation trick described above for

JfKj and JgKj

Circuit optimization In many cases, the servers hold a batch of verification circuits

Valid1, . . . ,ValidB and want to check whether the client’s submission passes all B checks.

To do so, we apply another standard optimization and have the Valid circuits return zero

(instead of one) on success. If W` is the value on the last output wire of the circuit Valid`, we

have the servers choose random values (r1, . . . , rB) ∈ FB and publish the sum
∑B

`=1 r`W`
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Workstation Phone
Field size: 87-bit 265-bit 87-bit 265-bit

Mul. in field (µs) 1.013 1.485 11.218 14.930

Prio
client
time (s)

k = 101 0.003 0.004 0.017 0.024
k = 102 0.024 0.036 0.112 0.170
k = 103 0.221 0.344 1.059 2.165

Table 4.2: Time in seconds for a client to generate a Prio submis-
sion of k four-bit integers to be summed at the servers. Averaged
over eight runs.

in the last step of the protocol. If any W` 6= 0, then this sum will be non-zero with high

probability and the servers will reject the client’s submission.

4.8 Evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate that Prio’s theoretical contributions translate into practical

performance gains. We have implemented a Prio prototype in 5,700 lines of Go and 620

lines of C (for FFT-based polynomial operations, built on the FLINT library [127]). Unless

noted otherwise, our evaluations use an FFT-friendly 87-bit field. Our servers communicate

with each other using Go’s TLS implementation. Clients encrypt and sign their messages

to servers using NaCl’s “box” primitive, which obviates the need for client-to-server TLS

connections. Our code is available online at https://crypto.stanford.edu/prio/.

We evaluate the primary variant of Prio, which uses our new proofs on secret-shared

data (Section 4.4.1) and also the variant in which the servers keep the Valid predicate private

(“Prio-MPC,” Section 4.4.2). Our implementation includes three optimizations described

in Section 4.7. The first uses a pseudo-random generator (e.g., AES in counter mode) to

reduce the client-to-server data transfer by a factor of roughly s in an s-server deployment.

The second optimization allows the servers to verify the proofs without needing to perform

expensive polynomial interpolations (see Section 4.7). The third optimization gives an efficient

way for the servers to compute the logical-and of multiple arithmetic circuits to check that

multiple Valid predicates hold simultaneously.

We compare Prio against a private aggregation scheme that uses non-interactive zero-

knowledge proofs (NIZKs) to provide robustness. This protocol is similar to the “crypto-

graphically verifiable” interactive protocol of Kursawe et al. [188] and has roughly the same

https://crypto.stanford.edu/prio/
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Figure 4.3: Prio’s proofs on secret-shared data provide
the robustness guarantees of standard zero-knowledge
proofs at 20-50× less cost.

cost, in terms of exponentiations per client request, as the “distributed decryption” variant

of PrivEx [119]. We implement the discrete-log-based NIZK scheme using a Go wrapper

of OpenSSL’s NIST P256 code [109]. We do not compare Prio against systems, such as

ANONIZE [165] and PrivStats [231], that rely on an external anonymizing proxy to protect

against a network adversary. (We discuss this related work in Section 4.10.)

4.8.1 Microbenchmarks

Table 4.2 presents the time required for a Prio client to encode a data submission on a

workstation (2.4 GHz Intel Xeon E5620) and mobile phone (Samsung Galaxy SIII, 1.4 GHz

Cortex A9). For a submission of 100 integers, the client time is roughly 0.03 seconds on a

workstation, and just over 0.1 seconds on a mobile phone.

To investigate the load that Prio places on the servers, we configured five Amazon EC2

servers (eight-core c3.2xlarge machines, Intel Xeon E5-2680 CPUs) in five Amazon data

centers (N. Va., N. Ca., Oregon, Ireland, and Frankfurt) and had them run the Prio protocols.

An additional three c3.2xlarge machines in the N. Va. data center simulated a large number

of Prio clients. To maximize the load on the servers, we had each client send a stream of

pre-generated Prio data packets to the servers over a single TCP connection. There is no

need to use TLS on the client-to-server Prio connection because Prio packets are encrypted

and authenticated at the application layer and can be replay-protected at the servers.

Figure 4.3 gives the throughput of this cluster in which each client submits a vector of
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zero/one integers and the servers sum these vectors. The “No privacy” line on the chart

gives the throughput for a dummy scheme in which a single server accepts encrypted client

data submissions directly from the clients with no privacy protection whatsoever. The “No

robustness” line on the chart gives the throughput for a cluster of five servers that use

a secret-sharing-based private aggregation scheme (à la Section 4.3) with no robustness

protection. The five-server “No robustness” scheme is slower than the single-server “No privacy”

scheme because of the cost of coordinating the processing of submissions amongst the five

servers. The throughput of Prio is within a factor of 5× of the no-privacy scheme for many

submission sizes, and Prio outperforms the NIZK-based scheme by more than an order of

magnitude.

Figure 4.4 shows how the throughput of a Prio cluster changes as the number of servers

increases, when the system is collecting the sum of 1,024 one-bit client-submitted integers, as

in an anonymous survey application. For this experiment, we locate all of the servers in the

same data center, so that the latency and bandwidth between each pair of servers is roughly

constant. With more servers, an adversary has to compromise a larger number of machines

to violate Prio’s privacy guarantees.

Adding more servers barely affects the system’s throughput. The reason is that we are

able to load-balance the bulk of the work of checking client submissions across all of the

servers. (This optimization is only possible because we require robustness to hold only if

all servers are honest.) We assign a single Prio server to be the “leader” that coordinates

the checking of each client data submission. In processing a single submission in an s-server

cluster, the leader transmits s times more bits than a non-leader, but as the number of servers

increases, each server is a leader for a smaller share of incoming submissions. The NIZK-based
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scheme also scales well: as the number of servers increases, the heavy computational load of

checking the NIZKs is distributed over more machines.

Figure 4.5 shows the number of bytes each non-leader Prio server needs to transmit to

check the validity of a single client submission for the two Prio variants, and for the NIZK

scheme. The benefit of Prio is evident: the Prio servers transmit a constant number of bits

per submission—independent of the size of the submission or complexity of the Valid routine.

As the submitted vectors grow, Prio yields a 4,000-fold bandwidth saving over NIZKs, in

terms of server data transfer.

4.8.2 Application scenarios

To demonstrate that Prio’s data types are expressive enough to collect real-world aggregates,

we have configured Prio for a few potential application domains.

Cell signal strength. A collection of Prio servers can collect the average mobile signal strength

in each grid cell in a city without leaking the user’s location history to the aggregator. We

divide the geographic area into a km2 grid—the number of grid cells depends on the city’s

size—and we encode the signal strength at the user’s present location as a four-bit integer.

(If each client only submits signal-strength data for a few grid cells in each protocol run,

extra optimizations can reduce the client-to-server data transfer. See “Share compression” in

Section 4.5.5.)

Browser statistics. The Chromium browser uses the RAPPOR system to gather private

information about its users [87, 121]. We implement a Prio instance for gathering a subset
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of these statistics: average CPU and memory usage, along with the frequency counts of 16

URL roots. For collecting the approximate counts, we use the count-min sketch structure,

described in Section 4.5.5. We experiment with both low- and high-resolution parameters

(δ = 2−10, ε = 1/10; δ = 2−20, ε = 1/100).

Health data modeling. We implement the AFE for training a regression model on private

client data. We use the features from a preexisting heart disease data set (13 features of

varying types: age, sex, cholesterol level, etc.) [171] and a breast cancer diagnosis data set

(30 real-valued features using 14-bit fixed-point numbers) [273].

Anonymous surveys. We configure Prio to compute aggregates responses to sensitive surveys:

we use the Beck Depression Inventory (21 questions on a 1-4 scale) [7], the Parent-Child

Relationship Inventory (78 questions on a 1-4 scale) [135], and the California Psychological

Inventory (434 boolean questions) [98].

Comparison to alternatives. In Figure 4.6, we compare the computational cost Prio places

on the client to the costs of other schemes for protecting robustness against misbehaving

clients, when we configure the system for the aforementioned applications. The fact that a Prio

client need only perform a single public-key encryption means that it dramatically outperforms

schemes based on public-key cryptography. If the Valid circuit has M multiplication gates,

producing a discrete-log-based NIZK requires the client to perform 2M exponentiations (or

elliptic-curve point multiplications). In contrast, Prio requires O(M logM) multiplications

in a relatively small field, which is much cheaper for practical values of M .

In Figure 4.6, we give conservative estimates of the time required to generate a zkSNARK

proof, based on timings of libsnark’s [41] implementation of the Pinocchio system [225]
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No privacy No robustness Prio
d Rate Rate Priv. cost Rate Robust. cost Tot. cost
2 14,688 2,687 5.5× 2,608 1.0× 5.6×
4 15,426 2,569 6.0× 2,165 1.2× 7.1×
6 14,773 2,600 5.7× 2,048 1.3× 7.2×
8 15,975 2,564 6.2× 1,606 1.6× 9.5×

10 15,589 2,639 5.9× 1,430 1.8× 10.9×
12 15,189 2,547 6.0× 1,312 1.9× 11.6×

Table 4.3: The throughput, in client requests per second, of a global
five-server cluster running a private d-dim. regression. We compare
a scheme with no privacy, with privacy but no robustness, and Prio
(with both).

at the 128-bit security level. These proofs have the benefit of being very short: 288 bytes,

irrespective of the complexity of the circuit. To realize the benefit of these succinct proofs,

the statement being proved must also be concise since the verifier’s running time grows with

the statement size. To achieve this conciseness in the Prio setting would require computing

sn hashes “inside the SNARK,” with s servers and submissions of length n.

We optimistically estimate that each hash computation requires only 300 multiplication

gates, using a subset-sum hash function [4, 40, 145, 167], and we ignore the cost of computing

the Valid circuit in the SNARK. We then use the timings from the libsnark paper to arrive at

the cost estimates. Each SNARK multiplication gate requires the client to compute a number

of exponentiations, so the cost to the client is large, though the proof is admirably short.

4.8.3 Machine learning

Finally, we perform an end-to-end evaluation of Prio when the system is configured to train

a d-dimensional least-squares regression model on private client-submitted data, in which

each training example consists of a vector of 14-bit integers. These integers are large enough

to represent vital health information, for example.

In Figure 4.7, we show the client encoding cost for Prio, along with the no-privacy and

no-robustness schemes described in Section 4.8.1. The cost of Prio’s privacy and robustness

guarantees amounts to roughly a 50× slowdown at the client over the no-privacy scheme due

to the overhead of the proof generation. Even so, the absolute cost of Prio to the client is

small—on the order of one tenth of a second.

Table 4.3 gives the rate at which the globally distributed five-server cluster described
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(a) RAPPOR [121] provides
differential privacy [115] (not
information-theoretic privacy) by
adding random noise to client sub-
missions.

(b) ANONIZE [165] and PrivS-
tats [231] rely on an anonymiz-
ing proxy, such as Tor [112], to
protect privacy against network
eavesdroppers.

(c) Prio and other schemes using
secret sharing [72, 107, 119, 173,
188, 207] offer ideal anonymity
provided that the servers do not
collude.

Figure 4.8: Comparison of techniques for anonymizing client data in private aggregation
systems.

in Section 4.8.1 can process client submissions with and without privacy and robustness.

The server-side cost of Prio is modest: only a 1-2× slowdown over the no-robustness scheme,

and only a 5-15× slowdown over a scheme with no privacy at all. In contrast, the cost of

robustness for the state-of-the-art NIZK schemes, per Figure 4.3, is closer to 100-200×.

4.9 Discussion

Deployment scenarios. Prio ensures client privacy as long as at least one server behaves

honestly. We now discuss a number of deployment scenarios in which this assumption aligns

with real-world incentives.

Tolerance to compromise. Prio lets an organization compute aggregate data about its clients

without ever storing client data in a single vulnerable location. The organization could run all

s Prio servers itself, which would ensures data privacy against an attacker who compromises

up to s− 1 servers.

App store. A mobile application platform (e.g., Apple’s App Store or Google’s Play) can

run one Prio server, and the developer of a mobile app can run the second Prio server. This

allows the app developer to collect aggregate user data without having to bear the risks of

holding these data in the clear.

Shared data. A group of s organizations could use Prio to compute an aggregate over the

union of their customers’ datasets, without learning each other’s private client data.

Private compute services. A large enterprise can contract with an external auditor or a

non-profit (e.g., the Electronic Frontier Foundation) to jointly compute aggregate statistics

over sensitive customer data using Prio.
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Jurisdictional diversity. A multinational organization can spread its Prio servers across

different countries. If law enforcement agents seize the Prio servers in one country, they

cannot deanonymize the organization’s Prio users.

Common attacks. Two general attacks apply to all systems, like Prio, that produce exact

(un-noised) outputs while protecting privacy against a network adversary. The first attack

is a selective denial-of-service attack. In this attack, the network adversary prevents all

honest clients except one from being able to contact the Prio servers [243]. In this case, the

protocol output is f(xhonest, xevil1 , . . . , xeviln). Since the adversary knows the xevil values, the

adversary could infer part or all of the one honest client’s private value xhonest.

In Prio, we deploy the standard defense against this attack, which is to have the servers

wait to publish the aggregate statistic f(x1, . . . , xn) until they are confident that the aggregate

includes values from many honest clients. The best means to accomplish this will depend on

the deployment setting.

One way is to have the servers keep a list of public keys of registered clients (e.g., the

students enrolled at a university). Prio clients sign their submissions with the signing key

corresponding to their registered public key and the servers wait to publish their accumulator

values until a threshold number of registered clients have submitted valid messages. Standard

defenses [6, 263, 279, 280] against Sybil attacks [113] would apply here.

The second attack is an intersection attack [45, 108, 182, 275]. In this attack, the adversary

observes the output f(x1, . . . , xn) of a run of the Prio protocol with n honest clients. The

adversary then forces the nth honest client offline and observes a subsequent protocol run,

in which the servers compute f(x′1, . . . , x
′
n−1). If the clients’ values are constant over time

(xi = x′i), then the adversary learns the difference f(x1, . . . , xn) − f(x1, . . . , xn−1), which

could reveal client n’s private value xn (e.g., if f computes sum).

One way for the servers to defend against the attack is to add differential privacy noise

to the results before publishing them [115]. Using existing techniques, the servers can add

this noise in a distributed fashion to ensure that as long as at least one server is honest, no

server sees the un-noised aggregate [116]. The definition of differential privacy ensures that

computed statistics are distributed approximately the same whether or not the aggregate

includes a particular client’s data. This same approach is also used in a system by Melis,

Danezis, and De Cristofaro [207], which we discuss in Section 4.10.

Robustness against malicious servers. Prio only provides robustness when all servers
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are honest. Providing robustness in the face of faulty servers is obviously desirable, but we

are not convinced that it is worth the security and performance costs. Briefly, providing

robustness necessarily weakens the privacy guarantees that the system provides: if the system

protects robustness in the presence of t faulty servers, then the system can protect privacy

only against a coalition of at most s− t− 1 malicious servers. See Remark 4.2.7 for further

discussion.

4.10 Related Work

Private data-collection systems [72, 107, 114, 119, 173, 188, 207] that use secret-sharing based

methods to compute sums over private user data typically (a) provide no robustness guarantees

in the face of malicious clients, (b) use expensive NIZKs to prevent client misbehavior, or (c)

fail to defend privacy against actively malicious servers [80].

Other data-collection systems have clients send their private data to an aggregator

through a general-purpose anonymizing network, such as a mix-net [64, 78, 104, 192] or a

DC-net [77, 94, 95, 96, 252]. These anonymity systems provide strong privacy properties, but

require expensive “verifiable mixing” techniques [23, 220], or require work at the servers that

is quadratic in the number of client messages sent through the system [94, 274].

PrivStats [231] and ANONIZE [165] outsource to Tor [112] (or another low-latency

anonymity system [129, 198, 235]) the work of protecting privacy against a network adversary

(Figure 4.8). Prio protects against an adversary that can see and control the entire network,

while Tor-based schemes succumb to traffic-analysis attacks [213].

In data-collection systems based on differential privacy [115], the client adds structured

noise to its private value before sending it to an aggregating server. The added noise gives

the client “plausible deniability:” if the client sends a value x to the servers, x could be the

client’s true private value, or it could be an unrelated value generated from the noise. Dwork

et al. [116], Shi et al. [249], and Bassily and Smith [21] study this technique in a distributed

setting, and the RAPPOR system [121, 124], deployed in Chromium, has put this idea into

practice. A variant of the same principle is to have a trusted proxy (as in SuLQ [49] and

PDDP [81]) or a set of minimally trusted servers [207] add noise to already-collected data.

The downside of these systems is that (a) if the client adds little noise, then the system

does not provide much privacy, or (b) if the client adds a lot of noise, then low-frequency

events may be lost in the noise [121]. Using server-added noise [207] ameliorates these
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problems.

In theory, secure multi-party computation (MPC) protocols [26, 33, 146, 200, 278] allow

a set of servers, with some non-collusion assumptions, to privately compute any function

over client-provided values. The generality of MPC comes with serious bandwidth and

computational costs: evaluating the relatively simple AES circuit in an MPC requires the

parties to perform many minutes or even hours of precomputation [100]. Computing a

function f on millions of client inputs, as our five-server Prio deployment can do in tens

of minutes, could potentially take an astronomical amount of time in a full MPC. That

said, there have been great advances in practical general-purpose MPC protocols of late [28,

30, 52, 101, 103, 159, 199, 204, 212, 228]. General-purpose MPC may yet become practical

for computing certain aggregation functions that Prio cannot (e.g., exact max), and some

special-case MPC protocols [12, 68, 221] are practical today for certain applications.

4.11 Conclusion and future work

Prio allows a set of servers to compute aggregate statistics over client-provided data while

maintaining client privacy, defending against client misbehavior, and performing nearly as

well as data-collection platforms that exhibit neither of these security properties. The core

idea behind Prio is closely related to the techniques of verifiable computation [37, 92, 134,

149, 225, 265, 268, 272], but in reverse—the client proves to a set of servers that it computed

a function correctly. One question for future work is whether it is possible to efficiently extend

Prio to support combining client encodings using a more general function than summation,

and what more powerful aggregation functions this would enable.



Chapter 5

Riposte: Anonymous messaging

at million-user scale

5.1 Introduction

In a world of ubiquitous network surveillance [43, 132, 133, 142, 215], prospective whistle-

blowers face a daunting task. Consider, for example, a government employee who wants to

anonymously leak evidence of waste, fraud, or incompetence to the public. The whistleblower

could email an investigative reporter directly, but post hoc analysis of email server logs could

easily reveal the tipster’s identity. The whistleblower could contact a reporter via Tor [112] or

another low-latency anonymizing proxy [129, 197, 211, 235], but this would leave the leaker

vulnerable to traffic-analysis attacks [22, 213, 214]. The whistleblower could instead use an

anonymous messaging system that protects against traffic analysis attacks [77, 141, 274], but

these systems typically only support relatively small anonymity sets (tens of thousands of

users, at most). Protecting whistleblowers in the digital age requires anonymous messaging

systems that provide strong security guarantees, but that also scale to very large network

sizes.

In this chapter, we present a new system that attempts to make traffic-analysis-resistant

anonymous broadcast messaging practical at Internet scale. Our system, called Riposte,

allows a large number of clients to anonymously post messages to a shared “bulletin board,”

maintained by a small set of minimally trusted servers. As few as two non-colluding servers

are sufficient. Whistleblowers could use Riposte as a platform for anonymously publishing

Tweet- or email-length messages and could combine it with standard public-key encryption

115
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to build point-to-point private messaging channels.

While there is an extensive literature on anonymity systems [105, 118], Riposte offers

a combination of security and scalability properties unachievable with prior designs. To

the best of our knowledge, Riposte was the first anonymous messaging system that could

simultaneously:

1. protect against traffic analysis attacks,

2. prevent malicious clients from anonymously executing denial-of-service attacks, and

3. scale to anonymity set sizes of millions of users, for certain latency-tolerant applications.

(See Section 5.7 for a discussion of subsequent related work.)

We achieve these three properties in Riposte by adapting three different techniques from

the cryptography and privacy literature. First, we defeat traffic-analysis attacks and protect

against malicious servers by using a protocol, inspired by client/server DC-nets [77, 274], in

which every participating client sends a fixed-length secret-shared message to the system’s

servers in every time epoch. Second, we achieve efficient disruption resistance by applying our

new zero-knowledge proofs on secret-shared data (Chapter 3). Third, we achieve scalability

by leveraging a specific technique developed in the context of private information retrieval

to minimize the number of bits each client must upload to each server in every time epoch.

The tool we use is called a distributed point function [84, 138]. The novel synthesis of these

techniques leads to a system that is efficient—in terms of bandwidth and computation—and

arguably practical, even for large anonymity sets.

Our particular use of private information retrieval (PIR) protocols is unusual. PIR

systems [86] allow a client to efficiently read a row from a database, maintained collectively

at a set of servers, without revealing to the servers which row it is reading. Riposte achieves

scalable anonymous messaging by running a private information retrieval protocol in reverse:

with reverse PIR, a Riposte client can efficiently write into a database maintained at the set

of servers without revealing to the servers which row it has written [223].

As we discuss later on, a large Riposte deployment could form the basis for an anonymous

Twitter service. Users would “tweet” by using Riposte to anonymously write into a database

containing all clients’ tweets for a particular time period. In addition, by having read-only

users submit “empty” writes to the system, the effective anonymity set can be much larger

than the number of writers, with little impact on system performance.

Messaging in Riposte proceeds in regular time epochs that could be, for example, each
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one hour long. To post a message, the client generates a write request, cryptographically

splits it into many shares, and sends one share to each of the Riposte servers. A coalition of

servers smaller than a certain threshold cannot learn anything about the client’s message or

write location given its subset of the shares.

The Riposte servers collect write requests until the end of the time epoch, at which time

they publish the aggregation of the write requests they received during the epoch. From this

information, anyone can recover the set of posts uploaded during the epoch, but the system

reveals no information about who posted which message. The identity of the entire set of

clients who posted during the interval is known, but no one can link a client to a post. Thus,

each time epoch must be long enough to ensure that a large number of honest clients are

able to participate in each epoch.

In this paper, we describe two Riposte variants, which offer slightly different security

properties. The first variant is efficient enough to handle very large network sizes (millions of

clients) but requires two non-colluding servers. The second variant is more computationally

expensive, but it allows using any number of servers s ≥ 2 and it provides security even when

up to s−1 of the servers are malicious. Both variants maintain their security properties when

network links are actively adversarial, when any number of the clients are actively malicious,

and when the servers are actively malicious, subject to the non-collusion requirement above.

Unlike Tor [112] and other low-latency anonymity systems [141, 166, 197, 235], Riposte

protects against active traffic analysis attacks by a global network adversary. Prior systems

have offered traffic-analysis-resistance only at the cost of scalability:

• Mix-net-based systems [78] require expensive zero-knowledge proofs of correctness to

provide privacy in the face of active attacks by malicious servers [3, 23, 130, 155, 220].

• DC-nets-based systems require clients to transfer data linear in the size of the anonymity

set [77, 274] and rely on expensive zero-knowledge proofs to protect against malicious

clients [96, 153].

We discuss these systems and other prior work in Section 5.7.

Experiments. To demonstrate the practicality of Riposte for anonymous broadcast messag-

ing (i.e., anonymous whistleblowing or microblogging), we implemented and evaluated the

two-server variant of the system. When the servers maintain a database table large enough

to fit 65,536 160-byte Tweets, the system can process 240 client write requests per second. In

Section 5.6.2, we discuss how to use a table of this size as the basis for very large anonymity
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sets in read-heavy applications. When using a larger 377 MB database table (over 2.3 million

160-byte Tweets), a Riposte cluster can process 7.4 client write requests per second.

Writing into a 377 MB table requires each client to upload less than 2 MB of data to the

servers. In contrast, a two-server DC-net-based system would require each client to upload

more than 750 MB of data. More generally, to process a Riposte client request for a table of

size L, clients and servers perform only O(
√
L) bytes of data transfer. Application of more

recent cryptographic techniques [62, 63] could drop this cost to the asymptotically optimal

O(logL) bytes. (Here, the big-O notation hides fixes polynomials in the security parameter.)

The servers’ AES-NI encryption throughput limits the rate at which Riposte can process

client requests at large table sizes. Thus, the system’s capacity to handle client write request

scales with the number of available CPU cores. A large Riposte deployment could shard the

database table across µ machines to achieve a near-µ-fold speedup.

We tested the system with anonymity set sizes of up to 6,162,647 clients, with a read-

heavy latency-tolerant microblogging workload. No prior system had ever constructed an

anonymity set so large while defending against traffic analysis attacks. Prior DC-net-based

systems scaled to 5,120 clients [274] and prior verifiable-shuffle-based systems scaled to

100,000 clients [23]. In contrast, Riposte scales to millions of clients for certain applications.

Contributions. This paper contributes:

• two new bandwidth-efficient and traffic-analysis-resistant anonymous messaging pro-

tocols, obtained by running private information retrieval protocols “in reverse” (Sec-

tions 5.3 and 5.4),

• a fast method for excluding malformed client requests (Section 5.5),

• a method to recover from transmission collisions in DC-net-style anonymity systems,

• experimental evaluation of these protocols with anonymity set sizes of up to 6,162,647

users (Section 5.6).

In Section 5.2, we introduce our goals, threat model, and security definitions. Section 5.3

presents the high-level system architecture. Section 5.4 and Section 5.5 detail our techniques

for achieving bandwidth efficiency and disruption resistance in Riposte. We evaluate the

performance of the system in Section 5.6, survey related work in Section 5.7, and conclude in

Section 5.8.
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5.2 Goals and problem statement

In this section, we summarize the high-level goals of the Riposte system and present our

threat model and security definitions.

5.2.1 System goals

Riposte implements an anonymous bulletin board using a primitive we call a write-private

database scheme. Riposte enables clients to write into a shared database, collectively main-

tained at a small set of servers, without revealing to the servers the location or contents of

the write. Conceptually, the database table is just a long fixed-length bitstring divided into

fixed-length rows.

To write into the database, a client generates a write request. The write request encodes

the message to be written and the row index at which the client wants to write. (A single

client write request modifies a single database row at a time.) Using cryptographic techniques,

the client splits its write request into a number of shares and the client sends one share to

each of the servers. By construction of the shares, no coalition of servers smaller than a

particular pre-specified threshold can learn the contents of a single client’s write request.

While the cluster of servers must remain online for the duration of a protocol run, a client

need only stay online for long enough to upload its write request to the servers. As soon as

the servers receive a write request, they can apply it to to their local state.

The Riposte cluster divides time into a series of epochs. During each time epoch, servers

collect many write requests from clients. When the servers agree that the epoch has ended,

they combine their shares of the database to reveal the clients’ plaintext messages. A particular

client’s anonymity set consists of all of the honest clients who submitted write requests to

the servers during the time epoch. Thus, if 50,000 distinct honest clients submitted write

requests during a particular time epoch, each honest client is perfectly anonymous amongst

this set of 50,000 clients.

The epoch could be measured in time (e.g., 4 hours), in a number of write requests (e.g.,

accumulate 10,000 write requests before ending the epoch), or by some more complicated

condition (e.g., wait for a write request signed from each of these 150 users identified by a

pre-defined list of public keys). The definition of what constitutes an epoch is crucial for

security, since a client’s anonymity set is only as large as the number of honest clients who

submit write requests in the same epoch [243].
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When using Riposte as a platform for anonymous microblogging, the rows would be long

enough to fit a Tweet (140 bytes) and the number of rows would be some multiple of the

number of anticipated users. To anonymously Tweet, a client would use the write-private

database scheme to write its message into a random row of the database. After many clients

have written to the database, the servers can reveal the clients’ plaintext Tweets. The

write-privacy of the database scheme prevents eavesdroppers, malicious clients, and coalitions

of malicious servers (smaller than a particular threshold) from learning which client posted

which message.

5.2.2 Security properties

The Riposte system implements a write-private and disruption-resistant database scheme.

We describe the correctness and security properties for such a scheme here.

Definition 5.2.1 (Correctness). The scheme is correct if, when all servers execute the

protocol faithfully, the plaintext state of the database revealed at the end of a protocol run

is equal to the result of applying each valid client write requests to an empty database (i.e.,

a database of all zeros).

Notice that we only require correctness to hold when all servers execute the protocol

faithfully. The failure—whether malicious or benign—of any one server renders the database

state unrecoverable but does not compromise the anonymity of the clients. To protect against

benign failures, server maintainers could implement a single “logical” Riposte server with a

cluster of many physical servers running a standard state-machine-replication protocol [202,

222].

To be useful as an anonymous bulletin board, the database scheme must be write-private

and disruption resistant. We define these security properties here.

Write privacy. Informally, the system provides write-privacy if an adversary—controlling

as many as s− 1 out of the s total servers and any number of clients—learns only the set of

honest clients’ messages, but not which client wrote which message. We define this property

in terms of a simulator.

Definition 5.2.2 (Write privacy). We say that an s-server scheme provides write privacy if

for every efficient adversary, for every size-(s− 1) adversarial subset of the servers, and for
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every choice of the honest clients’ messages (m1,m2, . . . ), there exists a simulator S that

takes as input

(i) the indices of the adversarial servers and clients and

(ii) the messages (m1,m2, . . . ) in lexicographic order

such that the following distributions are computationally indistinguishable:

• Distribution Dreal. The view of the s − 1 adversarial servers and clients, in an

interaction with an honest server and honest clients submitting messages (m1,m2, . . . )

and

• Distribution Dideal. The output of the simulator S, given the indices of the adver-

sarial players and the messages (m1,m2, . . . ) in sorted order as input.

Riposte provides a very robust sort of privacy: the adversary can select the messages that

the honest clients will send and can send maliciously formed messages that depend on the

honest clients’ messages. Even then, the adversary still cannot guess which client uploaded

which message.

Furthermore, we make no assumptions about the behavior of malicious servers—they can

misbehave by publishing their secret keys, by colluding with coalitions of up to s−1 malicious

servers and arbitrarily many clients, or by mounting any other sort of attack against the

system.

Disruption resistance. The system is disruption resistant if an adversary who controls n

clients can write into at most n database rows during a single time epoch. A system that

lacks disruption resistance might be susceptible to denial-of-service attacks: a malicious client

could corrupt every row in the database with a single write request. Even worse, the write

privacy of the system might prevent the servers from learning which client was the disruptor.

Preventing such attacks is a major focus of prior anonymous messaging schemes [77, 141,

153, 267, 274]. We do not attempt to protect the operation of the system (i.e., correctness) in

the face of misbehaving servers. Thus, our definition of disruption resistance concerns itself

only with clients attempting to disrupt the system—we do not try to prevent servers from

corrupting the database state. (In contrast, we do protect privacy in the face of misbehaving

servers.)

We formally define disruption resistance using the following game, played between a

challenger and an adversary. In this game, the challenger plays the role of all of the servers

and the adversary plays the role of all clients.
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1. The adversary sends n write requests to the challenger (where n is less than or equal

to the number of rows in the database).

2. The challenger runs the protocol for a single time epoch, playing the role of the servers.

The challenger then combines the servers’ database shares to reveal the plaintext

output.

The adversary wins the game if the plaintext output contains more than n non-zero rows.

Definition 5.2.3 (Disruption Resistance). We say that the protocol is disruption resistant

if the probability that the adversary wins the game above is negligible in the (implicit)

security parameter.

5.2.3 Intersection Attacks

Riposte makes it infeasible for an adversary to determine which client posted which message

within a particular time epoch. If an adversary can observe traffic patterns across many

epochs, as the set of online clients changes, the adversary can make statistical inferences

about which client is sending which stream of messages [108, 182, 206]. These “intersection”

or “statistical disclosure” attacks affect many anonymity systems and defending against them

is an important, albeit orthogonal, problem [206, 275]. Even so, intersection attacks typically

become more difficult to mount as the size of the anonymity set increases, so Riposte’s

support for very large anonymity sets makes it less vulnerable to these attacks than are many

prior systems.

5.3 System architecture

As described in the prior section, a Riposte deployment consists of a small number of servers,

who maintain the database state, and a large number of clients. To write into the database,

a client splits its write request using secret sharing techniques and sends a single share to

each of the servers. Each server updates its database state using the client’s share. After

collecting write requests from many clients, the servers combine their shares to reveal the

plaintexts represented by the write requests. The security requirement is that no coalition of

t servers can learn which client wrote into which row of the database.
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5.3.1 A first-attempt construction: Toy protocol

As a starting point, we sketch a simple “straw man” construction that demonstrates the

techniques behind our scheme. This first-attempt protocol shares some design features with

anonymous communication schemes based on client/server DC-nets [77, 274].

In the simple scheme, we have two servers, A and B, and each server stores an L-bit

bitstring, initialized to all zeros. We assume for now that the servers do not collude—i.e.,

that one of the two servers is honest. The bitstrings represent shares of the database state

and each “row” of the database is a single bit.

Consider a client who wants to write a “1” into row ` of the database. To do so, the client

generates a random L-bit bitstring r. The client sends r to server A and r ⊕ e` to server B,

where e` is an L-bit vector of zeros with a one at index ` and ⊕ denotes bitwise XOR. Upon

receiving the write request from the client, each server XORs the received string into its

share of the database.

After processing n write requests, the database state at server A will be:

DA = r1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ rn ,

and the database at server B will be:

DB = (e`1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ e`n)⊕ (r1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ rn)

= (e`1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ e`n)⊕DA .

At the end of the time epoch, the servers can reveal the plaintext database by combining

their local states DA and DB.

The construction generalizes to fields larger than F2. For example, each “row” of the

database could be a k-bit bitstring instead of a single bit. To prevent impersonation, network-

tampering, and replay attacks, we use authenticated and encrypted channels with per-message

nonces bound to the time epoch identifier.

This protocol satisfies the write-privacy property as long as the two servers do not collude

(assuming that the clients and servers deploy the replay attack defenses mentioned above).

Indeed, server A can information theoretically simulate its view of a run of the protocol given

only e`1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ e`n as input. A similar argument shows that the protocol is write-private

with respect to server B as well.
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This first-attempt protocol has two major limitations. The first limitation is that it is not

bandwidth-efficient. If millions of clients want to use the system in each time epoch, then

the database must be at least millions of bits in length. To flip a single bit in the database

then, each client must send millions of bits to each database, in the form of a write request.

The second limitation is that it is not disruption resistant: a malicious client can corrupt

the entire database with a single malformed request. To do so, the malicious client picks

random L-bit bitstrings r and r′, sends r to server A, and sends r′ (instead of r ⊕ e`) to

server B. Thus, a single malicious client can efficiently and anonymously deny service to all

honest clients.

Improving bandwidth efficiency and adding disruption resistance are the two core contri-

butions of this work, and we return to them in Sections 5.4 and 5.5.

5.3.2 Collisions

Putting aside the issues of bandwidth efficiency and disruption resistance for the moment, we

now discuss the issue of colliding writes to the shared database. If clients write into random

locations in the database, there is some chance that one client’s write request will overwrite

a previous client’s message. If client A writes message mA into location `, client B might

later write message mB into the same location `. In this case, row ` will contain mA ⊕mB,

and the contents of row ` will be unrecoverable.

To address this issue, we set the size of the database table to be large enough to

accommodate the expected number of write requests for a given “success rate.” For example,

the servers can choose a table size that is large enough to accommodate 210 write requests

such that 95% of write requests will not be involved in a collision (in expectation). Under

these parameters, 5% of the write requests will fail and those clients will have to resubmit

their write requests in a future time epoch.

We can determine the appropriate table size by solving a simple “balls and bins” problem.

If we throw n balls independently and uniformly at random into L bins, how many bins

contain exactly one ball? Here, the n balls represent the write requests and the L bins

represent the rows of the database.

Let Bij be the probability that ball i falls into bin j. For all i and j, Pr[Bij ] = 1/L. Let
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O
(1)
i be the event that exactly one ball falls into bin i. Then

Pr
[
O

(1)
i

]
=
n

L

(
1− 1

L

)n−1

.

Expanding using the binomial theorem and ignoring low order terms we obtain

Pr
[
O

(1)
i

]
≈ n

L
−
(n
L

)2
+

1

2

(n
L

)3
,

where the approximation ignores terms of order (n/L)4 and o(1/L). Then L · Pr[O
(1)
i ] is the

expected number of bins with exactly one ball which is the expected number of messages

successfully received. Dividing this quantity by n gives the expected success rate so that:

E[SuccessRate] =
L

n
Pr[O

(1)
i ] ≈ 1− n

L
+

1

2

(n
L

)2
.

So, if we want an expected success rate of 95% then we need L ≈ 19.5n. For example, with

n = 210 writers, we would use a table of size L ≈ 20,000.

Handling collisions. We can shrink the table size L by coding the writes so that we

can recover from collisions. We show how to handle two-way collisions, but the approach

generalizes to higher-order collisions. That is, when at most two clients write to the same

location in the database. Let us assume that the messages being written to the database are

elements in some field F of odd characteristic (say F = Fp where p = 264 − 59). We replace

the XOR operation used in the basic scheme by addition in F.
To recover from a two-way collision we will need to double the size of each cell in the

database, but the overall number of cells L will shrink by more than a factor of two.

When a client A wants to write the message mA ∈ F to location ` in the database the

client will actually write the pair (mA,m
2
A) ∈ F2 into that location. Clearly if no collision

occurs at location ` then recovering mA at the end of the epoch is trivial: simply drop the

second coordinate (it is easy to test that no collision occurred because the second coordinate

is a square of the first). Now, suppose a collision occurs with some client B who also added

her own message (mB,m
2
B) ∈ F2 to the same location ` (and no other client writes to location

`). Then at the end of the epoch the published values are

S1 = mA +mB ∈ F and S2 = m2
A +m2

B ∈ F.
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From these values it is then possible to recover both mA and mB by observing that

2S2 − S2
1 = (mA −mB)2 ∈ F

from which we obtain mA −mB by taking a square root in F. (It does not matter which of

the two square roots we use—they both lead to the same result.) Given S1 = mA +mB ∈ F,
it is possible to recover both mA and mB.

Now that we can recover from two-way collisions we can shrink the number of cells L

in the table. Let O(2)
i be the event that exactly two balls fall into bin i. Then the expected

number of received messages is

LPr[O
(1)
i ] + 2LPr[O

(2)
i ], (5.1)

where Pr[O
(2)
i ] =

(
n
2

)
1
L2

(
1− 1

L

)n−2. As before, dividing the expected number of received

messages (5.1) by n, expanding using the binomial theorem, and ignoring low order terms

gives the expected success rate as:

E[SuccessRate] ≈ 1− 1

2

(n
L

)2
+

1

3

(n
L

)3
.

So, if we want an expected success rate of 95% we need a table with L ≈ 2.7n cells. This is a

far smaller table than before, when we could not handle collisions. In that case we needed

L ≈ 19.5n which results in much bigger tables, despite each cell being half as big. Shrinking

the table reduces the storage and computational burden on the servers.

This two-way collision handling technique generalizes to handle κ-way collisions for κ > 2.

To handle κ-way collisions, we increase the size of each cell by a factor of κ and have each

client i write (mi,m
2
i , . . . ,m

κ
i ) ∈ Fκ to its chosen cell. A κ-collision gives κ equations in κ

variables that we can efficiently solve to recover all κ messages, as long as the characteristic

of F is greater than κ [61, 82]. Using κ > 2 further reduces the table size as the desired

success rate approaches one.

The collision handling method described in this section will also improve performance of

our full system, which we describe in the next section.

Adversarial collisions. The analysis above assumes that clients behave honestly. Adversarial

clients, however, need not write into random rows of the database—i.e., all n balls might not
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be thrown independently and uniformly at random. A coalition of clients might, for example,

try to increase the probability of collisions by writing into the database using some malicious

strategy.

By symmetry of writes we can assume that all n̂ adversarial clients write to the database

before the honest clients do. Now a message from an honest client is properly received at the

end of an epoch if it avoids all the cells filled by the malicious clients. We can therefore carry

out the honest client analysis above assuming the database contain L− n̂ cells instead of L

cells. In other words, given a bound n̂ on the number of malicious clients we can calculate

the required table size L. In practice, if the servers detect too many collisions at the end of

an epoch, they can adaptively double the size of the table so that the next epoch has fewer

collisions.

5.3.3 Forward security

Even the first-attempt scheme sketched in Section 5.3.1 provides forward security in the

event that all of the servers’ secret keys are compromised [71]. To be precise: an adversary

could compromise the state and secret keys of all servers after the servers have processed n

write requests from honest clients, but before the time epoch has ended. Even in this case,

the adversary will be unable to determine which of the n clients submitted which of the

n plaintext messages with a non-negligible advantage over random guessing. (We assume

here that clients and servers communicate using encrypted channels which themselves have

forward secrecy [181].)

This forward security property means that clients need not trust the one honest server

to stay honest forever—just that it is honest at the moment at which the client submits its

upload request. Being able to weaken the trust assumption about the servers in this way

might be valuable in hostile environments, in which an adversary could compromise a server

at any time without warning.

Mix-nets do not have this property, since servers must accumulate a set of onion-encrypted

messages before shuffling and decrypting them [78]. If an adversary always controls the first

mix server and if it can compromise the rest of the mix servers after accumulating a set of

ciphertexts, the adversary can de-anonymize all of the system’s users. DC-net-based systems

that use “blame” protocols to retroactively discover disruptors have a similar weakness [95,

274].

The full Riposte protocol maintains this forward security property.
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5.4 Reducing communication with distributed point functions

This section describes how application of private information retrieval techniques can improve

the bandwidth efficiency of the first-attempt protocol.

5.4.1 Definitions

The bandwidth inefficiency of the toy protocol sketched in Section 5.3.1 comes from the fact

that the client must send an L-bit vector to each server to flip a single bit in the logical

database. To reduce this O(L) bandwidth overhead, we apply techniques inspired by private

information retrieval protocols [84, 86, 138].

The problem of private information retrieval (PIR) is essentially the converse of the

problem we are interested in here. In PIR, the client must read a bit from a replicated

database without revealing to the servers the index being read. In our setting, the client must

write a bit into a replicated database without revealing to the servers the index being written.

Ostrovsky and Shoup first made this connection in the context of a “private information

storage” protocol [223].

PIR schemes allow the client to split its query to the servers into shares such that (1)

a proper subset of the shares does not leak information about the index of interest, and

(2) the length of the query shares is much less than the length of the database. The core

building block of many PIR schemes, which we adopt for our purposes, is a distributed point

function. Although Gilboa and Ishai [138] defined distributed point functions as a primitive

only recently, many prior PIR schemes make implicit use the primitive [84, 86]. Our definition

of a distributed point function follows that of Gilboa and Ishai, except that we generalize

the definition to allow for more than two servers.

First, we define a (non-distributed) point function.

Definition 5.4.1 (Point function). Fix a positive integer L and a finite field F. For all

` ∈ [L] and m ∈ F, the point function P`,m : [L]→ F is the function such that P`,m(`) = m

and P`,m(`′) = 0 for all ` 6= `′.

That is, the point function P`,m has the value 0 when evaluated at any input not equal

to ` and it has the value m when evaluated at `. For example, if L = 5 and F = F2, the

point function P4,1 takes on the values (0, 0, 0, 1, 0) when evaluated on the values (1, 2, 3, 4, 5),

where we index vectors from one.
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An (s, t)-distributed point function provides a way to distribute a point function P`,m
amongst s servers such that no coalition of at most t servers learns anything about ` or m

given their t shares of the function.

Definition 5.4.2 (Distributed point function, DPF [138]). Fix a positive integer L and a

finite field F. An (s, t)-distributed point function consists of a pair of possibly randomized

algorithms that implement the following functionalities:

• Gen(`,m)→ (k1, . . . , ks). Given an integer ` ∈ [L] and value m ∈ F, output a list of s

keys.

• Eval(k, `′) → m′. Given a key k generated using Gen, and an index `′ ∈ [L], return a

value m′ ∈ F.

We define correctness and privacy for a distributed point function as follows:

• Correctness. For a collection of s keys generated using Gen(`,m), the sum of the

outputs of these keys (generated using Eval) must equal the point function P`,m. More

formally, for all `, `′ ∈ [L] and m ∈ F:

Pr

∑
i∈[s]

Eval(ki, `
′)

 = P`,m(`′) : (k1, . . . , ks)← Gen(`,m)

 = 1,

where the probability is taken over the randomness of the Gen algorithm.

• Privacy. Let S be any subset of [s] such that |S| ≤ t. Then for any ` ∈ [L] andm ∈ F, let
DS,`,m denote the distribution of keys {(ki) | i ∈ S} induced by (k1, . . . , ks)← Gen(`,m).

We say that an (s, t)-DPF maintains privacy if there exists an efficient algorithm Sim

such that for all choice of S, `, and m, the following distributions are computationally

indistinguishable:

DS,`,m ≈c Sim(S)

Informally, any subset of at most t keys leaks no information about ` or m.

Toy construction. To make this definition concrete, we first construct a trivial information-

theoretically secure (s, s− 1)-distributed point function with keys of length O(L · log |F|)
bits. As above, we fix a length L and a finite field F.

• Gen(`,m) → (k1, . . . , ks). Sample s random vectors k1, . . . , ks ∈ FL subject to the
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constraint that

m · e` =
∑
i∈[s]

ki ∈ FL.

• Eval(k, `′) → m′. Interpret k as a vector in FL. Return the value of the vector k at

index `′.

The correctness property of this construction follows immediately. Privacy is maintained

because the distribution of any collection of s− 1 keys is independent of ` and m.

This toy construction uses length-Ω(L) keys to distribute a point function with domain

[L]. Later in this section we describe DPF constructions which use much shorter keys.

5.4.2 Applying distributed point functions for bandwidth efficiency

We can now use DPFs to improve the efficiency of the write-private database scheme

introduced in Section 5.3.1. We show that the existence of an (s, t)-DPF with keys of length

|k| (along with standard cryptographic assumptions) implies the existence of write-private

database scheme using s servers that maintains anonymity in the presence of t malicious

servers, such that write requests have length s|k|. Any DPF construction with short keys

thus immediately implies a bandwidth-efficient write-private database scheme.

The construction is a generalization of the one presented in Section 5.3.1. We now assume

that there are s servers such that no more than t of them collude. Each of the s servers

maintains a vector in FL as their database state, for some fixed finite field F and integer L.

Each “row” in the database is now an element of F and the database has L rows.

When the client wants to write a message m ∈ F into location ` ∈ [L] in the database,

the client uses an (s, t)-distributed point function to generate a set of s DPF keys:

(k1, . . . , ks)← Gen(`,m)

The client then sends one of the keys to each of the servers. Each server i can then expand

the key into a vector vi ∈ FL by computing

vi ←
(
Eval(ki, 1),Eval(ki, 2), . . . ,Eval(ki, L)

)
∈ FL.

The server then adds this vector vi into its database state, using addition in FL. At the end of

the time epoch, all servers combine their database states to reveal the set of client-submitted
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messages.

Correctness. The correctness of this construction follows directly from the correctness of

the DPF. For each of the n write requests submitted by the clients, denote the j-th key in

the i-th request as ki,j , denote the write location as `i, and the message being written as mi.

When the servers combine their databases at the end of the epoch, the contents of the final

database at row ` will be:

D` =
∑
i∈[n]

∑
j∈[s]

Eval(ki,j , `) =
∑
i∈[n]

P`i,mi(`) ∈ F

In words: as desired, the combined database contains the sum of n point functions—one for

each of the write requests.

Write privacy. The write privacy of this construction follows directly from the privacy

property of the DPF. Given the plaintext database state D (as defined above), any coalition

of t servers can simulate its view of the protocol. By definition of DPF privacy, there exists a

simulator Sim, which simulates the distribution of any subset of t DPF keys generated using

Gen. The coalition of servers can use this simulator to simulate each of the n write requests

it sees during a run of the protocol, given only the final set of messages as input.

Efficiency. A client in this scheme sends |k| bits to each server (where k is a DPF key), so

the bandwidth efficiency of the scheme depends on the efficiency of the DPF. As we will

show later in this section, |k| can be much smaller than the length of the database.

5.4.3 A two-server scheme tolerating one malicious server

Having established that DPFs with short keys lead to bandwidth-efficient write-private

database schemes, we now present one such DPF construction. This construction is a

simplification of the computational PIR scheme of Chor and Gilboa [84].

This is a (2, 1)-DPF with keys of length O(
√
L) operating on a domain of size L. (Here,

and throughout this section, the key lengths hide fixed polynomials in the security parameter

and the field size.) This DPF yields a two-server write-private database scheme tolerating

one malicious server such that writing into a database of size L requires sending O(
√
L)

bits to each server. Gilboa and Ishai [138] construct a (2, 1)-DPF with even shorter keys of

length polylog(L). Later work work [62, 63] reduces the key size even further, to the optimal
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Figure 5.1: Left: We represent the output of Eval as an x× y matrix of field elements. Left-
center: Construction of the v vector used in the DPF keys. Right: using the v, s, and b
vectors, Eval expands each of the two keys into an x× y matrix of field elements. These two
matrices sum to zero everywhere except at (`x, `y) = (4, 5), where they sum to m.

|k| = O(logL), but the construction presented here is efficient enough for the database sizes

we use in practice. For ease of exposition, we describe the DPF construction using a finite

field F = F2β of characteristic two, though the construction actually only requires working

over a cyclic group.

When we run Eval(k, `′) on every integer `′ ∈ [L], its output is a vector of L field elements.

The DPF key construction conceptually works by representing this a vector of L field elements

as an x× y matrix, such that xy ≥ L. The trick that makes the construction work is that

the size of the keys needs only to grow with the size of the sides of this matrix rather than

its area. The DPF keys that the Gen(`,m) routine outputs give an efficient way to construct

two matrices M1 and M2 that differ only at one cell ` = (`x, `y) ∈ [x]× [y] (Figure 5.1).

Fix a binary finite field F = F2β , a DPF domain size L, and integers x and y such that

xy ≥ L. (Later in this section, we describe how to choose x and y to minimize the key size.)

The construction requires a pseudo-random generator (PRG) that stretches seeds from S
into length-y vectors of elements of F. So the type signature of the PRG is PRG : S→ Fy.
In practice, an implementation might use AES-128 in counter mode as the pseudo-random

generator [219].

The algorithms comprising the DPF, on domain size L, field F, and key space K, are:

• Gen(` ∈ [`],m ∈ F)→ (k1, k2) ∈ K2.

– Compute integers `x ∈ [x] and `y ∈ [y] such that ` = `xy + `y.

– Sample a random bit-vector b1 ←R {0, 1}x, a random vector of PRG seeds σ1 ←R Sx.

– Sample a single random PRG seed σ∗`x ←
R S.
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– Given b1 and σ1, we define b2 and σ2 as:

b1 = (b1, . . . , b`x , . . . , bx) ∈ {0, 1}x ⊆ Fx

b2 = (b1, . . . , 1− b`x , . . . , bx) ∈ {0, 1}x ⊆ Fx

σ1 = (σ1, . . . , σ`x , . . . , σx) ∈ Sx

σ2 = (σ1, . . . , σ
∗
`x , . . . , σx) ∈ Sx

That is, the vectors b1 and b2 (similarly σ1 and σ2) differ only at index `x.

– Let m · e`y be the vector in Fy of all zeros except that it has value m ∈ F at

index `y.

– Define v← m · e`y + PRG(σ`x) + PRG(σ∗`x) ∈ Fy.

The output DPF keys are:

k1 = (b1,σ1,v) and k2 = (b2,σ2,v).

• Eval(k ∈ K, `′ ∈ [L]) → m′ ∈ F. Interpret the key k as a tuple (b,σ,v). To evaluate

the PRF at index `′, first write `′ as an (`′x, `
′
y) tuple such that `′x ∈ [x], `′y ∈ [y], and

`′ = `′xy + `′y.

Let PRGMatrix : Sx → Fx×y be the operator that applies the PRG PRG : S → Fy to

each of the x seeds given as input to form a matrix in Fx×y. Construct the matrix

M = b · vT + PRGMatrix(σ) ∈ Fx×y

and output the element at index (`′x, `
′
y). Notice that it is possible to construct this

single element without having to generate the entire matrix.

Figure 5.1 graphically depicts how Eval stretches the keys into a table of x × y field

elements.

Correctness. For the scheme to be correct, it must be that, for all ` ∈ [L] and m ∈ F, when
we generate a pair of keys as (k1, k2)← Gen(`,m), it holds that for all `′ ∈ [L]

Eval(k1, `
′) + Eval(k2, `

′) = P`,m(`′) ∈ F.

Then, consider the matrix M1 ∈ Fx×y whose entry at coordinate (`x, `y) is the value
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Eval(ka, `x · y + `y) ∈ F. By construction of the DPF, we can write

M1 = b1 · vT + PRGMatrix(σ1) ∈ Fx×y

M2 = b2 · vT + PRGMatrix(σ2) ∈ Fx×y.

Then, using the fact that F has characteristic two so that, for all α ∈ F, it holds that
α+ α = 0 ∈ F:

M1 +M2 = (b1 + b2) · vT + PRGMatrix(σ1) + PRGMatrix(σ2) ∈ Fx×y

= e`x · vT + e`x ·
(
PRG(σ`x) + PRG(σ∗`x)

)T
= e`x ·

(
v + PRG(σ`x) + PRG(σ∗`x)

)T
= m · e`x · eT`y .

Therefore, the sum of the evaluations of the two DPF keys at all points in [x]× [y] is 0 ∈ F,
except that at the special point (`x, `y), this sum takes on value m ∈ F, as required.

Privacy. The privacy property requires that there exists an efficient simulator that, on input

“1” or “2,” outputs samples from a distribution that is computationally indistinguishable

from the distribution of DPF keys k1 or k2, generated using some index ` ∈ [L] and message

m ∈ F.
The simulator Sim simulates each component of the DPF key as follows: It samples

b←R {0, 1}x, σ ←R Sx, and v←R Fy. The simulator returns (b,σ,v).

We must now argue that the simulator’s output distribution is computationally indistin-

guishable from that induced by the distribution of a single output of Gen. To do so, we show

that we can use any adversary that distinguishes these distributions to break the underlying

PRG. In one hybrid step, we replace the vector v, output by Gen, with a random vector. Any

adversary that can distinguish these hybrid distributions can break the underlying PRG.

Key size. A key for this DPF scheme consists of: a vector in {0, 1}x, a vector in Sx, and a

vector in Fy. Let α be the number of bits required to represent an element of S and let β be

the number of bits required to represent an element of F. The total length of a key is then:

|k| = (1 + α)x+ βy

For fixed spaces S and F, we can find the optimal choices of x and y to minimize the key
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length. To do so, we solve:

min
x,y

((1 + α)x+ βy) subject to xy ≥ L

and conclude that the optimal values of x and y are:

x = c
√
L and y =

1

c

√
L where c =

√
β

1 + α
.

The key size is then O(
√
L).

When using a database table of one million rows in length (L = 220), a row length of

1 KB per row (F = F28192), and a PRG seed size of 128 bits (using AES-128, for example)

the keys will be roughly 263 KB in length. For these parameters, the keys for the naïve

construction (Section 5.3.1) would be 1 GB in length. Application of efficient DPFs thus

yields a 4,000× bandwidth savings in this case.

Computational efficiency. A second benefit of this scheme is that both the Gen and Eval

routines are concretely efficient, since they just require performing finite field additions (i.e.,

XOR for binary fields) and PRG operations (i.e., computations of the AES function). The

construction requires no public-key primitives.

5.4.4 An s-server scheme tolerating s− 1 malicious servers

The (2, 1)-DPF scheme described above achieved a key size of O(
√
L) bits using only

pseudorandom generators—i.e., symmetric-key primitives. (Again, the big-O hides fixed

polynomials in the security parameter and underlying field size.) The limitation of that

construction is that it only maintains privacy when a single key is compromised. In the context

of a write-private database scheme, this means that the construction can only maintain

anonymity in the presence of a single malicious server. It would be much better to have a

write-private database scheme with s servers that maintains anonymity in the presence of

s−1 malicious servers. To achieve this stronger security notion, we need a bandwidth-efficient

(s, s− 1)-distributed point function.

In this section, we construct an (s, s− 1)-DPF in which each key has size O(
√
L). We

do so at the cost of requiring more expensive public-key cryptographic operations, instead

of the symmetric-key operations used in the prior DPF. While the (2, 1)-DPF construction

above directly follows the work of Chor and Gilboa [84], this (s, s− 1)-DPF construction is
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new. In recent work, Boyle et al. present an (s, s− 1)-DPF construction from psuedorandom

generators, but this construction exhibits a key size exponential in the number of servers s [62].

In contrast, the key sizes in our construction are independent of the number of servers s.

This construction uses a seed-homomorphic pseudorandom generator [20, 57, 218], to

split the key for the pseudo-random generator PRG across a collection of s DPF keys.

We will need a group G of prime order q. When u = (u1, . . . , uy) and v = (v1, . . . , vy)

are vectors in Gy, we denote the component-wise product in G of u and v as

u ◦ v = (u1v1, . . . , uyvy) ∈ Gy.

Furthermore, for a vector of exponents σ = (σ1, . . . , σy) ∈ Zy and a vector of group elements

u = (u1, . . . , uy) ∈ Gy, we use the shorthand

uσ = (uσ11 , . . . , u
σy
y ) ∈ Gy.

When m ∈ Zq is a scalar, we define

um = (um1 , . . . , u
m
y ) ∈ Gy.

Definition 5.4.3 (Seed-homomorphic PRG). A seed-homomorphic PRG is a pseudo-random

generator PRG : Zq → Gy with the additional property that for any pair of seeds s1, s2 ∈ Zq:

PRG(s1 + s1 ∈ Zq) = PRG(s1) ◦ PRG(s2) ∈ G

We require also that PRG(0) is equal to the identity element in G.

It is possible to construct a simple seed-homomorphic PRG from algebraic groups in

which the Decision Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption holds [57, 218]. The public parameters

for the scheme consist of a list of y randomly sampled generators (g1, . . . , gy) ∈ Gy of a cyclic

group G, in which the DDH problem is hard [53]. Given a seed σ ∈ Zq, the generator outputs

(gσ1 , . . . , g
σ
y ). The generator is seed-homomorphic because, for any σ1, σ2 ∈ Zq and g ∈ G,

gσ1gσ2 = g(σ1+σ2) ∈ G.

Messages “in the exponent.” If we instantiate the seed-homomorphic PRG with the

DDH-based construction in a group G of prime order q, the message space of our DPF
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is is Zq and the DPF Eval routine outputs elements in G. More precisely, for a fixed

generator g ∈ G, the DPF correctness property now states that for all ` ∈ [L], m ∈ Zq, and
(k1, . . . , ks)← Gen(`,m),

∑
i∈[s]

Eval(ki, `
′) =

gm if `′ = `

g0 otherwise
∈ G.

The fact that the DPF’s output is gm ∈ G means that it is not possible to recover m

directly from the DPF output if m can be arbitrary in Zq, since recovering m from gm

requires solving the discrete-logarithm problem in G. If we require |m| to bounded by a fixed

polynomial in log |G|, then it is possible to recover m by brute force.

It is actually also possible to modify our construction to have message space G, which

avoids this problem. But then our disruption-resistance techniques of Section 5.5.2 do not

apply. In any event, it is possible to construct a DPF with a large message space by running

many instances of this DPF construction in parallel.

The DPF construction. As in the prior DPF construction, we fix a DPF domain size L,

and integers x and y such that xy ≥ L. The construction requires a group G of prime order

q with a fixed generator g and a seed-homomorphic PRG PRG : Zq 7→ Gy.

The algorithms comprising the (s, s− 1)-DPF, with key space K, are:

• Gen(` ∈ [L],m ∈ Zq)→ (k1, . . . , ks) ∈ Ks.

– Compute integers `x ∈ [x] and `y ∈ [y] such that ` = `xy + `y.

– Sample random vectors b1, . . . ,bs ∈ Zxq such that
∑

i∈[s] bi = e`x ∈ Zxq .

– Sample a single random PRG seed σ∗ ←R G.

– Sample random vectors of PRG seeds σ1, . . . ,σs ∈ Zxq such that
∑

i∈[s] = σ∗ ·e`x ∈
Zxq .

– Define v← em`y ◦ PRG(σ∗)−1 ∈ Gy.

Here, e`y ∈ Gy is the vector in Gy that consists of the identity element 1G

everywhere, except that it has the generator g ∈ G at the `y-th coordinate. More

explicitly, the vector em`y takes the form:

em`y = (g0, g0, . . . , g0, gm︸︷︷︸
`y-th coordinate

, g0, . . . , g0) ∈ Gy.
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The DPF key for server i ∈ [s] is ki = (bi,σi,v).

• Eval(k, `′)→ m′. Interpret k as a tuple (b,σ,v).

As in the prior DPF construction, define an operator PRGMatrix : Zxq → Gx×y that

applies the PRG PRG : Zq → Gy to each of the x seeds given as input to form a matrix

in Gx×y.

To evaluate the PRF at index `′, first write `′ as an (`′x, `
′
y) tuple such that `′x ∈ [x],

`′y ∈ [y], and `′ = `′xy + `′y. Then let b = (b1, . . . , bx) ∈ Zq and compute the matrix

M = PRGMatrix(σ) ◦


vb1

vb2

...

vbx

 ∈ Gx×y

and output the element of this matrix at index (`′x, `
′
y).

We omit correctness and privacy proofs, since they follow exactly the same structure

as those used to prove security of our prior DPF construction. The only difference is that

correctness here relies on the fact that PRG is a seed-homomorphic PRG, rather than a

conventional PRG. As in the DPF construction of Section 5.4.3, the keys here are of length

O(
√
L).

Computational efficiency. The main computational cost of this DPF construction comes

from the use of the seed-homomorphic PRG. Unlike a conventional PRG, which can be

implemented using AES or another fast block cipher in counter mode, known constructions

of seed-homomorphic PRGs require algebraic groups [218] or lattice-based cryptography [20,

57].

When instantiating the (s, s− 1)-DPF with the DDH-based PRG construction in elliptic

curve groups, each call to the DPF Eval routine requires an expensive elliptic curve scalar

multiplication. Since elliptic curve operations are, per byte, orders of magnitude slower than

AES operations, this (s, s− 1)-DPF will be orders of magnitude slower than the (2, 1)-DPF.

Security against an arbitrary number of malicious servers comes at the cost of computational

efficiency, at least for these DPF constructions.

With DPFs, we can now construct a bandwidth-efficient write-private database scheme

that tolerates one malicious server, using the DPF of Section 5.4.3, or s− 1 out of s malicious
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servers, using the DPF of Section 5.4.4.

5.5 Preventing disruptors

The first-attempt construction of our write-private database scheme (Section 5.3.1) had two

limitations: (1) client write requests were very large and (2) malicious clients could corrupt

the database state by sending malformed write requests. We addressed the first of these two

challenges in Section 5.4. In this section, we address the second challenge.

A client write request in our protocol just consists of a collection of s DPF keys. The

client sends one key to each of the s servers. The servers must collectively decide whether

the collection of s keys is a valid output of the DPF Gen routine, without revealing any

information about the keys themselves.

One way to view the servers’ task here is as a secure multi-party computation [146, 277].

Each server i’s private input is its DPF key ki. The output of the protocol is a single bit

that indicates whether the s keys (k1, . . . , ks) are a well-formed collection of DPF keys.

Since we require correctness to hold only if all servers are honest (Section 5.2.2), we need

not protect against servers maliciously trying to manipulate the output of the multi-party

protocol. Such manipulation could only result in corrupting the database (if a malicious

server accepts a write request that it should have rejected) or denying service to an honest

client (if a malicious server rejects a write request that it should have accepted). Since both

attacks are tantamount to denial of service, we need not consider them.

We do care, in contrast, about protecting client privacy against malicious servers. A

malicious server participating in the protocol should not gain any additional information

about the private inputs of other parties, no matter how it deviates from the protocol

specification.

An early version of this work [94] proposed protecting against disruptors using special-

purpose multi-party protocols or discrete-log-based zero-knowledge proofs. The technique

based on multi-party computation was undesirable because it required three servers such that

no two colluded. (In contrast, the DPF construction itself only requires two non-colluding

servers total.) The technique based on general-purpose zero-knowledge proofs was undesirable

because it required many expensive public-key cryptographic operations to check a single

client submission.
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By applying the new results of Chapter 3, we eliminate these limitations: we can pro-

tect against disruptors in Riposte while needing only two servers and while relying only

on lightweight symmetric-key techniques (pseudorandom generators). We use these new

techniques in recent work on metadata-hiding messaging [122].

5.5.1 The two-server setting: Proofs on secret-shared data

We cast the problem of DPF key checking in the new language of zero-knowledge proofs on

secret-shared data (Chapter 3). Each client’s write request consists of a set of of s DPF keys

(k1, . . . , ks), and the client sends one key to each server. If the database consists of L rows,

the servers can expand these keys into s length-L vectors (v1, . . . , vs) ∈ (FL)s. The servers

want to check that these vectors represent a write request that can update at most one row

of the database. More precisely, the servers want to check that the vector v =
∑

j∈[s] vj ∈ FL

has Hamming weight at most one.

Notice that this is exactly the setting of a zero-knowledge proof on secret-shared data:

there are s verifiers (the servers), with each verifier holding an additive secret-sharing of

a secret vector v ∈ Fn, and there is a prover (the client) who knows v in its entirety. The

verifiers want to check whether some predicate holds on v—in this case, the verifiers want to

check that v has weight one.

More formally, the verifiers want to execute this check in such a way that the following

properties hold:

– Completeness. If all parties are honest, and v has Hamming weight one at most, then

the verifiers accept v.

– Soundness. If v has Hamming weight greater than one, and if all verifiers are honest,

then the verifiers will reject v with high probability.

– Zero knowledge. If the client is honest, then any proper subset of actively malicious

servers can simulate its view of the protocol execution (without knowledge of the

vector v).

In Riposte, we can implement this write-request-checking functionality by directly applying

any zero-knowledge proof on secret-shared data for the language of vectors of Hamming

weight one. To do so, the client proves to the servers that the vector comprising its write

request has Hamming weight one. The servers accept and process the client’s write request

if, and only if, this check passes.
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In particular, we use the fully linear IOP for vectors of Hamming weight one of Theo-

rem 2.4.12 and then compile it into a zero-knowledge proof on secret-shared data using the

generic transformation of Theorem 3.2.1. The resulting proof system requires a constant

number of rounds of interaction between the client and the servers, requires the servers to

exchange a constant number of field elements to check each request, and has soundness error

O(1)/|F|, when used with an underlying field F.

5.5.2 The s-server setting: New proofs on committed data

The s-server DPF construction of Section 5.4.4 outputs vectors of group elements Gn, rather

than field elements, so it is not immediately obvious how to apply our proofs on secret-shared

to this setting. (In contrast, the two-server DPF construction of Section 5.4.3 natively outputs

vectors of field elements.) With a bit more work, it is possible to apply our ideas on fully

linear proof systems (Chapter 2) to this setting as well. The downside is that the s-server

protocol requires public-key cryptographic operations, but since these are already required

for the s-party DPF, this protocol just causes a small multiplicative increase in the servers’

computational load.

In particular, when using Riposte in the s-server DPF, each server j receives a DPF key,

which it expands to a vector v(j) ∈ GL, where G is a group in which the DDH problem is

hard. Then, if we take the sum of the j vectors v(j), . . . v(j) ∈ GL, we should get a vector v

that is equal to the identity element in G everywhere except at a single location. That is,

when g ∈ G is the fixed generator of the group, the vector v should have the following form,

for some value m ∈ Zq:

v =
∑
j∈[s]

v(j) =
(
g0, g0, . . . , g0, gm, g0, . . . , g0

)
∈ GL.

In other words, we can think of the servers as holding additive shares in the exponent of a

vector (0, 0, . . . ,m, . . . , 0, 0) ∈ ZLq of Hamming weight one. With this view, we can now apply

our proofs on secret-shared data to this setting.

In particular, we can essentially have the client and the servers run the fully linear

proof system of Theorem 2.4.12 “in the exponent.” This is possible because the servers can

jointly compute linear functions of the exponent vector of v. To sketch how this works: the

client and servers compile our fully linear proof system for vectors of Hamming weight one

(Theorem 2.4.12) into a zero-knowledge proof on secret-shared data via the transformation
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of Theorem 3.2.1.

Then, the client and servers execute this protocol, with the client playing the role of the

prover and the servers playing the role of verifiers. When the servers need to make linear

queries to their input vectors, they compute these queries answers “in the exponent” and

then ask the client (prover) to prove—using a standard discrete-log-based zero-knowledge

proof [69]—that these queries satisfy the fully linear PCP decision predicate. Since the

discrete-log-based zero-knowledge proof has size constant in the dimension of the vector v,

the overhead of this last step is asymptotically zero.

We sketch a slightly optimized verison of this protocol here. The protocol uses a fixed

public generator h ∈ G, whose discrete log base g should be unknown.

• The servers begin holding vectors v(1), . . . , v(s) ∈ GL, such that the vector v =∑
j∈[x] v

(j) ∈ GL should contain the identity element in G at all coordinates except

one. Write v = (v1, . . . , vL) ∈ GL. The client sends to the servers additive shares of

blinding values ρ1 and ρ2, chosen at random from Zq.

• The servers choose a random exponent vector r = (r1, . . . , rL) ∈ ZLq and send it to the

client.

• The client and servers compute two test values A1, A2 ∈ G as:

A1 ←
∏
i∈[L]

vrii h
ρ1 ∈ G and A2 ←

∏
i∈[L]

v
r2i
i h

ρ2 ∈ G,

To compute A1 and A2, the servers can take the inner product of their shares of v with

the client-provided vector r. By publishing the resulting values, the servers can recover

A1 and A2.

The values are commitments to the answers to the fully linear PCP queries that the

verifier in the protocol of Theorem 2.4.12 asks.

• The client proves to the servers, using a standard discrete-log-based zero knowledge

proof, knowledge of elements α, ρ1, ρ2 ∈ Zq such that

A1 = gαhρ1 ∈ G and A2 = gα
2
hρ2 .

The client can execute this proof because it generated the values ρ1 and ρ2 and it can

compute α = ri∗m ∈ Zq, where i∗ ∈ [L] is the index of the non-zero exponent in v and

m ∈ Zq is the value of the exponent vector of v at this point. The client here is proving
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to the servers that the fully linear PCP query answers that it has committed to in A1

and A2 satisfy the fully linear PCP decision predicate.

Completeness and zero knowledge follow immediately. Soundness follows from the sound-

ness of the underlying linear PCP and discrete-log-based zero-knowledge proof.

5.6 Experimental evaluation

To demonstrate that it is feasible to use Riposte as a platform for traffic-analysis-resistant

anonymous messaging, we implemented the two-server variant of the system (Sections 5.4.3

and 5.5.1) This variant is relatively fast, since it relies exclusively on symmetric-key primitives

(except as required for key exchange to establish secret channels). Our results include the

cost of identifying and excluding malicious clients.

We wrote the prototype in the Go programming language and have published the source

code online at https://bitbucket.org/henrycg/riposte/src/linear/. We used Amazon EC2 for

our experiments. All of the experiments used c5n.4xlarge machines with 16 virtual CPU

cores and 42 GB of RAM.

Our experimental network topology used two servers and two client nodes. In each of these

experiments, the two client machines used many threads of execution to submit write requests

to the servers as quickly as possible. In all experiments, clients proxied their (encrypted)

write requests through the first server. We throttled the first server’s network link to 100

Mbps and added 20 ms of latency to that link in either direction. We chose this network

topology to limit the bandwidth between the servers to that of a fast WAN.

Error bars in the charts indicate the standard deviation of the throughput measurements.

5.6.1 Two-server protocol

We have fully implemented the two-server protocol so the throughput numbers listed here

include the cost of detecting and rejecting malicious write requests.

The prototype used AES-128 in counter mode as the pseudo-random generator, TLS for

link encryption, and NaCl Box to encrypt messages proxied through the first server. We

use the Poly1305 [44], as the keyed hash function to implement the hashing step in the

write-request-checking protocol, used in the audit protocol (see Remark 2.4.13).

Figure 5.2 shows how many client write requests our Riposte cluster can service per

second as the number of 160-byte rows in the database table grows. For a database table of

https://bitbucket.org/henrycg/riposte/src/linear/
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Figure 5.2: As the database table size grows, the
throughput of our system is limited by the servers’ AES
throughput.

1024 rows, the system handles 349 write requests per second. At a table size of 65,536 rows,

the system handles 241 requests per second. At a table size of 1,048,576 rows, the system

handles 16 requests per second.

We chose the row length of 160 bytes because it was the smallest multiple of 32 bytes large

enough to to contain a 140-byte Tweet. Throughput of the system depends only the total

size of the table (number of rows × row length), so larger row lengths might be preferable for

other applications. For example, an anonymous email system using Riposte with 4096-byte

rows could handle 16 requests per second at a table size of 40,960 rows.

An upper bound on the performance of the system is the speed of the pseudo-random

generator used to stretch out the DPF keys to the length of the database table. The dashed

line in Figure 5.2 indicates this upper bound. To compute this upper bound, we first find the

raw AES throughput (15 GB/s) using the openssl speed utility. Then, we divide by five to

account for the fact that our implementation requires performing five AES byte operations

per byte in the database table. With additional optimizations, we could get this cost down

to three AES byte operations per byte in the table (one for TLS, one to expand the DPF

key, and one for the proof of correctness), but getting beyond that would require new ideas.

At very small table sizes, the speed at which the server can handle RPC connections with

the clients over TLS limits the overall throughput to roughly 350 requests per second. Since

our write-request-checking protocol of Section 5.5.1 requires the client to make three RPC

calls per write request, we could conceivably get a factor of 3× performance improvement by

converting these protocols into non-interactive ones.

Figure 5.3 demonstrates how the request throughput varies as the width of the table
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transfer scales sub-linearly with the size of
the database.

changes, while the number of bytes in the table is held constant at 10 MB. This figure demon-

strates the performance advantage of using a bandwidth-efficient O(
√
L) DPF (Section 5.4)

over the naïve DPF (Section 5.3.1). Using a DPF with optimal table size yields a throughput

roughly 25× higher than the naïve construction that involves sending dimension-L vector to

each server.

Figure 5.4 indicates the total number of bytes transferred by one of the database servers

and by the audit server while processing a single client write request. The line at the top

of the chart indicates the number of bytes a client would need to send for a single write

request if we did not use bandwidth-efficient DPFs (i.e., the top line indicates the size of

the database table). As the figure demonstrates, the total data transfer in a Riposte cluster

scales sub-linearly with the database size. When the database table is 671 MB in size, the

client transfers only a total of 2.18 MB to process a write request. Furthermore, the database

servers transfer only a constant number of bytes (760 bytes) to check the correctness of the

client’s write request, independent of the size of the database table.

5.6.2 Discussion: Whistleblowing with million-user anonymity sets

Whistleblowers, political activists, or others discussing sensitive or controversial issues might

benefit from an anonymous microblogging service. A whistleblower, for example, might want

to anonymously blog about an instance of bureaucratic corruption in her organization. The

utility of such a system depends on the size of the anonymity set it would provide: if a

whistleblower is only anonymous amongst a group of ten people, it would be easy for the

whistleblower’s employer to retaliate against everyone in the anonymity set. Mounting this
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“punish-them-all” attack does not require breaking the anonymity system itself, since the

anonymity set is public. As the anonymity set size grows, however, the feasibility of the

“punish-them-all” attack quickly tends to zero. At an anonymity set size of 1,000,000 clients,

mounting an “punish-them-all” attack would be prohibitively expensive in most situations.

Riposte can handle such large anonymity sets as long as (1) clients are willing to tolerate

hours of messaging latency, and (2) only a small fraction of clients writes into the database

in each time epoch. Both of these requirements are satisfied in the whistleblowing scenario.

First, whistleblowers might not care if the system delays their posts by a few hours. Second,

the vast majority of users of a microblogging service (especially in the whistleblowing context)

are more likely to read posts than write them. To get very large anonymity sets, maintainers

of an anonymous microblogging service could take advantage of the large set of “read-only”

users to provide anonymity for the relatively small number of “read-write” users.

The client application for such a microblogging service would enable read-write users to

generate and submit Riposte write requests to a Riposte cluster running the microblogging

service. However, the client application would also allow read-only users to submit an “empty”

write request to the Riposte cluster that would always write a random message into the first

row of the Riposte database. From the perspective of the servers, a read-only client would be

indistinguishable from a read-write client. By leveraging read-only users in this way, we can

increase the size of the anonymity set without needing to increase the size of the database

table.

To demonstrate that Riposte can support very large anonymity set sizes—albeit with

high latency—we configured a cluster of Riposte servers with a 65,536-row database table

and left it running for just over seven hours. In that period, the system processed a total of

6,162,647 write requests at an average rate of 240.9 requests per second. Using the techniques

in Section 5.3.2, a table of this size could handle 0.3% of users writing at a collision rate

of under 5%. Thus, to get an anonymity set of roughly 1,000,000 users with a two-server

Riposte cluster and a database table of size 65, 536, the time epoch must be just over an

hour long.

As of 2019, Twitter statistics indicate an average throughput of 8,700 Tweets per sec-

ond [168]. At a table size of one million messages, our Riposte cluster’s end-to-end throughput

is 16.4 write requests per second (Figure 5.2). To handle the same volume of Tweets as

Twitter does with anonymity set sizes on the order of hundreds of thousands of clients, we

would need to increase the computing power of our cluster by “only” a factor of ≈ 530×. (We
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assume here that scaling the number of machines by a factor of k increases our throughput

by a factor of k. This assumption is reasonable given our workload, since the processing of

write requests is an embarrassingly parallel task.) Since we are using only two servers now,

we would need roughly 1,060 servers, split into two non-colluding data centers, to handle the

same volume of traffic as Twitter.

5.7 Related Work

Anonymity systems fall into one of two general categories: systems that provide low-latency

communication and systems that protect against traffic analysis attacks by a global network

adversary.

Aqua [197], Crowds [235], LAP [166], ShadowWalker [211], Tarzan [129], and Tor [112]

belong to the first category of systems: they provide an anonymous proxy for real-time

Web browsing, but they do not protect against an adversary who controls the network,

many of the clients, and some of the nodes on a victim’s path through the network. Even

providing a formal definition of anonymity for low-latency systems is challenging [175] and

such definitions typically do not capture the need to protect against timing attacks.

Even so, it would be possible to combine Tor (or another low-latency anonymizing proxy)

and Riposte to build a “best of both” anonymity system: clients would submit their write

requests to the Riposte servers via the Tor network. In this configuration, even if all of the

Riposte servers colluded, they could not learn which user wrote which message without also

breaking the anonymity of the Tor network.

David Chaum’s “cascade” mix networks were one of the first systems devised with the

specific goal of defending against traffic-analysis attacks [78]. Since then, there have been a

number of mix-net-style systems proposed, many of which explicitly weaken their protections

against a near omni-present adversary [255] to improve prospects for practical usability

(i.e., for email traffic) [106]. In contrast, Riposte attempts to provide very strong anonymity

guarantees at the price of usability for interactive applications.

E-voting systems (also called “verifiable shuffles”) achieve the sort of privacy properties

that Riposte offers, and some systems even provide stronger voting-specific guarantees

(receipt-freeness, proportionality, etc.), though most e-voting systems cannot provide the

forward security property that Riposte offers (Section 5.3.3) [2, 88, 130, 155, 158, 220, 232].

In a typical e-voting system, voters submit their encrypted ballots to a few trustees, who
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collectively shuffle and decrypt them. While it is possible to repurpose e-voting systems

for anonymous messaging, they typically require expensive zero-knowledge proofs or are

inefficient when message sizes are large. Mix-nets that do not use zero-knowledge proofs of

correctness typically do not provide privacy in the face of active attacks by a subset of the

mix servers.

For example, the verifiable shuffle protocol of Bayer and Groth [23] is one of the most

efficient in the literature. Their shuffle implementation, when used with an anonymity set of

size N , requires 16N group exponentiations per server and data transfer O(N). In addition,

messages must be small enough to be encoded in single group elements (a few hundred

bytes at most). In contrast, our protocol requires O(L) AES operations and data transfer

O(
√
L), where L is the size of the database table. When messages are short and when the

writer/reader ratio is high, the Bayer-Groth mix may be faster than our system. In contrast,

when messages are long and when the writer/reader ratio is low (i.e., L� O(N)), our system

is faster.

Chaum’s Dining Cryptographers network (DC-net) is an information-theoretically secure

anonymous broadcast channel [77]. A DC-net provides the same strong anonymity properties

as Riposte does, but it requires every user of a DC-net to participate in every run of the

protocol. As the number of users grows, this quickly becomes impractical.

The Dissent [274] system introduced the idea of using partially trusted servers to make

DC-nets practical in distributed networks. Dissent requires weaker trust assumptions than

our three-server protocol does but it requires clients to send O(L) bits to each server per

time epoch (compared with our O(
√
L)). Also, excluding a single disruptor in a 1,000-client

deployment takes over an hour. In contrast, Riposte can excludes disruptors as fast as it

processes write requests (tens to hundreds per second, depending on the database size).

Recent work [96] uses zero-knowledge techniques to speed up disruption resistance in Dissent

(building on ideas of Golle and Juels [153]). Unfortunately, these techniques limit the system’s

end to end-throughput end-to-end throughput to 30 KB/s, compared with Riposte’s 450+

MB/s.

Herbivore scales DC-nets by dividing users into many small anonymity sets [141]. Riposte

creates a single large anonymity set, and thus enables every client to be anonymous amongst

the entire set of honest clients.

Our DPF constructions make extensive use of prior work on private information retrieval

(PIR) [84, 86, 131, 138]. Recent work demonstrates that it is possible to make theoretical PIR
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fast enough for practical use [110, 111, 143]. Function secret sharing [62, 63] generalizes DPFs

to allow sharing of more sophisticated functions (rather than just point functions). This more

powerful primitive may prove useful for PIR and anonymous messaging applications in the

future.

Gertner et al.[136] consider symmetric PIR protocols, in which the servers prevent

dishonest clients from learning about more than a single row of the database per query. The

problem that Gertner et al. consider is, in a way, the dual of the problem we address in

Section 5.5, though their techniques do not appear to apply directly in our setting.

Ostrovsky and Shoup first proposed using PIR protocol as the basis for writing into a

database shared across a set of servers [223]. However, Ostrovsky and Shoup considered only

the case of a single honest client, who uses the untrusted database servers for private storage.

Since many mutually distrustful clients use a single Riposte cluster, our protocol must also

handle malicious clients.

Pynchon Gate [239] builds a private point-to-point messaging system from mix-nets and

PIR. Clients anonymously upload messages to email servers using a traditional mix-net and

download messages from the email servers using a PIR protocol. Riposte could replace the

mix-nets used in the Pynchon Gate system: clients could anonymously write their messages

into the database using Riposte and could privately read incoming messages using PIR.

Subsequent related work. Since the publication of the initial version of this work [94], there

has been much progress on large-scale systems for private and anonymous messaging. One

line of work, including the Vuvuzela [262], Alpenhorn [196], Stadium [260], and Karaoke [194]

systems, aim to build large-scale messaging systems that hide communications metadata.

These systems do not allow anonymous broadcast messaging, as we do in Riposte, but target

the problem of point-to-point communication between mutually trusting users. In this very

well-motivated setting, these works construct systems that scale to many millions of users

with surprisingly low latency—minutes or even seconds. One way these systems achieve such

performance is by providing a differential-privacy-style [117] notion of security, which is in

some sense a relaxation of the more traditional cryptographic notions of metadata privacy.

The Pung system [10, 11] proposes a radically different to point-to-point private messaging,

based on single-server private-information retrieval protocols [190]. Pung has the benefit

of not requiring users to make any trust or non-collusion assumptions about the system’s

servers, which is undoubtedly desirable in practice. This removal of trust assumptions comes
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at some performance cost: today’s single-server PIR schemes make heavy use of public-

key cryptographic primitives, so Pung must as well. In addition, Pung does not support

anonymous broadcast messaging, so it may be less suitable for whistleblowing applications.

Another approach has been to develop new techniques for scaling up classic anonymity

systems based on Chaum’s mix-networks [78]. The Atom system [191] builds a large distributed

mix-network-based anonymity system, inspired by prior theoretical work of Rackoff and

Simon [233]. The goal of these systems is to have each server process a small fraction of

the total traffic through the system, while allowing each user to benefit from an anonymity

set that includes all users of the system. The XRD system [193] also uses distributed mix

networks, but uses it to build a metadata-private point-to-point messaging system (rather

than anonymous broadcast). Loopix [229] is a distributed free-route mix-net, designed for low-

latency asynchronous messaging. While Loopix does not provide formal (i.e., cryptographic)

security guarantees, it has the potential to scale to very large network sizes. MCMix [5]

implements the ideal functionality of a private communication system directly using general-

purpose multi-party computation techniques.

Riffle [192] constructs a fast hybrid mix-net architecture that uses an expensive verifiable

shuffle to set up a fast “bulk transfer” phase (e.g., for sending large files). Yodel [195] similarly

develops a hybrid mix architecture using a different set of techniques with the goal of getting

latency low enough for real-time metadata-private voice calls.

5.8 Conclusion

We have presented Riposte, a new system for anonymous messaging. To the best of our

knowledge, Riposte was the first system that could simultaneously (1) thwart traffic analysis

attacks, (2) prevent malicious clients from anonymously disrupting the system, and (3) enable

million-client anonymity set sizes. We achieve these goals through novel application of private

information retrieval and secure multiparty computation techniques. We have demonstrated

Riposte’s practicality by implementing it and evaluating it with anonymity sets of over six

million nodes. With the design and implementation of Riposte, we have demonstrated that

cryptographic techniques can bring traffic-analysis-resistant anonymous microblogging and

whistleblowing closer to practice at Internet scale.
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When you give your sensitive information to a web service today, you have no control

over how that service will use your data. Will it store your data safely? Will it resell your

data for profit? Will it lose your data in a breach? You, as the user whose information is at

risk, have no idea. This is a miserable state of affairs. We tolerate it only because we have no

other option.

In this dissertation, we present a way forward. We show that it is possible to design

large-scale systems that protect the privacy of sensitive user data by splitting trust among

multiple entities. As long as any one of these entities behaves honestly and stores its secrets

safely, users get strong and precise guarantees of security and privacy.

By constructing two systems—one for the private computation of aggregate statistics and

one for anonymous messaging—we have proven that splitting trust is possible in principle.

By deploying the first of these systems in the Firefox web browser, we have demonstrated

that splitting trust is possible in practice as well. Application of cryptographic techniques,

such as our new zero-knowledge proofs on distributed data, is at the core of our approach.

Our computer systems must do a better job of keeping us in control of our personal

data. Splitting trust is one promising way to achieve this goal. Whatever techniques we use,

we should expect more from our computer systems in terms of the privacy properties they

provide. I am optimistic that the next generation of computer systems will do a better job of

serving our interests and protecting our privacy.
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